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S E C T I O N 1

I N T R O D U C T IO N

Terminal operational c lacity could be increased by
reducing the present lateral separation criteria between simul-
taneous Instrument Flight Rules (IFR) operations on parallel
runways and by establishing a basis for separation criteria for
Conventional Take-Off and Landing/Short Take-Off and Landing
(CTOL/STOL) operations for parallel or skewed runways. The
objective of the Lateral Separation Study is to provide a means
for establishing the feasibility of minimizing runway spacings

gk for the purpose of increasing the terminal operational capacity.
The Lateral Separation Study provides a method for

Sdetermining the minimum lateral spacing between runways and
measuring the relative safety for a given runway spacing. A
detailed procedural description of this method is contained in

&W, Volume I of this report. The basic objectives of Volume II
are to present the data essential to the determination of
minimum runway spacings and to describe the development of the
techniques used to generate this data.

A presentation of the list of data essential to
the determination of minimum runway spacings and a brief des-
cription of the problems associated with the generation of
this data are contained in Section 1.1. Briefly, this data
includes: probability of collision data, normal operating zone
_data, and blunder recovery data.

Section 2 provides a detailed description of the
Sdevelopment of techniques used to generate the required data.

The basic approach used in generating probability of collision
and normal operating zone data was to obtain statistical des-
criptions of the location errors (probability density functions)

MW of aircraft operating under IFR conditions. The probability
density functions in turn were used directly to compute the
probability of collision data and normal operating zone data.
The lateral error probability density functions were obtained

BF-1 from the Fokker-Planck equation. The Fokker-Planck equation
uses the system dynamics, provided by approach system models,
and an initial lateral distribution, provided by measured dis-
tribution data, to propagate the probability density function in
time. A deterministic analysis which included a parametric
variation of the pertinent system parameters was used to generate
the blunder recovery data.

The results of the various analyses described in
Section 2 are discussed in Section 3 and presented in the



appendices. In addition to the probability of collision data,
normal operating zone data and blunder recovery data, several
other study results are presented including: measured distribu-
tion data, approach system modeln, sonsitivity data, and pro-
bability density function data.

Section 4 presents a swmnary of the study results
I and the methods utilized to obtain these results.

1-2
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SECTION 1.1

W-1 PROBLEM DEFINITION

F As stated previously, the objective of this study
45 is to provide a means to establish the feasibility of minimiz-I
R ing runway spacings for the purpose of increasing the terminal

operational capacity. This objective is accomplished by pro-
viding a method for determining the minimum lateral spacing
between r, -ys and for measuring the relative safety for a
given r-- "iay spacing. The basic problem then is to determine
this me I and to generate the necessary data.

It is necessary to provide a method for determining
minimum runway spacings for the following aircraft and runway
configurations:

(1) CTOL/CTOL - parallel,
(2) CTOL/STOL - parallel at different threshold

locations,
(3) CTOL/STOL - skewed, and

• (4) STOL/STOL -parallel.
The method should be capable of handling the following approach

() T/sysTterpsa:a .
(1) front course Instrument Landing System (FC-ILS);

(2) back course Instrument Landing System (BC-ILS),
L and

Vký- (3) VHF omnidirectional range/distance measuring
equipment (VOR/DME).

Both independent and dependent operations should be considered,A as well as arrivals, departures, missed approaches, and blunders.
Minimum runway spacings and relative safety con-

siderations shall be based upon the following: I

(1) no transgression zones,
(2) normal operating zones,
(3) blunder recovery airspace, and
(4) probability of collision.
The problems specific to Volume II of this report

are associated with the generation of the data essential to
minimum runway spacing determination and relative safety
determination. The problems may be subdivided into four
specific problem areas, which are:

(1) developing system models,
(2) determining normal operating zones (NOZ),
(3) determining areas required for recovery from

blunder situations,

1-3



(4) determining runway separation evaluation data 'A

'(probability of collisiondata).,
The development of system models should include

*'models for parallel arrival and departure runways and various
other multiple runway-configurations. These models should
also include both straight-in and curved approach paths. 'The
models sh6uld consider longitudinal separation and lateral,
deviations.

The normal operating zones should be determined
for FC-ILS, Category I, CTOL approaches; FC-ILS, CategQry II,

* CTOL approaches; BC-ILS, Category I,. CTOL approachesi FC-ILS,

Category I, STOL approaches; and VOR/DME, CTOL approaches.

These 'normal operating zones should be such that either 68%
or 95% of the operations are contained in the zone.

The blunder recovery area should be determined for
combinations of parameters which include a set of extreme
deviation situationsi a set of data adquisition systems having
various accuracies and update rates, a set of rules and pro-
cedures, a set qf aircraft/pilot performance characteristics,
a set of communication times, hnd a set of measuremenj tech-
niques. I

the runway separation 6valuation data should be
ddtermined for independent parallel CTOL operations for front
course ILS/front course ILS, front course ILS/back course ILS,
and front course ILS/(VOR/DME) approach.es. This data should
also be determined for dependent parallel'CTOL front course
ILS approaches with various longitudinal separations and for
independent parallel CTOL/STOL and $TOL/STOL front 'course ILS
approaches for specific STOL runway threshold locations. 0

Once the solutions to the prevLous four problems
are obtained, theproblem of determining minimum spacing between
runways should Pe solved. This minimum spacing would be based
on an associated collision probability value determined by
solving (4), a normal operating zon• determined by solving (2},
a blunder recovery area determined by sdlving (3), and a no
transgression zone. A procedure for determining minimum runway
spacings should, be determined for:

1) Parallel runways and independent operation's for:
FC-ILS-CTOL/FC-ILS-CTOL ' ,
FC-ILS-CTOL/BC-ILS-CTOL
I'C-ILS-CTOL/(VOR/DME)-CTOL
FC-ILS-CTOL/FC-ILS-STOL (different runway

threshold, locations)
FC-ILS-STOL/FC-ILS-STOL

1-4 'I



2) Parallel runways and dependent operations for:
FC-ILS-CTOL/FC-ILS-CTL

3) Skewed runways and independent operations for:
FC-ILS-CTOL/FC-ILS-STOL with due consid-

eration for approaches, departures,
and missed approaches.

Once the minimum spacing problem is solved for CTOL/CTOL, CTOL/
STOL, and STOL/STOL, the effect on the terminal operational
capacity could be determined.

3
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SECT ION 2

M E T H O D 0 F S O L U T I - N

The objective of the methodology described in the
following sections is the determination of the data required
to obtain values for the minimum spacing between CTOL/CTOL,
CTOL/STOL, and STOL/STOL runways under various operational
procedures. This methodology is illustrated in block diagram
form in Figure 2-1.

Basically, this methodology involves the derivation
of system models that include all pertinent approach system
characteristics such as pilot performance, aircraft performance,
instrument approach system response and errors, controller
interactions, etc. These models are discussed in further detail
in Section 2.1.

Using these models, a set of state equations were
derived, and the corresponding Fokker-Planck partial differen-

Stial equation was developed. Thn development of the Fckker-
Planck equation is described in Section 2.2.

The location error data collected at Chicago,
Portland, Atlanta, NAFEC, Charleston and elsewhere was then
processed to yield the measured aircraft error distributions.
The lateral distributions were used to initialize the Fokker-
Planck equation, to aid in verification of the system models,
and to aid in the collision proo~bility determination. A
description of this effort is included in Section 2.3.

Verification of the system models was accomplished
by comparing observed quantities from the physical system to
those quantities predicted by the models as discussed in Section
2.4. In an effort to determine the dominant system parameters,
a sensitivity analysis was completed using both a deterministic
and a statistical model. The approach and results of this
investigation are also included in Section 2.4.

Using the initial lateral measured error distribu-
tions and the verified Fokker-Planck equation, the aircraft
positional error distributions, or probability density func-

Stions, from the initial range to thc decision height were com-
puted, as described in Section 2.5. These density surfaces are
the statistical description of the positional errors of the air-
craft at time or range intervals along the approach. The
models and the corresponding Fokker-Planck equation were deve-

12ý loped such that it was possible to vary the parameters of the
models (equations) to determine the error distributions for each

Preceding page blank 2-1
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r i of the required operational procedures. The normal operating
zones (the area containing 68% or 95% of the aircraft opera-
tions) were then computed directly from the lateral error dis-

K, tributions and are also discussed in Section 2.5. Vertical
and longitudinal probability density functions were also obtained

as discussed in Section 2.5.
The probability of collision for the variouc

operational procedures and runway configurations were determined.
The definition of these collision probabilities and the methods
of obtaining them are described in Section 2.6.

The effect of those aircreft that deviate beyond
the NOZ (blunders) were then investigated. The determination
of the recovery airspace required for various blunder situations
was accomplished using a deterministic approach. The determina-
tion of these recovery areas is described in Section 2.7.

K. The systematic combination of the results of the
methodology described in Sections 2.1 through 2.7 yields 'he
information necessary for determining minimum runway spacings
and for measuring the relative safety for a given spacing for
the various operational procedures and runway configurations.
The procedure for determining the minimum runway spacing is dis-
cussed in Volume I, Section 4.

rwl
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SECTION 2.1

6.I
SYSTEM MODEL DEVELOPMENT

After a thorough examination of the problem defini-
tion, discussed in Section 1.1, the method of solution,
discussed in Section 2, was formulated. The first major effort

S~involved in accomplishing the method of solution is the develop-
ment of mathematical models which describe the required approach

systems. To aid in model development and verification tasks,
S a comprehensive literature survey was conducted, resulting in
the models described in this section. The approach systems
investigated and modeled in this study are described in Table
2.1-1. The development of mathematical models which describe

r " these approach systems is discussed in the sections which follow.
Due to similarities in these approach systems, a

nominal system model is developed which represents all of the
above appro-tch systems. The nominal model equations and certain
model parameter values are representative of all of the above
approach systems; however, some model parameters are specific
to each approach system. The nominal model is defined as a
front course, instrument landing system, Category I and Category
II combination, conventional take off and landing aircraft and
runway (FC-ILS-INOM-CTOL).

. 9'ection 2.1.1 establishes the operational concepts
for the system moesels. A detailed description of the nominal
model development is contained in Section 2.1.2. Various
required expansions of the nominal model to encompass the oper-
ational t•oncepts are discussed in Section 2.1.3. Section 2.1.4
contains an error definition discussion for the various
approach systems. Section 2.1.5 discusses the model state
equation- derivation for use in the Fokker-Planck analysis.
Verification of the nominal system model is discussed in Sec-
tion 2.4.

2.1.1 MODEL CONCEPT DEFINITION
Before a reasonable system model can be developed,

it is necessary to plan all required phases of the analysis and

relate the model to each phase by predetermining how the model
will be utilized. It is also necessary to establish a set of

ground rules and assumptions to serve as a guideline throughout
model development and subsequent model usage. Additionally, it

is necessary to define the general model structure by identify-
ing the major components and their corresponding interconnections.

2-5



Table 2.1-1 Approach Systems

Primary Runway Approach Guida1 Lce
Designation User Class Type System

FC-ILS-I-CTOL CTOL CTOL Front Course, ILS

Category I Category I

FC-ILS-II-CTOL CTOL CTOL Front Course, ILS,

Category II Category II

BC-ILS-I-CTOL CTOL CTOL Back Course, ILS,

Category I Category I

VOR-CTOL CTOL CTOL VOR (tracking inbound,
Category I to a station within

the airport boundary)

FC-ILS-I-STOL STOL STOL Front Course, ILS,
ategory I Category I

The purpose of this section is to accomplish these objectives. A

The basic model concepts are derived by considering

all factors which affect an aircraft's lateral deviation from a

runway localizer beam. Consideration of these factors results

in the model structure shown in Figure 2.1.1-1. The major

components contained in the model structure are the aircraft,
pilot, course deviation indicator and ground controller. The

component interconnections are also shown in Figure 2.1.1-1.

Runway lateral separation requirements, as defined

in this study, are based upon the assumptions that (1) the

approach system's lateral and vertical tracking dynamics are

independent and (2) the aircraft is to remain in the glideslope

plane except when executing a missed approach. These assump-

tions allow the results obtained from this study to reflect the

"worst case" possibility. Based upon these assumptions the

system model simulates lateral control only.
After a thorough investigation of the objectives

of this study, the model's operational concepts were established.

The expanded system models (Section 2.1.3) are capable of IFR

operations for CTOL or STOL aircraft operating on CTOL or STOL

2-6



Tracking Aileron

Desired Deflection,

Track Course Ee a Aircraft
Deviation Pil Model
Indicator

PL• BankAnl

Ground Heading Angle
Controller

SX' Y', Z' Location

Figure 2.1.1-1 General System Model

runways with either an ILS (Category I or Category II) or VOR

approach guidance system. The expanded models can simulate

arrivals or departures and independent or dependent

operations on single or multiple (parallel or skewed) runway

configurations. They can simulate both straight-in approach

paths and general curved three-dimension~.l approach paths, and

have the capability of simulating missed approaches.

The approach system model is used in the generation

of supporting data which will be used in the determination of

the minimum lateral runway separation criteria. The state

equations derived from the model are utilized in the Fokker-

Planck analysis which generates probability density functions

which in turn are used in the probability of collision analysis.

The system model is also utilized in the blunder analysis, which

defines lateral recovery airspace requirements for various

blunder conditions.
The expanded models may be used as analysis tools

to study approach systems. Certain terminal system parameters

and/or system errors may be varied and the effects on the total

system response observed. The models may be used in the pre-

diction of distribution data for systems in which no measured

field data exists. Certain system characteristics which are

difficult to observe in the actual approach system (such as

multiple aircraft relative velocities and locations, aircraft

bank angle and heading angle, curved path characteristics,

etc.) may be obtained easily from these expanded system models.
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2.1.2 NOMINAL MODEL

2.1.2.1 Introduction
SThe purpose of the nominal model is to simulate a

composite set of CTOL aircraft flying the final leg of a front
course ILS approach under IFR conditions. The model is also
used t;o develop and check the state equations used in the
Fokker-Planck analysis'and to establish a data base to which
more complex models may be compared.

To determine the requirements of the nominal model,
an analysis of the various components included in an ILS
approach was undertaken. The various subsystews identified were
then studied to allow development of simple yet accurate ndthe-
matical models of the subsystem response. For each subsystem *
various basic assumptions were used to determine the modeling
requirements.

Three versions of the nominal model were developed
for use in the various analyses required. The first and pri-
mary model is a .nonlinear simulation with a time delay in the
pilot model; the second is a nonlinear model with a simulaced
time delay; and, the third is a linear model. Each model was
developed with a slightly different set of simplifying assump-
tions and will be discussed in later sections.

2.1.2.2 Approach
The development of all three versions of the nominal

model was based on the general block diagram of the system pre-
sented in Section 2.1.1 (Figure 2.1.1-1).

These models are necessary to satisfy the various
requirements of the.problem definition (Section 1.1). The

nonlinear, pure del y model is the most accurate simulation and

establishes a data h~se to which following models may be com-
pared. The nonlinea , simulated delay and linear models are
required to determine the state equations to be used by the

Fokker-Planck analysiýs.

List of Symbols
All symbols used in the various models, their units,

and a brief description of each are listed in Table 2.1.2-1. *

The dot notation over a variable indicates the time derivative

of that variable. A zero subscript indicates the initial con-
dition.

2-8



Table 2.1.2-1 List of Symbols

Symbol Units Description

a a 1/sec Inverse of the aircraft bank
rate to aileron response
time constant

a
pl

ap

- Coeffic-.ents used in the
aP3 simulated pilot/control delay

a
a5

a 1/sec Inverse of the pilot lead time
constant on bank angle feedback

K 1/sec 2  Aircraft bank rate to ailerona response gain multiplied by aa

Kp rad/rad Pilot gain on simulated delay

Ke (angular) rad/rad Pilot tracking gain on the
Ke angular localizer error

K' (displacement) rad/ft Pilot tracking gain on the
e displacement error from the

localizer beam

K sec Pilot gain on the bank angle
div-ded by a$

red/rad Pilot gain on heading angle
feedback

xe rad/rad Pilot gain on heading angle
error

L ft -x coordinate of the lateral
guidance transmittinq
antenna

LONGij ft Ground range longitudinal |separation of A/Ci and A/Cj A

NR rad Lateral guidance equipment
receiver noise

2-9 1



Table 2.' 2-1 List of Symbols (Continued)

Symbol Units Description
NT rad Lateral guidance equipment

transmitter noise

N rad/sec Curved path turn rate error

NY$ ft Pilot lateral tracking
error (base leg)

N rad Pilot localizer track .ng
error (final leg)

N rad Pilot bank angle error

N rad Pilot heading angle error

Rturn ft Range from way point at
which the turn will be
commenced

SKEW deg Runway 2 ,;kew angle fromde Runway 1

Tturn sTime required to execute
the turn

V ft/sec Aircraft airspeed

VX'

Vy, ft/sec Aircraft velocity along the
glideslope coordinate system

VZ,

XWPP n. mi. Slant range from touchdown
to the base leg/final leg
intersection (way point)

x ft Aircraft body centered

xz coordinate system

i ft Runway coordinate system

~X'1
1 ft Glideslope coordinate

_•_ __,_ system
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Table 2.1.2-1 List of Symbols (Continued)

Symbol Units Description

Xb'

Yb ft Base leg coordinate system

Zb, (in the glidelope plane)

X2
Y ft Runway 2 coordinate
Z2 system

YI Yd ft Desired location of the
aircraft in the glideslope

axis system

rad Base leg/final leg inter-
section angle

Y rad Glideslope angle

6 rad Aileron deflection

rad Angular position of the air-
craft in the glideslope axis
system

Ce rad Angular error of the aircraft
position in the glideslope
axis system

L rad Desired angular position of
•LOC

the aircraft

rad Pitch angle in glideslope
0 axis system

sec Curved path turn lead time

Xp sec pilot/control delay i
Oc rad Commanded bank angle

erad Error between commanded and
rad anticipated bank angle

OLIM rad Bank angle limit

$LIM rad/sec Bank rate limit

2-11



Table 2.1.2-1 List of Symbols (Continued)

Symbol Units Description

Lturn rad Commanded bank angle while

in the curved path

Heading, pitch and bank angles
rad of the aircraft attitude in

the glideslope axis system,
respectively

rad Heading, pitch and bank rates
in the glideslope system
respectively

c rad Commanded heading angle

•e rad Heading error defined in
glideslope axis system

$LIM rad/sec Turn rate limit

ýR rad Reference heading angle in
the glideslope axis system
(zero error condition)

tr rad/sec Curved path turn rate

21
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S~Assumptions

Several assumptions were used to determine the j
configuration of the various models; some assumptions are common I

to all models, some apply only to a specific model.SAssumptions common to all models inclpde:

1) the system's lateral and vertical tracking
dynamics are independent, and

S2) the aircraft remains in the glideslope I
plane except when executing a missed

These assumptions result in a study reflecting the "worst case"possibility. Thus, the system models simulate lateral controlS~only.
oy The aircraft will be assumed to perform coordinated

turns in the glideslope plane in order to nullify any lateral
displacement error. This assumption simplifies the aircraft

V dynamics equations. Further assumptions pertaining to the
E aircraft dynamics equations are discussed in Appendix A.
ff-E Assumptions particular to each model will be pre-
N- sented as reqiiired in the model development.

k Coordinate Systems
Three coordinate systems are used in the models.

These systems are a runway system, a glideslope system and an
aircraft body centered system. The three, systems and theirS~relationships to one anotCher are shown in Figure 2.1.2-1.

Aircraft

eI

z

zI 1

Figure 2.1.2-1 Coordinate Systems
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tThe runway system is identified by the X, Y, Z axes.

The axes have their origin at the touchdown point for approaches
and the liftoff point fordepartures. The touchdown point for
-an approach is defined as the point on the runway at which an
aircrAft on an ideal track would first touch the runway (i.e.
for FC-ILS it would be the glideslope intercept point).,.For a
departure the liftoff point is defined as the point an aircraft
would lift off the runway for an ideal departure. The X axis
is defined positive out along the runway centerline, the Z axis
is positive up along the earth's gravitational vector, and the
Y axis completes the right-handed system.

The glideslope system'is identified by the X', Y',
Z Z axes. The axes also have their origin at the touchdown or
liftoff point. The X' axis is defined positive out along an

* ' ideal track. For a Ft-ILS approach, the X' axis is defined
as being along the intersection of, the ILS localizer arid I
glideslope beams. For a FC-ILS departure the X' axis is defined'
similarly, assuming a glideslope equivalent beam exists with
its intercept point coincident with the liftoff point and
extending along the departure path. The Y' axis is coincident
with the -Y axis, and the Z' axis completes the right-handed

S•~~ystem. •,
%, tem. The body centered system is identified by the'x,

y, z axes and has its origin at the aircraft center-of-gravity.
The x axis is defined positive forward along the aircraft
fuselage: centerline, the y axis is positive out along the star-
board wing, and the z axis completes the right-handed system.

Course Deviation Indicator (CDI) Model
Two techniques for simulating the CDI were developed.

The CDI model in ,the nonlinear systems computes the angular
error measured from the localizer beam in the glideslope plane,
while in the linear system it computes the displacement error
from the localizer beam. A

The CDI angular simulator is 'an arctangent operator

and is shown in Figure 2.1.2-2. Since the runway centerline
is coincident with the XI axis, the Y' coordinate of the air-
craft position is the lateral displacement error. The angular
CDI simulator relates the lateral displacement error magnitude
to the displayed angular error as a function of range from the
lateral giidance transmitting antenna (X' + L). L is defined
as minus the X coordinate of the lateral guidance transmitting
antenna measured in the runway axis system. Thus, a 500 foot
error ae ten miles from the antenna displays less needle'

2-14 1
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Desired Tracking
Track tan- Error, c

X, Y•

Figure 2.1.2-2 Course Deviation Indicator Model

deflection than the same 500 foot error would command at two
miles from the antenna. This is representative of the variable
sensitivity found in actual CDI operation.

The arctangent operator is a nonlinear function
and in order to develop a linear model, a displacement error
system was developed. In this system the Y' coordinate was
used as the error signal. The linear CDI system is not a
function of range. Thus, a 500 foot error would command the
same magnitude of deflection at ten miles from the antennaI as at two miles. This is not representative of actual con-
ditions, but it is valid for short range intervals. Therefore,
the linear model can simulate the actual system if it is
utilized for short range segments.

Pilot Model
Selected feedback locos closed by the pilot for

the localizer displacement control task are presented in
Figure 2.1.2-3. The pilot commands a bank angle to aileron
inner loop based on his perception of heading error in a
secondary loop. The heading error is based on a heading
reference established by his perception of localizer deviation
(References 1 and 4)*. The bank angle is the pilot's primary
controlling parameter.

Two pilot models were developed for use in the
models. The most accurate model is based on the pilot model
from Reference 1, and is illustrated in Figure 2.1.2-3. This
model approximates the pilot response by a pure time delay
and a lead. The time delay represents the pilot/control delay
and the lead simulates the pilot's anticipatory ability.

*References are listed after every major section (section number
of two levels or less, i.e. 1.1, 2.3,-etc.'.
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Tracking Pilot Aileron
Error. Dela Control,e:ee e e e-S~p •a

K (s+aO)•~Lead

Heading Bank
Angle Angle

Figure 2.1.2-3 Pilot Model

In order to develop a pilot model in a form suit-
able for use in the Fokker-Planck analysis, the pilot/control
time delay was replaced by a simulated time delay as devel ed
in Reference 2. The output of the simulated delay functiolA is
compared to that of an actual delay for a .J second delay
in Figure 2.1.2-4. The pure time delay has the form:

Input-• ep Output

Time Delay

and the simulated delay has the form:

3 K- (aps 2 +ap2 s+l)

Input O - utput
a s+l k s 2 +a. s+l)

Simulated Time Delay
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SIMULATED PILOT / CONTROL DELAY

1e20 +
+

+

+ *•!.__ Simulated Delay
.30 + **

R +
E * *

E

S +* '
p +*

a.60 * *0
N +*

S ÷*

E ÷

+÷ * • Ideal Time DelayT

C 20 + (.3 sec)

4.i

W920 +2.6

m*- 40 +--a ---- --- --- .. .. . -+ . . .----- a ....... .-° ' '' - ° ..... "''''+
.00 .20 .40 .60 i

Time - Sec.
I

Figure 2.1.2-4 Simqlated Delay Response
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where
a (2.1.2-1)

p 5  100F Tp -a~ 5  2(212)
apl P5 2 -) (2.1.2-2)

1
a 2 - (tp a5 (2.1.2-3)

p 2 2a P-a51 (2.1.2-4)

p3

Sa4 = T a5 (2.1.2-5)

P4 2' Kp P5)

Verification of the simulated time delay a's an approximation
to the actual delay is contained in the results portion of
this section (Section 2.1.2.3).

Aircraft Model
In the determination of approach system lateral

distribution data, it is necessary to consider the aircraft's
dominant lateral dynamics only. Due to the dominant long term
nature of the approach system dynamics, the aircraft's short
term transient motion becomes negligible; therefore, it is
assumed that the aircraft's lateral dynamics can be simulated
"by representing the aircraft bank rate response to aileron
input by a time lag (References 3 and 19) with a limited
bank rate, OLIMj and turn rate, *LIM. These limits are imposed
by pilot acceptability and passenger comfort considerations.
For a given aileron input the aircraft bank rate will achieve
"63% of its steady-state value in l/aa seconds. A bani angle

limit, OLIM, is imposed by the turning rate limit as follows:

-hLIM = tan-1 (VLIM% '32.2) (2.1.2-6)

The pilot is assumed to cause the aircraft to per-
form level coordinated turns in the glideslope plane to nullify
lateral deviation errors (Reference 4). This assumption is
utilized in the derivation of the aircraft equations of motion
shown in Figure 2.1.2-5. The derivation and associated assump-
tions are presented in Appendix A. The aircraft equations of
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Initial

Aircraft Bank Limit Conditions
Response OLIM

Ka___ Aircraft X1 Y, *zs (s+aa) "Dynamics ' '

AIRCRAFT DYNAMICS:

Input-

S= f(t) , radians

Initial Conditions -
o , oft

V , ft/sec

*o, Co, 00 , radians

Equations of Motion - - 32.2 tan
V

- + $¢ dt

coseo cos*

V = v coseo sinJ

= -v sineo

x= x1 +fvx' dt

y' = Yo +fVy' dt

, Z01 +fvz' dt

Figure 2.1.2-5 Aircraft Model
21
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motion describe the heading and location of the aircraft as a
function of bank angle and time.

The definition of the Euler angles for aircraft
flying straight down the runway centerline and in the glideslope
plane are listed below.

Approach Departure

i0 0

Total System
While flying an ILS approach, the pilot sees an

error displayed on the CDI. After some nominal physiological
delay he uses the magnitude and direction of the error to
command an aileron deflection which causes the aircraft to
bank, resulting in a heading change (References 1 and 4). The
new heading tends to reduce the error and the CDI indicates
a smaller error.

The CDI, pilot, and aircraft models are connected
and related in a manner which accurately simulates the actual
system. The CDI model computes the error from the ILS center- •
line which is input to the pilot model. Also input into the

pilot model are the heading and the bank angle of the aircraft.
The pilot model simulates the pilot's anticipation of the air-
craft heading and bank angle change and then commands some
aileron deflection. The aileron deflection is then used to
determine the aircraft bank rate and heading change. The air-
craft attitude and direction are used to compute the updated
position and the CDI takes the information and generates a new
error for the pilot model.

Inherent in every physical system of this type are
several error sources (or noise sources). The types of errors
which primarily affect the lateral approach system dynamics
are the associated lateral guidance equipment transmitting
(NT) and receiving (NR) errors as well as pilot errors. Pilot
error sources are asslimed to occur at each input (References 1
and 5) to the pilot, bank angle (f), heading angle (l), and
localizer tracking error (Ee); therefore, the corresponding
pilot errors are noted as No, N*, and Ne. Included in these
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pilot error terms are such things as pilot attitude, indicator
equipment accuracy and any other contributors which affect
the pilot's ability or desire to react to actual conditions.
Since the bank angle is the pilot's primary controlling para-
meter, pilot attitude errors are primarily included in N

Three implementations of the total system arc
illustrated in the detailed block diagrams of Figures 2.1.2-6
through 2.1.2-8. These diagrams contain all gains, lags,
delays, and feedback loops necessary to simulate the total
system. The nonlinear version, Figure 2.1.2-6, is the pri-
mary and most accurate model; however, all three versions
of the nominal model are -alid for all aircraft types and
for ILS or VOR approach systems. The nonlinear model was
linearized by replacing the angular error indicator with
a pure displacement function. The gains are adjusted so that
the linear model generates an error signal response approxi-
mate to that of the nonlinear model at a particular range.

K' (displacement) = K. (angular)
e Ke

X'+L (2.1.2-7)

For this reason the linear model can accurately simulate the
actual system if it is utilized for short range segments.
The heading angle (') and the bank angle (ý) are assumed to
be small (Z 250) so that small angle approximations are valid.
The linear system response has been compared to the nonlinear
system response to verify that the linearization assumptions
did not introduce significant errors (Section 2.1.2.3 and
Section 2.2).

2.1.2.3 Nominal Model Results

The nominal model (Figure 2.1.2-6) has been pro-
grammed in a FORTRAN IV language computer routine for ease
of use in the various analyses. A flow chart and source
listing for this model is included in the User's Manual.

The nominal model parameter symbols, values, units,
references, and pertinent comments are listed in Table 2.1.2-2.

b • Unless otherwise denoted the parameters are valid for all
three versions (Figures 2.1.2-6, 7, 8) of the nominal model.

Each loop in the nominal model has been verified by
f comparison of the simulated response to the expected response

for the parameter values listed in Table 2.1.2-2 with the
exception of T and K. For verification purposes the time

p ie
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Table 2.1.2-2 Nominal Model Parameter Values

symbol Value Units Reference Comments

aa 1.0 sec- 1  4 CTOL aircraft

ap1  .04 2 Simulated delay models
(Equation 2.1.2-2)

a -. 35 2 Simulated delay models
aP2 (Equation 2.1.2-3)

a .04 2 Simulated delay models
aP3 (Equation 2.1.2-4)

a P4 35 2 Simulated delay models
(Equation 2.1.2-5)

.007 2 'Simulated delay models
(Equation 2.1.2-1)

a 1.5 sec-1 1

Ka 1.0 sec- 2  - Assumed

K 1.0 - Simulated delay models
p

Kce 4.8 - Nonlinear models, deter-
mined in Section 2.4.3

K .000075 at rad - Linear model
e 9 N. Mi to ft (Equation 2.1.2-7)

.000354 at

.75 N. Mi.,

K 1.33 -iec 1

K1.9 11

Kpe 1.0 1

L 9000. feet - FC-ILS Approach

1_25 
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Table 2.1.2-2 Nominal Model Parameter Values (Continued)

Symbol Value Units Reference Comments

NR + .00048 rad 6, 7 la value, determined
in Section 2.1.4
(ILSR)

NT + .001497 rad 15 la value, determined
in Section 2.1.4
(ILST for Category I/
Category II Combina-
tion)

Ne t .00349 rad la value, determined
in Section 2.1.4

N + .1047 at rad ia value, determined
9N. Mi. in Section 2.4.3
+ .0436 at '(Varies linearily

ON. Mi. with range)

+N .01745 rad la value, determined j
in Section 2.1.4

V 236.4 ft/sec Assumed (140 knots
for CTOL aircraft)

Y 2.5 deg CTOL runway

80 0. rad Assumed

T .7 sec Assumed

OLIM .367 rad Eqvation 2.1.2-6

.LIM 1745 rad/sec - Assumed (10 deg/sec)

$LIM .0524 rad/sec - Assumed (3 deg/sec)

3.1416 rad Approach
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responses of each loop were determined using a pilot/control
delay of = 0.3 seconds (instead of .7 seconds) and a pilot

I tracking gain on the localizer error of Ke = 164.5 (instead
of 4.8) since the references utilized for comparison assumed
these values. The nominal model simplification's (simulated
delay and linearization) are also veritied'by observing the,I time responses discus:sed below.

Figure 2.1.2-9 illustrates the response of the

bank angle to a commanded bank angle (for a pilot/control delay
of 0.3 seconds) for both an actual pilot/control time'delay
and a simulated delay. Note thdt a good comparison exists
between the two curves; therefore,.the simulated delay is
a good approximation to the actual delay. The .3 second
delay can be seen on the curves as well as the 1 second CTOL
bank rate to aileron response time constant as expected.

Figure 2.1.2-10 shows the heading angle response
to a commanded heading angle. Note that the heading time

constant appears to be about 6 seconds which compares favor-
ably to the data in Reference 4, which'gives a 6 second time
constant for a similar aircraft.

Figure 2.1.2-11 shows the lateral deviation responses
for an initial lateral deviation of 500 feet at a range Of 15
nautical miles for the nominal system model (Figure 2.1.2-6),
the nonlinear, simulated delay nominal model (Figure 2.1.2-7),
and the linear, simulated delay nominal model (Figure 2.1.2-8).,
Note that the time responses for all three models dompare

• ~very closely; therefore, the linearization assumpt~ions and the

simulated delay approximations areverified. Further verifica-
Stion of these model simplifications for a statistical' response

is contained in Section 2.2. Note that this response appears
to have a damping rdtio of about 0.3 which agrees with data
given in Reference 1 for a similar system.

A complete verification of the nominal model is
contained in Section 2.4.

2.1.3 EXPANDED MODELSr The nominal model described in Section 2'.1.2 has
been expanded to encompass the specific operational concepts
defined in Section 2.1.1. The model expansion task may be
broken into two parts:

1. Approach System Models (Section 2.1.3.1)
2. Curved Path and Multiple Aircraft/Runway

Mcdels (Section 2.1.3.2)
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The approach system models are based on the P'stems listed in
Table 2.1-1 and are developed for use in the generation of
probability density functions which are used in the probability
of collision analysis. The curved path model and multiple
aircraft/runway model are developed for use as approach system
analysis tools.

2.1.3.1 Approach System Models
The specific approach systems modeled in this

study from Table 2.1-1 are as follows:
1. FC-ILS-I-CTOL
2. FC-ILS-II-CTOL
3. BC-ILS-I-CTOL
4. VOR-CTOL
5. FC-ILS-I-STOL

Due to similarities in the above approach systems, the nominal
model block diagrams developed in Section 2.1.2 (Figures 2.1.2-6,
7, and 8) are valid for all of these systems. The nominal
model equations and certain model parameter values are repre-
sentative of all of the above approach systems; however, some
model parameter values are specific to each approach system
and thus distinguish the different approach system models from
one another.

An analysis of each particular item necessary to
model the specified approach systems resulted in the model
parameter values shown in Table 2.1.3-1. The model para-
meter values for each specific approach system are determined
from Table 2.1.3-1 and by fitting models to measured distribu-
tion data (from Section 2.3) for each approach system, as
discussed in Section 2.5.

A brief description of each of the approach systems
is contained below.

FC-ILS-I-CTOL (Front Course - Instrument Landing System -

Category I - Conventional Take Off and Landing)
In this system a ground-based transmitter generates

a set of beams in such a manner that the airborne receiver
can determine, and indicate to the pilot, the position of

* the aircraft with respect to the extended runway centerline
and an optimum glideslope. Under the stated assumptions it
is not necessary to consider the glideslope guidance; therefore,
the remaining discussion will be limited to the localizer.
The optimum track of the aircraft is precisely along the
extended runway centerline (localizer). However, due to various
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Table 2.1.3-1 Expanded Model Parameter Values

Item Symbol Value Units Comments

CTOL Aircraft
a 1 sec- 1  References 4 and 21

Ka 1 sec- 2  Assumed

V 236.4 ft/sec Assumed (140 knots)

kLIM .367 rad Equation 2.1.2-6

SLIM .1745 rad Assumed (10 deg/sec)

ýLIM .0524 rad Assumed (3 deg/sec)

STOL Aircraft
aa .6 sec- 1  References 20 and 21

a

a.6 sec 2  Assumed

V 108.1 ft/sec Assumed (64 krits)

OLIM .17.12 rad Equation 2.1.2-6

kLIM .1745 rad Assumed (10 deg/sec)

•LIM .0524 rad Assumed (3 deg/sec)

CTOL Runway
Y 2.5 deg Reference 22

FC-ILS L 9000 ft Assumed

BC-ILS L -1000 ft Assumed

VOR L 4000 ft Assumed

STOL Runway
y 7.5 deg Reference 23

FC-ILS L 9000 ft Value is consis-
tent with the mea-
sure2 field data
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Table 2.1.3-1 Expanded Model Parameter Values (Continued)

Item Symbol Value Units Comments

Pilot
a .04 Simulated delay

models (Equation
2.1.2-2)

a -. 35 Simulated delay
P2 models (Equation

2.1.2-3)

a .04 Simulated delay
P3 models (Equation

2.1.2-4)

a .35 Simulated delay
P4 models (Equation

2.1.2-5)

a .007 Simulated delay
models (Equation
2.1.2-1)

a 1.5 sec-I Reference 1

S1.0 Simulated delay
models

- - Determined in
Ke Section 2.5 by

fitting measured
di.stribution data
(Nonlinear models)

Ke rad Equation 2.1.2-7£e f-t-"
(Linear model)

KO 1.33 sec Reference 1
TP

Kp 1.9 Reference 1
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Table 2.1.3-1 Expanded Model Parameter Values (Continued)

Item Symbol Value Units Comments

K 1.0 Reference 1

Nc .00?49 rad Determined in
Section 2.1.4

(la value)

N rad Determined in
Section 2.5 by

fitting measured
distribution data
(la value)

N* +.01745 rad Determined in
Section 2.1.4
(la value)

p .7 sec Assumed

Lateral Guid-
ance Equipment

ILS-I NR +.00048 rad Determined in
Section 2.1.4
(la value)

NT +.001745 rad Determined in
Section 2.1.4
(la value)

ILS-II NR +.00048 rad Determined in
Section 2.1.4
(la value)

NT +.001249 rad Determined in
Section 2.1.4
(la value)

VOR NR +.02155 rad Determined in
Section 2.1.4
(l value)
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Table 2.1.3-1 Expanded Model Parameter Values (Continued)

Item Symbol Value Units Comments

VOF (Cont'd) NT +.0218 rad Determined from
S~Section 2.1.4
S~(la value)

random error sources, this optimum track is seldom achieved.
Changes in the position of the aircraft with respect to the
localizer are presented to the pilot via the CDI or Flight
Director (FD). The pilot, observing the CDI, commands an
aileron deflection. The command causes the aircraft to move
laterally in a coordinated turn. The basic system components
(CDI, pilot, aircraft and monitoring controller) and their
interconnections are illustrated in Figure 2.1.1-1.

FC-ILS-II-CTOL (Front Course - Instrument Landing System -

Category II - Conventional Take Off and Landing)
This system is essentially the same as the cate-

gory I system previously described. However, in this system
the calibration and degree of allowable drift of the localizer
are held within tighter bounds as discussed in Section 2.1.4.

BC-ILS-I-CTOL (Back Course - Instrument Landing gsytem-
Category I - Conventional Take Off and Landing)

The back course ILS iocalizer beam is generated
by the same ground equipment as the front course; therefore,
this system is essentially the same as the systems discussed
above. However, on a back course approach the aircraft, at a
given range from touchdown, is closer to the localizer antenna.
Thus, the system is more sensitive to guidance errors.

VOR - CTOL (VHF Omnidirectional Range - Conventional Take
Off and I.Anding)

This system differs from the previously discussed
ILS in that the ground station transmits information in such
a manner that the receiving equipment in the aircraft can

r determine the magnetic bearing to (or from) the VOR station.
Thus, if a VOR station is located at or near an airport,
this station can be used with appropriate procedures to affect
landing during IFR weathei" conditions. This requires that
the aircraft fly to (or from) the VOR station on a specified
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radial which is input to the omnibearing selector (OBS).
The deviations from the selected radial are presented to the
pilot on the CDI. The remainder of the model is as discussed
in the ILS above.

FC-ILS-I-STOL (Front Course - Instrument Landing System -

Category I - Short Take Off and Landing
This system is similar to the FC-ILS-'I-CTOL except

that the glideslope is normally elevated to about 7.50 versus
2.50 for CTOL and the primary user class is STOL aircraft.
Also the final approach length is much shorter (2-3 N. Mi.)
than for CTOL (5 N. Mi. or greater).

2.1.3.2 Curved Path Model and Multiple Aircraft/Runway Model
The curved path and multiple aircraft/runway models

are developed for use as analysis tools to study approach
systems. Certain terminal system parameters and/or system errors
may be varied and the effects on the total system response
observed. The models may be used in the prediction of distri-
bution data for systems in which no measured field data exists.
Certain system characteristics which are difficult to observe
in the actual appro.ach system (such as multiple aircraft rela-
tive velocities and locations, aircraft bank angle and heading
angle, curved path characteristics, etc.) may be obtained
easily from these system models.

Curved Path Model
The nominal model of Section 2.1.2 has been

extended to include a three-dimensional curved approach path.
This model may be used to study the approach of aircraft along
a curved path. The curved path uses two legs (a base and a
final) and a commanded standard-rate turn from base leg to
final leg to simulate a curved approach. This model can also
simulate departures and missed approaches.

The curved path approach model was developed by
adding a base leg and a commanded standard-rate turn to the

nominal model. The single base leg was deemed sufficient to
allow a complete study of various curved approaches. Lateral
control while the aircraft is on the base leg is not range
dependent; that is, a displacement error rather than an
angular error is used to command aircraft motion. The dis-
placement error method is more representative of a controller
observing a radar display and giving heading vectors and turn
commands. The displacement error has a constant sensitivity
for all ranges whereas an ILS has a range dep..ndent sensitivity.
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A standard-rate turn is normally used to maneuver the aircraft
onto the final leg of the approach. Figure 2.1.3-1 illustrates
the curved approach geometry and the different error logic
used on each approach leg.

The desired turn rate is an input parameter to
the standard-rate turn maneuver and any reasonable rate may
be chosen. The bank angle which would give the desired turn
rate is computed based on the input turn rate plus some random
turn rate error and the aircraft velocity. The range at

which the turn is commenced is a function of aircraft velocity,
the angle through which the aircraft must turn, the desired turn
rate and the pilot/controller turn anticipation time. The
range from the intercept (base leg/final leg intersection) atwhich the turn is commanded, the time required to execute the

turn, and the commanded bank angle are given by the following
equations.

V 1
R tan +V
turn -h'tr a c

I Tturn -

whreturn= tan- 3(2.tr4tr)Vj

S~where

S8 = angle which must be turned, rad

=tr turn rate, rad/sec

Tc = pilot/controller turn anticipation time, sec

Tturn = time required to execute the turn, sec
Rturn = range from intercept at which the turn will be

commenced, ft

4 turn = commanded bank angle while in the turn, rad

V = aircraft velocity, ft/sec

Ntr = turn rate error, rad/sec
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The n')rmal aircraft/pilot delays and response
characteristics described in Section 2.2.2 are in force
throughout the turn maneuver. The glideslope of the base
leg is assumed to be a value such that the curved path and
base leg lie in the final leg glideslope plane.

Departures are considered to be controlled in
the same manner as approaches (discussed in Section 2.1.2);
that is, the pilot receives the same form of lateral guidance
information as during an approach. Departures are therefore
simulated the same as approaches with the following excep-
tions: the aircraft is initialized at a heading angle (p)
near zero, Psi reference ( is set to zero, the value of
L is set accordingly, and the glideslope angle (y) is set
to correspond to the rate of climb desired for the departure.

A limited missed approach capability is within
the operational limits of the curved path model. If a missed
approach simulation is desired, a positive pitch angle and
missed approach range must be input. The aircraft will then
climb out while flying down the localizer beam.

All control logic, coordinate system, and dynamics
assumptions made during the development of the nominal model
in Section 2.1.2 are valid.

The curved path model consists basically of three
separate models which are valid in different regions of the
curved approach geometry as illustrated in Figure 2.1.3-2.
When the aircraft is operating in ti. base leg region of the
curved approach path, then the base leg model shown in
Figure 2.1.3-3 is used. From the time the aircraft's range
to the inter-ept becomes equal to Rturn until Tturn seconds
later, the turning model shown, 4n Figure 2.1.3-4 is valid.
After the aircraft has completed the turn the nominal model
shown in Figure 2.1.2-6 i4 valid.

The curved path system model is capable of simulat-
ing IFR operations for CTOL or STOL aircraft operating on CTOL

S , or STOL runways with either an ILS (Category I or Category II)
or a VOR guidance system. Arrivals can be simulated on either
straight-in approach paths or three-dimension ceneral curved
paths. Departures and missed approaches may also be simulated,
but only on straight paths. The curved path model may be used
as an analysis tool for studying curved approaches, departures,
and missed approaches.

The curved path model has been programmed in FORTRAN
IV and the source listing, flow charts, and operating instruc-
tions are contained in the User's Manual.
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The parameter values for the curved path model

"A
may be obtained from Table 2.1.3-1 or assumed. '

Multiple Aircraft/Runway Model
The multiple aircraft/runway model may be used to

study the effects of longitudinal separaticn on lateral
safety requirements for parallel/non-parallel, CTOL/STOL, and
independent/dependent final approaches as well as other
analyses. This model can simulate up to four aircraft flying
independent or dependent final approaches or departures to
or from two parallel or skewed CTOL and/or STOL runways. Both

E •CTOL and STOL type aircraft may be simulated approaching or
departing either of the two runways.

In order to study parallel and non-parallel run-
way configurations a two runway model is required. By using
two runways the following configurations may be studied:
parallel runways of any lateral separation and threshold dis-
placement; non-parallel runways; and CTOL/STOL or mixed opera-
tion runways. The possible parallel runway configurations are
indicated in Figure 2.1.3-5. In all discussions Runway 1 is
the primary runway and Runway 2 is the secondary (displaced,
skewed, STOL, etc.) runway. Non-parallel runway configurations
are shown in Figure 2.1.3-6. Runway 2 may have its centerline
at aay angle within (and including) + AOO relative to the
Runway 1 centerline. All critical approach operations may be
studied using only two runways.

Independent and dependent operations may be simu-
lated using only four aircraft (two per runway) with appropri-

Sately selected velocities and approach path locations. The
influence of longitudinal speed and longitudinal separation
on separation safety standards may thus be studied.

These assumptions have been used to develop the
system model shown in Figure 2.1.3-7 which simulates four
aircraft flying approaches (or departures) to two separate
runways. The multiple aircraft/runway model outputs pertin-
ent aircraft parameters including: relative velocities of
all aircraft in the X, Y, Z coordinate system, the relative
longitudinal separation of all aircraft measured in ground
range, and the runway 1 centered coordinates of all aircraft.
These parameters are indicated in Figure 2.1.3-8.

The multiple aircraft/runway model may be used for
the analysis of (a) parallel arrival runways, (b) runways used
for both arrival and departure operations, (c) multiple runway
configurations; and includes longitudinal separation and lat-
eral deviations for (a) CTOL and CTOL/STOL independent
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parallel runway operations, (b) CTOL and CTOL/STOL dependent,
parallel operations, (c) independent CTOL/STOL non-parallel
runway configuration operationzi and (d) CTOL/STOL dependent
non-parallel runway configuration operations.

The multiple aircraft/runway model has been
programmed in FORTRAN IV and the source listing, flow charts,
and operating instructions are contained in the User's Manual.

The model parameter values for the multiple
aircraft/runway model may be obtained from Table 2.1.3-1 or
assumed by' the user.

2.1.4 ERROR DEFINITION

2.1.4.1 Introduction
Errors are inherent in every electronic and

mechanical system. These errors are, in fact, the accumulation
of errors from every component related to the entire system.
The error definitions presented in this section will pertain
to the following six systems: (1) VHF Omnidirectional
Range Receiving Equipment (VORR), (2) VHF Omnidirectional
*-inge Transmitting Equipment (VORT), (3) Instrument
Landing Systems Receiving Equipment (ILSR), (4) Instrument
Landing Systems Transmitting Equipment (ILST), (5) Airport
Surveillance Radar Systems (ASR) and (6) Human Response and
Judgment Errors (Nt, Np, NE, Ntr).

In order to realistically predict actual events
b - modeling and simulation techniques, errors must be included
in th6 model. Error parameters that are to be entered into
the model must be well defined and correctly coiLmunicate
actual conditions to the model. The purpose of this section
is to define the errors in the six major approach system
equipments above. Figures 2.1.2-6, 7, and 8 illustrate the
location of the error inputs to the nominal system models.

2.1.4.2 Approach
When estimations of errors are to be made, much

research must be done to define the errors and determine the
reliability of the error estimations. The approach used to
define the error estimations for this system is to obtain
error data from equipment specifications and error analyses
resulting from projects conducted to determine e:.rors inherent
in specific systems. The specific systems are standard equip-
ment utilized by the aviation industry. All error sources
are assumed to be white-gaussian noise inputs and are
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implemented in the system model by calling a gaussian distri-
buted random number every integration step for each error
source.

The following paragraphs pertain to the error
analyses of the six categories listed in Section 2.1.4.1.

VHF Omnidirectional Range Receiving Equipment (VORR,
Because of its wide usage as a primary navigation

system in the aviation industry, many studies have been
conducted in both laboratory and real environments to deter-
mine the accuracy of the VORR equipment. Studies made by
the Department of Transportation, Federal Aviation Administra-
tion (References 8, 11, 12), the manufacturers of VORR
navigation equipment ("eferences 6, 7, 14), and by institutions
of learning and testing (References 9, 12, 15) have contributed
to the evaluation of errors inherent in the receivers in this
category. These errors are important to this study effort
because of their effect on the total system performance.

References 6 and 7 estimate the VORR error to have
a 1 sigma deviation of + .250 in azimuth, while Reference 14
estimates the error to be + .1250 at 1 sigma deviation. Ref-
erence 9 and 12 estimate the error to be + 1.250 at 1 sigma,
Reference 11 estimates + 2.250 and Reference 8 estimates +
2.30 at the 1 sigma deviation. It can be seen that the receiver
error can be related to the type of analysis and equipment
tested.

S~VHF Omnidirectional Range Transmitting Equipment WVORT)

' The local geography of the area has, in some
instances, limited the full use of the VORT system. Per-
turbations called course roughness, scalloping and bends
create deviations such that in some instances the course
deviations must be averaged to maneuver the aircraft on the
indicated course. Flight inspection standards indicate that
the course structure and alignment of radials shall be with
the following limitations: (a) the alignment of all electronic
radials will be within 2.50 of the current magnetic azimuth,
(b) momentary deviations of the course due to roughness and
scalloping, or combinations thereof will not exceed 3.00
from the average course, (c) bends will not exceed 3.5* from
the computed average course alignment and must remain within
3.50 of the correct magnetic azimuth, and (d) the effects of
any one or a combination of the three above will not render
the radial unusable or unsafe (References 9, 10, 11).
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The error of the VORT is estimated to be + 1.00
at 1 sigma (References 9, 11). Reference 10 states that
frequency deviations from 60 Hz at the transmitter can cause
CDI errors of up to 1.50 with certain receivers.

Instrument Landing System Receiver Equipment (ILSR)
Instrument Landing System Receivers are utilized

on fewer aircraft than the VORR equipment, and fewer studies
have been conducted to determine the errors inherent in the
ILSR equipment. References 6 and 7 were utilized to deter-
mine the estimated error for the ILSR equipment. The errors
noted in the Collins 51R-7A/8A are + .021* at 1 sigma devia-
tion and + .03350 at the 1 sigma deviation for the Collins
51RV-2B receivexs. A

Instrument Landing System Transmitting Equipment (ILST)
Instrument Landing System Transmitting Equipment

is maintained at all facilities regularly used by commercial
air services except for those sites where, because of traffic,
climatic, or economic reasons, safety would not be affected
by the absence of an ILST system (Reference 15).

Little information has been found in the litera-
ture concerning the error inherent in the ILST systems.
Reference 1 presents a typical localizer noise power spectral
density curve (Figure 2.1.4-1) wiich supplies information
about the frequency content of the localizer noise.

Specifications state that the maximum allowable
localizer deviation at the threshold point is 35 feet for
Category T syztems, and 25 feet for Category II systems.
These numbers correspond to .1i for Category I systems and
.07150 for Category II systems fLr a range of 10,000 feet
from the localizer antenna to the threshold point. It is
assumed that the 1 sigma deviations are .1i for Category I
systems and .07150 for Category II systems. Reference 15
also stated that the maximum allowable localizer deviation I

was + .10 at 1 sigma deviation.

Airport Surveillance Radar (ASR)
The function of the surveillance radar is to obtain

and supply information concerning the location of aircraft
in the vicinity of air traffic centers. The capability of the
ASR to detect and locate an aircraft is determired by the
design and operational characteristics of the components and
equipment utilized in the radar system.
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As standard or normal systems to evaluate, the
ASR-2 and ASR-5 are chosen. The error in both systems
(Reference 13) is + .5P (ia).

Human Response and Pilot Judgment Errors, (N0, N0, N£, Ntr)
In studies of this nature where data is not avail-

able or where the parameters being considered are not observ-
able, it is necessary to use inductive reasoning to estimate
values or accuracies Such is the case wit the pilot induced

errors of interpreting the instruments presenting heading,
bank Rangle and localizer information. Certain pilot errors
estimated sin this section will be adjusted in Sections 2.4 and

2.5 to fit measured dishributior data for specific approach
systems. Since accurate estimates of human attitude errors
do not exist, it is necessary to estimate these errors by
observing measured data or by analyzing the instruments or
indicators which the pilet must read in the localizer tracking

task.
The most widely used heading instrument (directional

2 gyros, DG's, and magnetic compasset) have course markings
every 5 degrees. For headings between the marks, the pilot

finds himself estimating the heading by mental linear inter-
polation. It is reasonable to assume that most of these e
obheading estimates will contain random errors, Np,, within + 10r
(io). Since the DG is usually located directly in front of
the pilot there should be no parallax problems.

Bank angle indicators have the coarsest (greatest
angle between successive instrument marks) markings. However,
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indirect bank angle measurement is available from the rate-

of-turn indicator. The hierarchy of instruments generally
ocder the rate-of-turn as being the primary bank attitude
indicator. Dircct measurement of the bank angle will have
random errors in the order of + 50 (la). Since the bank angle
is the pilot's primary controlling p.rameter, the pilot
attitude random errors are primarily contained within Ný;
therefore, more accurate estimates of Ný are made for specific
approach systems by fitting the measured distribution data
in Sections 2.4 and 2.5.

The error N., based on inattention to the localizer

indicators (CDI or flight director) is estimated to have a la
value of about + 0.20. This corresponds to < 10% of full scale
deflection on the CDI. There is no apparent parallax or
biasing that would cause the mean to be non-zero.

Tbe aircraft turn rate random error, Ntr, about
a commanded st.ndard rate turn is assumed to be gaussian with
a 1 sigma deviation of .2 deg/sec.

White Gaussian Noise
The ILS lateral system equipment and pilot errors

were assumed to be white gaussian noise sources. The word
white implies that the noise contains all frequencies equally
up to a frequency of w rad/sec where w is at least two times
larger than the bandwidth of the ILS system. Therefore, the
noise would appear white to the system. The word gaussian
refers to a law for probability of sampl.es of various amplitude
which holds for many natural sources of noise (Reference 18).
Justification of the white gaussian noise assumption for the
ILS lateral equipment errors is illustrated by observina in
Figure 2.1.4-1 the effective bandwidth of localizer noitp=
power spectral density, .2 rad/sec, (Reference 1) and compar-
ing it to the effective bandwidth of the ILS lateral system
model (-.05 rad/sec). Since the bar width of the noise is
mort than a factor of two times the bandwidth of the system,
the noise may be assumed to be white noise. Due to character- A
istics of the ILS lateral equipment, the major noise contributor
is thermal noise which is generally gaussian anO white (Ref-
erence 17); therefore, the ILS lateral system equipment errors
were assumed to white gaussian.

Pilot errors were also assumed to be wbite gaussian
noise sources. The white noise assumption is again justified
by the fact that the ILS lateral system bandwidth is assumed
small compared to the pilot noise bandwidth. The gaussian
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assumption is justified by the central limit theorem (Reference
16) which states that for a sequence of independent random A

variables, xi, the distribution of the random variable, zip
defined iby

zi (xi + x2 + "'" + xn)

Stends to be gaussian as n increases regardless of the dis-
tributions of the xi's. Since the ILS lateral system model

is concerned with a large sample of independent pilots, the
congregate pilot errors assumed for the model are gaussian.

[2.1.4.3 Results
The results of the error definition study are

presented in Table 2.1.4-1. Error estimates are presented
for VORR, VORT, ILSR, ILST, ASR, Np, Np, N., and Ntr. Values
for the lateral guidance equipment receiver, NR, and trans-
mitter, NT, noises to be input into the models are dependent
upon the specific approach system modeled. For the VOR
system model,

~ NR VORR

NT = VORT

E For the ILS system models,

NR = ILSR

NT = ILST

When used as input to the linear modzs or the base
leg model, NR, NT, and N. must be converted to feet and are
range dependent. A more accurate estimate for the pilot

M attitude error, Ný, is made in Sections 2.4 and 2.5.

1.5 STATE EQUATIONS

I• 1 Introduction
The Fokker-Planck analysis requires, as input,.

- j-em model state equationi, which describe the complete
dynamics of the approach systems described in Section 2.1.3.1.
Since all specific approach system models to be considered
are represented by the same block diagrams, one set of state
equations apply to all approach system models. To simplify
the Fokker-Planck analysis the pilot delay is approximated
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Table 2.1.4-1 Error Summary
Value* r -

Item la, deg** Reference Re.narks

VORR + 1.235 - Value for mcdels - average
of values from references
below

+ .25 6, 7 Collins VOR/I!.'S 51RV-2B;
Collins VOR/LOC 51R-7A,-8A

+ .125 14 Collins VOR/ILS 51RV-1

"+- 1.25 9, 12 General/Industrial Avia ..*n
Usage; FAA, NECAP 1964 program

+ 2.25 11 General/Industrial Aviation
Usage

+ 2.3 8 FAA, NECAP II, General Avia-
tion Usage

VORT + 1.25 - Value for models - average of
values from references below

+ 1.0 9, 11 General/Industrial Aviation
Usage

+ 1.5 10 General/Industrial Aviation
Usage (assumed)

ILSR + .0275 - Value for models - average of
values from references below

+ .021 7 Collins 51R-7A,-8A (assumed)

+ .0335 6 Collins 51RV-2B

ILST + .1 15 Category I (assumed)

ILST + .0715 - Category II (assumed)
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Table 2.1.4-1 Erior Summary (Continued)

Value*
Item -la, deg** Reference Remarks

ASR + .5 - Value, for models - average
of values from references
below

+ . 5 13 SAFEC ASR-2

S+ . 5 i12 NAFEd'ASR-5

Heading + 2 A
Angle,,

SMore accurate
Nestimates of

Bank these pilot
Angle, + 5. Assumed errors are

No made fpr the'Snominal approach
CDI, system model in

CI + .2 Assumed ;Section 2.4

Turn
Rate, + .2*** Assumed
Ntr

* All random errors are assumed to be white gaussian noise
sources with the mean equal to zero and standard deviation
equal to la.

•* All angular errors are implemented in the models in
radia-as.

•o.• •** Units n-re deg/sec; implemented in rad/sec. ;
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by the simulated delay shown in Figures 2.1.2-7 and 2.1.2-8.
Therefore, the state equations are derived fpr both the linear
and nonlinear simulated delay system models. Figure 2.L.2-7
and Figure 2.1.2-8 are the bloc% diagrams of the'nonlinear
and linear simulated delay system models, respectively. These
block diagrams are discussed and all terms are defined in
Section 2.1.2.

2.1.5.2 Approach
The block diagrams are reduced to equation form

to produce the system state equations.

Linear State Equations
-TVe following equations are written directly from

the block diagram given in Figure 2.1.2-8.
C' Yd Y

' =~ eK
e d

TC K

e

Se c- (4+tN) (Ký (s +.aý))

Kp (aplS2+ap.s+l)

= (ap s+l) (aP3 s2+a 5+J*)

Ka

s (s+aa),

32..2

Vy= P-'R) (V Cos '60)

After defining the above variables, it is co-ven-
ient to reduce by superposition the inner loop contained in
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the linear block diagram model (Figure 2.1.2-8) tc equational
form.

C G NG
1 + GH + GH

where Kp(apls 2 +a P2S+i Ka

The (aps+l)(aps2+ap s+l) s(S+a

a Ps'aP3 4 a

H K, (s+a,)

The resulting equation is:

* C(bls2+b s+b) N~(dls 3+d s2+d~sd) (1J
2 3) 2cs 2 s 4 s+ d4. (.155

S5 4+ 3+ 2+

S +4cis +c 2 s +c 3 s +c 4 s+c 5

where

A = a aA° P3 Pr

bl = a K K Ao-i
1 p, p a 0-

"b2 = a K K A -1p2 p a o

b K KK
3 p a o

CI = (a:a a +a +a a A-1

aP 3 P5  P3 P4 P 5  0

c2= (aa(a +apa + a +a + K a KK) A -1
2a p3  pp p4 p p a

c = (1+a (a +a + a K K K a + K a K K) Ao

3a p4  P p~ a P 2 a P4P

c4 = (aa+KK K +a KpKa A-4a *pa pPa 0 ~

c =(KKaKa) A-
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dI K K Ka Ai

d K KKKp(a +a a) Ai
a p P2 1

aKKaKp(l+a a) Ao-

KCKaKpa, A0i

Equation 2.1.5-1 is divided by s5 in both the numerator and
denominator to obtain:

Sc(bls-3+ b 2 s- 4 + b 3 s-5) - No_(dls-2+ d 2 s- 3 + d 3 s- 4 + d 4 s-5)

1+clS 1
1 + c 2 s- 2 + c 3 s- 3 + c 4 s 4 + c 5 s 5

Rewriting titis equation the following is obtained:

b is- 3+0cb2S-4+cb s-5-OCls-l cs--c s-3-c s-4-c s-S= 4)s+ps -c2 - 4 -

C 1 c 2 +c 3S C 1 S 4c 2 s ) 3 S 4CS ) 5 S

-Nd-2 -Nd s- 4 -N d s-5
-Nd1 s -N4 )d 2 s 43 44

This allows the flow graph, Figure 2.1.5-1, to be constructed.

b. N
±N

d2 -dl
b 24

4) ~N4 22 l" "5-d 4, %N2,~ 35/ X4 4 3\3X2

-cS\ s c2 -C
-C3

S-24

-C 5

4'Figure 2.1.5-1 Inner Loop Flow Graph
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Using Mason's Loop Rule, E forward paths
.c _-E feedback paths

The flow graph is verified by writing from the flow graph

as follows (with N6 = 0):

•--=bls-3 + b2s-4 + b3s -5

O•c i -(-Cls- -c 2 s- 2 -c 3 s- 3 -c 4 s- 4 -c 5 s-5)

Now multiplying the numerator and denominator by s 5 the follow-
ing equation is obtained:

S bls 2+b 2 s+b 3

4 3)

O s_ s+cl1s4+c2s3+c3sz+c4s+c 5

which is identical to Equation 2.1.5-1, the general - transfer
K function. th

To obtain the state equations for the inner loop
of the block diagram, the flow graph is utilized. States
Xl, x2 , x3 , x4 , and x 5 arr defined following the integration
as shown in Figure 2.1.5 The following state equations
are written from the flow graph.

2 1 1 -c X (2.1.5-2)

x •
2 3-c2 xl-dlN4  (2.1.5-3)

x xc Xl-d2NO+b (2.1.5-4)
3 4 x5 -c(

Sx 5-c 4Xl-d 3N4) +b2 0c (2.1.5-5)

3 b3c- Xl-d 4 N4  (2.1.5-6)

SWhere x =) and x2 x3, x4 aM x are intermediate states.
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From the block diagram of the model, let:
X6,

X =y
S~U • + NR + NT Ny,, ft

d R T

therefore:

32.2 X, (2.1.5-7)
6 V

(x6 -iR) cos (2.1.5-8)

and

0c may be written as:

c K (u-xK7 )-K'lx6-R+N)) (2.1.5-9)

Nor.inear State Equations
Figure 2.1.2-7 is utilized in the derivation of

the nonlinear state equations. The method of derivation is
identical to that utilized in the linear case. Since the inner
loop of the nonlinear block diagram is identical to the inner
loop of the linear block diagram, with the exception af the
limits on 0 and $, the reduction of this loop results in
Equations 2.1.5-2 through 2.1.5-6 with states x1 , x2 , x3 , x4 ,
and x5 defined as in the previous paragraph. Referring to
the block diagram let:

x6Xl Y
X7 =Y

x X

iu =LOC R +NT +Nrad
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The following equations may be written from the block diagram:

= 32.2
6 - ta (2.1.5-10)

x= (V cos 80) (sin(x6-_R)) (2.1.5-11)

= (V Cos 00) cos x6  (2.1.5-12)

4 'C =K T(K eu-tan-1 ( -x7-) -KT(x6-TIR+NT)) (2-1-5-13)
-x 8+L

* 2.1.5.3 State Equation Results
The state equations required by the Fokker-Planck

analysis are given in this section. A definition of all terms
is concained in Section 2.1.2. Two sets of state equations,
derived for use in various required analyses, are the linear
and nonlinear state equations with an approximation for the
"pilot delay. The following terms, defined in Section 2.1.5.2,
will zetain their definitions: Ao, b1, b 2 , b 3 , Cl, c2, c 3 , c 4 ,

c5, dl, d2 , d 3 , and d 4 . In addition,

'Tw; an approach
R - 0; a departure

The initialization of the states may be derived
from the list of zero error conditions listed below. The
zero error conditions are defined by the aircraft flying
straight down the runway centerline.

- 0
Sx = = x 0

2 3 4 5

x= 6 = TR

x = =07

x = X = slant range

00 = 0, indicates the aircraft is flying down the glideslope.

Linear State Equations
The linear state equations may be defined by

combining Equations 2.1.5-2 through 2.1.5-9.
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3

XCl 21c 1Xl1 A
x2 = x 3 - 2 Xl-dlN4
32 3 ' 1 ' e 2 6 1 1 1 e£~ ~~

3= x4-c3Xl-d2N•-blK K(x6+N•)-bK eKeX7+blKeK~e u+ b1 K~eK•R

x4  x5 -c4 x1 -d3 N -b 2 KK K (x6 +N )-b 2Ke K xT+b 2 Ke K u + b K K R

e e e e e e

x5  -c5 xl-d 4 N -b 3 K1 Ke • (x 6 +N T) -b 3 Ke K ex7+b3Ke K eu + b3Ke KYR
e e £e e e e

32.2
x6 - xV1

X7 = (X6-TR)(V Cos B0)

where x1 = , and x2,x 3 ,x 4 , and x5 are intermediate states in
the inner loop and x6 = T, x7 = Y', and u = Yd + NR + NT + Nye.
The linear state equation may be written in matrix form as
follows:

x-c 1 0 0 0 0 0 x

-c 0 1 0 0 0 0 x
2 2 2

03 -c3 0 i 0 -blKT KY-blK K. x3
e e e

-c 0 0 0 1 -b K K -b K K x4 4 2 T T 2 T
e e e

•5 -c 0 0 0 0 -b K K -b K K x5
55 3 T 3 TE

e e e

32.2x- 0 0 0 0 0 0 x
6v 0 6

0 0 c 0 0 V cos 8 0 x7
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0 0 0 0

0 -d 0 0 u

b IKeKe -d2 -b 1 K eK T b 1 K YeK N
1 e ce e bIeK

b 2 Ke KEe -d 3  -b 2 gKTeK 2 KeK N

Sb3KeKe -d 4  -b 3 KeK b KeK R

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 -V cos 00

Nonlinear State Equations
The nonlinear state equations with the

approximation of the pilot delay may be defined by combining
Equations 2.1.5-2 through 2.1.5-6 and 2.1.5-10 through
2.1.5-13.

2 1 --1 wher LIM

x2 = x -c x-d N
2 3 21x, 14

3= X4-C 3 x-d2N -b1K eK1 '(x 6 +N )-b 1 K T K e tan- x 7
" 32 ~ 1 ~ e e e (x8+L)

+b K K u + blK, KTR
e e e

x = x5 -c 4 xl-d3 N -b2 Ke K¶ (x6 +N )-b 2 K~e K tan 1 (x7
S+b2Kea e ee b

+b3 K• K u + b3 K, KRT
e e e
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32.2

7= (V cos 80) sin(x6-'VR)

X8  (V cQs 60) COS X6

where x= and x 2 , x3 ,. x4 , and x5 are intermediate states
in the inner loop and x6 = TI, x 7 = Y', x 8 = X' and u
BLOC + NR + NT +

The state equations are verified in Section 2.4.

26
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SECTION 2.2

FOKKER-PLANCK DEVELOPMENT

The Fokker-Planck equation is a second order dif-

ferential equation whose solution (in the Lateral Separation

Study) is the joint probabilit; density function of the "state

variables" represented in the system model. A fundamental

characteristic of this equation is that the dynamics of the sys-

tem model dictate the manner in which tne density function

evolves (or propagates) as a function of time (or range).

The primary marginal dens._ty function of interest in

this study is that of the lateral deviation state since the ob-

jective -'f this study is to provide the procedure and data nec-

essary to minimize lateral spacings between parallel runways.

The Fokker-Pianck equation was used to generate the lateral dev-

iation density function required to solve the problem defined in

Section 1.1. The application of this equation to obtain a pro-

bability density function requires two things:
(1) the state equations of the system model and

(2) an initial distribution for each state of the

system.

The state equations are provided in Section 2.1.5 and simplified

in Section 2.2.1.2. The model parameter values and initial

.tate distributions are provided in Appendix G for each approach

system considered. Application of the technique developed in

this section to generate each of the required probability den-

sity functions is discussed in Section 2-5.
The development of the Fokker-Planck analysis tech-

nique is contained in this section. The development approach

(Secti.on 2.2.1) and verification (Section 2.2.2) of the Fokker-

Planck technique are illustrated by utilizing the nominal sys-

tent model dew,.loped in Fection 2.1.
The fundamental assumption necessary iD applying the

Fokker-Planck equation to the svstem model is that the state

variables are represcnted by a Markov rt-Dcess. This assumption

implies that the associated probability transition density is

always a solution to the Fokker-Planck equation under mild

regularity conditions (Reference 1). A more elaborate discus-

sion of this assumption is ccntained ir Section 1.2.1.1.

"Since the tystem model represents an integral. art of the Fokker-Ilanck analysis, aa approach system model

which accurately represents lateral motion about thi. extended

runway centerline was required. The model given iL Section

2.1.2 (Figure 2.1.2-6) represents the original model developed

for this purpose. In order to apply the Tokker-Planck equation,
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the system model was simplified such that it accurately rep-
resented the original model. The method of simplifying the
system model is discussed in Section 2.2.1.2.

Section 2.2.1.3 contains a description of the Fokker-
Planck implementation process. Included in this description
is a general discussion of the Fokker-Planck equation and how
the system model state equations are implemented, a discussion
of the application of the Fokker-Planck equation to a linear
system, and a description of the computer solution to the
Fokker-Planck equation.

The verification of the Fokker-Planck method is
contained in Section 2.2.2. Two methods of verifying :;.e
F-'kker-Planck method are discussed. Utilizing the fa-A that
gaussian distributed inputs into linear systems produue gaus-
sian distributed outputs, the Fokker-Planck method was ve ._fied
as follows:

(1) showing that for a linear system with gaussian
inputs, the Fokker-Planck solution produced
gaussian outputs (Section 2.2.2.1) and

(2) comparing the lateral deviation variance
response for a linear gaussian system predicted
by the Fokker-Planck equation to the response
predicted by the classical linear %-issian
method of variance propagation (Section
2.2.2.2).

2.2.1 DEVELOPMENT APPROACH

2.2.1.1 Markov Representation of the State Vector
The application of the Fokker-Planck approach toward

solving the probability transition density describing the
distribution of aircraft errors requires (1) that the aircraft
system model be expressed in state equation form, and (2) that
the state vector which evolves ap a functior of time be a
Markov process. The concept of ; ,robability transition density
meplaces the usual conditional prcbability density in that the

* •present value of the stochastic process in question is condi-
"tioned only on the last value of the process and not on a time
history of the process. The preceding szatement characterlzes
the Markov concept for a random process.

Requirement (1) above has been satisfied for both the
linear and nonlinear system models (Section 2.1.5). Requirement
(2) can be interpreted as follows. If x represents an

n-dimensional system state vector, then the joint probabiiity
transition density of this process is given by
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l'2(), (t) X x(T ),X2 (T ),...,x U)

= p[x It),x (t),...x (t) x (( ),x () x(- 0
•! =P[X~t)'2(t''''n~t Xl(l),l( 1 ),....,xI(U10;

x2 Sx2 ( 2),x2(T2X2 ( 2)

t,~~ ~ !i n•)x (Tn,. Xn(Tn)H
n n n n n n

(2.2.1-1)

where x,@•) x (*),...,x (9) represent the nstates describing the
system 4•u- tho times t and T. are such that t.> T >

In wor'ts. b.qu-tion 2.2.1-1 states that the presen values whicI
Sthe st.-. ,-,tor or stochastic process x assuhis at time t is

only depeindent on the values assumed at some earlier time T

where T can be arbitrarily chosen. The Markov assumw.tion is
: used extensively in physical systems covering a broad class of

"practi-'al problems. A detailed discussion of Markovian pro-

cesses and applications can be found in References 1,, 3, 4, 6,

7, and 8. Although it ij clear that the posi-tion of the air-

craft at time t can be approximately determined from the values

assumed at t = c - At, the exact position can only be statisti-

cally determined. The Markov assumption implies that the

present position error is dependent only on the errors in the

state variables at time t = t - At; i.e., an aircraft's true

position at some time t is only dependent on the values assumed

by the state variables in the infinitesimal past, at t - At,

and rot on a history of the aircraft's past flight path. This

assumption is clearly valid for an aircraft's motion when

subjected to random perturbations, thus satisfying requirement

(2) above. It should be noted that the pilot/control delay in

the system model given in Figure 2.1.2-6 was replaced with a

simulated delay as shown in Figure 2.1.2-7 in order to preserve

the Markov assumption.

2.2.1.2 Reduction of the System Model
The nonlinear version of Che system model developed

in Section 2.1.2 (Figure 2.1.2-6) represe-.ts the most accurate

mode2 developed in the Lateral Separation Study for an instru-

ment landing approach system. Theoretically, the Fokker-Planck

equation can be applied to a system of any finite order. How-

ever, limitations on computer memory and available computer time 21
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necessary for solving the Fokker-Planck equation require a
lowr; order system model. Therefore, in order to apply the
Fokker-Planck equation, it was necessary -o simplify this
system model.

As discussed in Section 2.1.! the first step in
simplifying the system model in Figure 2 1.? was to replace.
the pilot/control delay with a simulated dt._ resulting in
the model shown in Figure 2:1.2-7. The stace equations derived
from this model 'resulted in an eighth order set of nonlinear
state equations, as shown '-n Section 2.1.5. The nonlinearities,
due to transcendental functions of various angles, were then
removed by assuming that the value of the small angles
approximated these functions. The remaining nonlinearities
in the system model, which included a turn rate limit (and,
therefore, bank angle limit) of 3 degrees/secDnd and a bank-
ing rate limit of 10 degrees/second, were removed. This
resulted in the seventh order linear model shown in Figure
2.1.2-8. The simplified models were shown to accurately
approximate the original nonlinear system modelin Section
2.1.2. Further validation of the model 'implification is
contained below.

A Monte Carlo simulation was run tO compare the
lateral distribution standard deviation response of the linear
model to the nonlinear model. As shown in Figure 2.2;1-1,
the difforences between the two models were minimal. Since
the lateral. distribution standard deviation time response of

Sthe "linearized" :system model was almost identical to that of
the nonlinear model, it was decided that the seventh order
linear model represented a sufficiently accurate model for use
in the Fokker-Planck analysis.

The implementation of the Fokkex-Planck equation to
include the linear seventh order system state equations
presents two fundamental problem areas.

(1) the computer solution described in Section
2.2.1.3 for solving the seventh order system
requires much more time and computer memory
than is feasible; and

(2) the accuracy obtained in the solution may be
questionable due to round-off and truncation
errors arising from the tremendous nurber of
computations re--iArd.

In order to alleviate t.e preceding problems, it was
necessary to reduce the order of tCe seventh order linear model.
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The model reduction task occurred in two stages. The seventh
order linear model was first reduced to a sixth order linear
model by eliminahing the (a p5s + 1) term in the pilot control

si.mulated delay model given in Section 2.1.2. This term has
'practically no effect on the system for the range of values
considered. From Sections 2.1.2 and 2.1.3

Per Cent
nifference h .

""ange from fouchdown (miles)

• - te0.58

Figure 2.2.1-1

Lateral Distribution. Standard Deviation Per Cent Difference
Between Linear and Nonlinear Models
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= .7 seconds, and

a -- = .007 seconds.
P5  100

A pole which has a time constant of 0.007 seconds has little
effect on this system since the system's dominant time constant
is much larger (Section 2.4.1); therefore, this term was
omitted, resulting in a sixth order linear model.

The second stage of the model reduction task is
concerned with reducing the sixth order linear model such that
the two fundamental problem areas mentioned previously are
solved. A literature search regarding this problem resulted
in the method proposed by E. J. Davison (Reference 2) for
reducing the number of states in a linear system such that the
reduced linear model retains the dominant characteristics
(eigenvalues) of the original model.

Davison's method was developed to reduce the order
of the system model such that the Fokker-Planck implementation
would be feasible on a digital computer. The only restraint
imposed in reducing the order of the linear model was that 4

the lateral deviation time response obtained from the reduced
and original models remain in close agreement. A detailed
discussion of the state reduction technique is given in Appendix 1
B. Application of Davison's method results in a reduced model
which accurately approximates the lateral deviation time
response given by the sixth order linear model.

The original sixth order linear model to be
reduced by Davison's method has the following form:

x=A x + B v (2.2.1-2)

where

x denotes a 6xl column vector representing the six
"states" describing the system;

A is a 6x6 matrix of constants;

B is a 6xN matrix of constants;

and
v is a Nxl column vector representing the N
inpuits to the system model.

Davison's method reduces the system model defined by Equdtion
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2.2.1-2 to a system model of the form

A* _x + B* _v (2.2.1-3)

where

C x* is an Lxl column vector (L<6) resulting from
eliminating a predetermined number of states from thesixth order syjtenL in Equation 2.2.1-2;

A* is an LxL matrix which has the same L dominant
Si;eigenvalues as the A matrix;

arL..!
B* is an LxN matrix which is determined such that the
effect of the dominant modes in the reduced system given
by Equation 2.2.1-3 is the same as the effect produced
by the dominant modes in zhe system given by Equation
2.2.1-2.

Appendix B contains a more complete mathematical description
of Davison's method.

To illustrate the reduction technique, the non-
linear nominal system model from Figure 2.1.2-6, with the
parameter values from Table 2.1.2-2 (except for K = 114.7IC

e
at a range of 9 NMi), was first reduced to a linear sixth
order system and later reduced .- a li., ,ar second order
system. The time responses of these three systems were then
compared. The value of K = 114.7 was chosen so that the

S e
time responses would be oscillatory and, therefore, mcgnify
the deviations between the nonlinear system response and the
reduced linear systems' responses.

The sixth order linear model representing the
approach model to be reduced is of the form

A = x+ B2V

S~where
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0 236.4444 0 0 0 0

o 0 .13627 0 0 0
0 0 -10.9913 0 0 1i

-. 04498 -47.4753 -49.9740 0 0 0
:+.01558 16,4502 -40.9870 1 0 0

-. 0018 -1.9 -24.1010 0 1 0

ý-236,4444 0 0 0

0 0 0 0
S 0 0 -1.333 0

B I 0

47.4753 -47.4753 -49.974 .04498

-16.4502 16.1502 -16.000 -. 01558
L 1.9 -1.9 9.544 .0018

x Lateral Deviation

x 2 Heading Angle

x 3 Bank Angle

SX = x4  - Pp1
x5 PP2

x6 PP3

and

where v represents a unit step input to the system. PP1, PP2,

and PP3 refer to intermediate states. Note that the system

states must be arranged in order of decreasing dominance.
Using Daviso.i's technique, a reduction was accom-

plished retaining the first two states in the sixth order
model (lateral deviation and heading angle). The resulting 4

reduced second order linear model is of the form
•, ** *

x A x + B V

where
A 0 236.4A [-.0001431 -:10901
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B [-69.80 46.66 21.02 -04417
.1649 -. 1693 -. 1700 .00016

! •• •X* [ = X1 [Lateral Deviation}

- []x2 [Heading AngleI2
S• and

Table 2.2.1-1 and Figure 2.2.1-2 show the compari-
son of the lateral deviation time response for the original
nonlinear model and the reduced sixth and second order linear
models. As indicated in Figure 2.2.1-2, the second and sixth
order responses were essentially equivalent to the nonlinear
model time response since the points of maximum deviation of
the second and sixth order systems from the nonlinear system

response were only .024 feet and .0031 feet, respectively.
Based upon the preceeding results, it is assumed in

the subsequent Fokker-Planck analysis that a sufficiently
accurate system model is given by a second order linear system.

v1

Fc a a X1Fl1 F b1 bb v2
Ill 2 [bllb 1 2 13 14 2-4)b=1 (2.2.1-4
Ix 21 [a 2 1 a 22] U'2 b 2 2 b 2 3 b 2 4 ] 3

v 4I
'where x1 and x represent lateral deviation and heading angle,

respectively, ihe a.. and b.. terms are constants, and the

v.'s represent inpuli. This3assumption is further
justified in the system model root locus analysis discussed
in Section 2.4.2.

2.2.1.3 Fokker-Planck Implementation
As stated in the preceding section, the second

order system model given in Equation 2.2.1-4 is the basic
model to which the Fokker-Planck equation will be applied.
This section discu es the general form of the Fokker-Planck

equations for an n order system model and develops an equa-

tion to be implemented for the second order system model.
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Table 2.2.1-1

Lateral Deviation Time Responses for the Original Nonlinear

and Simplified Linear Models

Time, Nonlinear System, Sixth Order System, Second Order System,
sec - feet feet

0.0 3.0 0.0 0.0

6.0 0.2994 0.3025 0.2817

15.0 1.258 1.258 1.237

19.2 1.381 1.379 1.358

25.2 1.208 1.205 1.184

31.2 0.9507 0.9491 0.9277

37.2 0.8555 0.8571 0.8358

45.0 0.9535 0.9564 0.9350

55.2 1.055 1.054 1.032

60.0 1.038 1.035 1.014
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The implementation of this equation for the second order model
is then given at ..he end of this section.

Fokker-Planck Equationa
The Fokker-Planck equation can be thought of as a

method for describing how the shape of the density fun-tion
associated with the random errors in the system model changes
as a function of time. R. L. Stratonovich (Reference 8) has
referred to the Fokker-Planck equation as the "conservation of

probability" in the sense that regardless of the time at which
the equation is solved or the minner in which the shape of the
density futnction is altered, the area under the curve which is
obtained as a solution is alway equal to unity. A

In order to determine the propagation of a state
variable's probability density functicn, the Fokker-Planck "
equation can be applied to the following state variableequation:

Z = f[x(t), t] + G[x(t), t] u(t)

where
x(t) is a Nxl random state veccor;

f[x(t), t] is a Nxl vector which i3 a linear
or nonlinear function of x(t) and t;

G[x(t), t] is a NxR matrix which is a linear
or nonlinear function of x(t) and t;

and
u(t) is a zero-mean gaussian white-noise-input

RxI vector with Cov{u(t), url} = W(t)6 (t-T)
u D

(Thus the covariance matrix T (t) is a RxR
matrix.)

The following Fokker-Planck equation has been derived, as shown
by Sage and Melsa (Reference 5), for the preceding vector state
variable equation:

Dp~x~t)(t) H(~t) F -tr {f[x(t)Gt[x(t)_tIX(to)Ix_ M

+ 0.t a T ýG[xlt),t]Tu (t)G T [xit),t] p[x it),Et)
+~ ~ A 0.tra~t x(t) - - -

(2.2.1-5)
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where
p IxC(t)Jx(t_)] is the conditiona- joint probability 4

0I
density of the state vector x(t) given the initial
state vector x(t 0

and tr is the trace (sum of the diagonal ileuents, of a

matrix.

This equation is solved with the initial condition

p LIX(t I x(t ) (Xl(t)-x (t ))6 (x (t)-x (to))

0 0o Dl1 1 0 D 2 2 0

since the initial state vector is the given conditioning
variable and since the elements of the state vector, x1,

X., etc., can be considered to be independent at the initial
time t . Although Equation 2.2.1-5 is of the form usually
found in the literature, it can be altered to provide a more
direct solution for the lateral Aaviation density function.
For a second ord-.r system, the z',ove equation would result in

a solution of the form p(x (t),xM(t)Ix (t ),x (t )) If the
density function p(x 1 (t)), which could for exampe be the
lateral deviation density function, is the required quantity,
then the above solution must be integrated as follows to yield

p(X1 (t)):

-p(Xl(t),x 2 (t),Xlto),x 2 (to)) = P(xl(t),x 2 (t)!Xlto)),x 2 (to))

p(xl(to) ,x 2 (to))

P(xl(t)) = P(xl(t) ,x 2 (t),xl(to) ,x 2 (to)) dx2 tdx- dx2
0 to

i p(xl(t),x 2 (t)1xl(to),x 2 (to)) p(xl(to),x 2 (to))

•-OD -W .dx 2 tdxl dxS"•• " t to 2tO

where

P(xl(to),x 2 (to)) = P(xl(to)) P(x 2 (to)) since the 2 states

are assumed to be independent initially.
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Much of the effort in obtaining p(x1(t)) can be eliminated by
obtaining a slightly altered Fokker-Planck equation. By multi-

plying the above Fokker-Planck equation by p(x(to}), the

following equation is obtained (due to the fact that p(x(t )0
is independent of t and x(t)):

ap[x(t)Ix(to) [p (X(t 0

= -tr ( f[x(t)_,t]prx(t)J(t _ ]p(x(to1)
(ax(t) -_0' -01

+ 0. 5r ;r() at) I G[xE ),(t),1J1Yut)G [x(t) ,t

p[x(t) Ix_(t 0]p (x_(t 0

By substituting the joint density p(x(t),x(t )) for p(x(t)Ix(t_))

p (x(to)) and by integrating the equation over x(to), the

following Fokker-Planck equation, which will be the equation

used in the remainder of the Fokker-Planck analysis is obtained:

[x•(t)]t =-tr a_){f[x(t)'t]p[x(t) 1)

0.5 tr (-x-t T G[x(t) ,tl] (t)GTLiC(t) ,tlp[x(t) I

This equation is solved with an initial condi !on of

p(x(t))It = p(x(to)). Assuming the states are independent at
t-
0

time to, the joint density p(x(t )) is equal to the product of
0 0the margi-*nal density functions, plxl(tO0)) 1lX 2 (t o))...plx n(t o)

A second order example aolut.or lor this equation, p(xl(t),x?(t)),

can be integrated directly to obtain the desired lateral devia-

tion probability density frnction, p(x 1 (t)), as follows: -

P(X (t)) =fI P(X1 (t)'x 2 (t))dx2

The preceeding methr,d is i.!.uctr&ted in Figure 2.2.1-3.

The de ivation of the Fokker-Planck equation assumes

that the error inputs to the yivstem are white gaussian noise.

This assumption is discussed ...n Section 1.1.4.
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Application of the Fokker-Planck Equation to a Linear System
As described in Section 2.2.1.2, the seventh order

linear system was reduced to a second order system (Equation
2.2.1-4) which accurately approximates the original sybtem.
This reduced model is given by

x = Ax + Bu (2.2.1-7)

which can be expressed in matrix notation as

[Zi [- Ul]
u 2

where

[xl= [lateral deviation

-x 2  [heading angle

a Is and b..'s ,are constants, and the u. 's represent the noise
14luts'.td ta system model. The general Fokker-Planck equation

(Equation 2.2.1-6) which was applied to this second order
linear system is given by:

t -tr _(AxO) + 0.5tr (x()T(BuBTp)) (2. 2. 1-8)

where
p = P(Xl is the j~oint probability density of x1 and x2#

A and B are the matrices defined in Equation 2.2.1-4, tr
represents the sum of the diagonal elements of a square matrix,
T u is the covariance of the system model noise inputs and is
defined as

au0 01 0
:1 

2
Sa2 0 0,

S• T u' 2 0I . 0u ' 00 203

0 0 0
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and

Fx is a linear operator defined as

ax

The remainder of this subsection develops the right-hand side
of Equation 2.2.1-8 to the form to be implemented for solution
on a digital computer. This computer solution is then described
in the following subsection.

In order to develop the right-hand side of Equation
2.2.1-8, first consider the first term on the right-hand side
of the equation.

z Since

a a x2 (a2x + a 1 2 x2P
A 1ll 121.111.

= I l iLai a22  Lxj L(ax + a22X2)pj

it follows that

a alP + _--2(allxl+a

1(Axp) F a1 1 1  1 2 x2 ]
S[ • a22P + 2-(aixI + a22x2a 22  ax2  21 1 2 2 x2 j

2 -P+

Therefore, the first term on the right side of Equation 2.2.1-8
is obtained by summing the diagonal elements of the preceding
matrix:

-tr 0 x-2a1 +. a222.(a(2x. + a-9)
1

+ ap -(a x + a
22P a x 21 1 22 21 (2.2.1-9)

2
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The second term on the right-hand side of Equation
2.2.1-8 is developed as follows. Let the matrix product
BY PT be denoted as

U

T M ml
BYB =B ll 12j

[m21  in22j 2

The linear operator _- _ is defined by

2 2

ax 12 axlax2
T 1

ax ax 2O2

Therefore
2 2

f1a -P

B ,BT a [ jT 1 1111 m 12 axlaX2B" u B ax ax] Lm2l m2 2 ]

2 2

ax 2ax 1 ^d 2

L 2

2 21 "P + • a- 2

ax1 21 ax ax1

12 2

ax ax x 22
1 2 ax22

It follows that the second term is obtained by summing the
diagonal elements of the preceding matrix and multiplying by

0.5; i.e.,
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2 a2
BT a P.0.5trlBuB 0.5 m + (m)+m x

I ax ax 11 a . 3'x x

+ a2
22 x2 . (2.2.1-10)

Adding Equations 2.2.1-9 and 2.2.1-10, the dezired result is
obtained:

_ -a (- ax + a, x2) + a22x2)
at l ax1  .2 2 221- ax 2  a2

m 2 m +m 2 ma~+ am221 a2P + m22 2
+ I i12 2 .. + 22 (2.2.1-11)

S2 •xlax 2  2 ax 2

Computer Solution for the Fokker-Planck Equation
The explicit form of the finite-difference technique

is used in a computer program to solve the previously described
Fokker-Planck equation (Equation 2.2.1-11). In using this
method to solve a p.artial differential equation, a network of
grid points is first established throughout the region of
interest occupied by the independent variables. The exact
solution to .he partial-differential equation is approximated
at each grid point by the method of finite differences (Appendix
C). For the Fokker-Planck implementation of the second order
system given in Equation 2.2.1-4, the network of grid points
has been set up as follows where x and x2 represent lateral

1. 2deviation and heading angle, respectively.

x2 MAXT
S(i2=N2) •T [ Time is the third inde-

c- Ax-2.lXl pendent variable and is
- - -__- perpendicular to the

Sx2 grid shown; i.e., this
-- - - grid is repeated every

At sec.

(i2=1)
:x 1 X 1 X1% i, MIN IMAY
• {(il=l) (il=Nl)

In the above figure, Ax and Ax are obtained as follows:
1 2
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-- X - X

MAX MIN
P., Ax1

•Xl = (NI-I)

I X -X

2 MAX 2MIN
Ax2  (N2-1)

where the dimension of the solution grid is NlxN2. If the
approximate joint densicy solution at a grid point is denoted
as p , where

il 1 +1i,
x x

AX1

1

2 MIN
i2 x +,x2

and
n = present time =t,

then the partial derivatives in Equation 2.2.1-11 at a particu-
lar qrid point can be approximated as follows:

4 .P(xl,(t), t)) X Pil+l,i2,n - Pil-l~i2_,n
2Axl

ap (xl(t)x 2(t)) M Pili2+1,n - Pil,i2-l,n
ax2  2Ax 2  .

a 2p(xl(t),x 2 (t)) - Pil-li2,n - 2pil,i2,n + Pil+l,i2,nIx (Ax ) 2 .

d2p(xl(i:),x 2 (t)) i 22Pil,i2-1,n 2pil~i2, + Pili2+1,n

ax2
2  (Ax2 ) 2
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2 
-1,

I ~~~~ 2p(xI (t),X2 (t)) ',Pjil+l• i2+l,.n-Pil-l •i2+I •n-Pil+l, i2-n

4Ax Ax
Oa 1 O4x 2  1 2

p Pil-!,i2 1,1 n
S~+

4AxlAx
*~ 12

Thus the partial derivatives at the grid point il, i, n)
involve the surrounding grid points as shown:

,, . •(il,i2+l,n)
S"(i- 1, i2+1, n) 1i 2+,n

1 'IAx
+2

S÷jnil+l,i2,n)

-•- ' (il-! , i2- ,n) -• (il+l, i2-,n)Xi
TI-- • " (l,i2-l,n)

Letting n+l represent (t +At), the partial of the joint density
with respect to time (i.e., the left-hand side of Equation2.2.1-11) is approximated as follow;:

pxl(t)_,x2(t)) _Pili2.n+l - Pili2,_n

at At

Substituting these equations into the second order Fokker-Planck
equation (Equation 2.2.1-U1), the following is obtained:

Pil'i2,n+l-PilIi2"n = -allp-(Pil1l'i2,n-Pil'!,i2 n)(allxl+a!2x2)
At 2Ax 1

--a 2 2pPil.i2+1mn-Pil.i2-1_n (a xl+a x) +

2Ax 2  21 222

Sm 1 1 L Pl-l,i2,n-2Pil,i2.n+Pil+li2,a) + '12+'21

2' +(Axl)2 2
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S . Pil+l,i2+l,n-Pil-l,i2+l,n-Pil+l,i2-!,n+Pil-l,i2-l,,n

4Ax 1Ax2

m22 .Pil~i2-1,n-2Pil.i2,n+PiJU+_,

+ 2 (Ax2 ) 2  (2.2.1-12)

The equation is then multiplied through by At, and Pili2,n is
added to both sides of the equation, so that an explicit
equation for Pil,i2,n+l results.

The following initial conditions are used in the
solution of this equation since the states are assumed to be
independent initially:

P(X 1 (t 0 ),x 2 (to)) P(X1 (t 0 )) P(x 2 (to))

The initial density function for the lateral deviation state
is defined from the measured distribution data (Section 2.3).
It should be noted at this point that the Fokker-Planck equation
can be initialized using any continuous density function
which appears to represent the most accurate lateral error
distribution. The initial state distributions are discussed
in Section 2.4.3 (nominal model) and Section 2.5 and are
provided in Appendix G.

The joint density values for the grid points must
be supplied at time t . Grid point values at t = (t + At) are
computed explicitly using Equation 2.2.1-12. The values at
t = (to + At) are then used to compute the grid point values
at t = (t + 2At).

0 The boundary conditions which have been used for

this computer solution are as follows:

Pil,i2,n = 0 if il=l, il=Nl, i2=1, or i2=N2

In other words, the joint probability density function is set
equal to zero at the outer points of the grid. Depending on
the number of grid points and distribution accuracy require-
ments, these outer points may correspond to 8a or greater.

The lateral deviation marginal density function can
be obtained from the joint density function at each point in
time (every At). Likewise, the density function for the
remaining state, heading angle, can be obtained easily in a
similar manner. The lateral deviation density function is
obtained as follows:
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P (P" i)) (xt) ,x 2 (t)) dx 2

The ccmputer program uses trapezoidal integration
to obtain p(x 1 (t)) as follows:

pi?1 n _Ax2 10.5 ,l,n Pi+L,2,n + + Pil,N2-1,n

+ 0.5 Pil,N2,n)

The , P(x t)) -s obtained at each grid point in the xl
dir ;..on. Specification of the number oi grid points is
dependent on the distribution curve accuracy requirements.

A complete description of the computer program
.ncluding flow charts, listings, and operating instructions
is included in the User's Manual.

2.2.2 CHECKOUT/VERIFICATION OF FOKKER-PLANCK METHOD

2.2.2.1 Gaussian Density Comparison
In order to verify the computer solution of the

Fokker-Planck equation described in Section 2.2.1.3, gaussian
processes were used for the input and initial conditions.
When gaussian processes are input into a linear system, the
output is gaussian. The output of the second order ilinear
system, the lateral deviation, should therefor have a gaussian
density function for gaussian inputs if the solution of the

* Fokker-Planck is correct.
The reduced second order linear system described

in Section 2.2.1.2 was used to check out the Fokker:Planck
equation. This system is giver by

x Ax + Bu

* where

[ail '121 [ 0 236.4]
A= a -. 0001431 -.109

a21  221 1L

B rbll [-.044171
1bj= .00016 2I
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and u is a scalar noise input such that

cov{u(t) ,u(c)T1 = = (150)2

The la~eral deviation (x i) :,nd heading angle (x ) were assumed
to have gaussian density 'unctions at time equaI zero. The
mean and standax6 iYviatio:i were chosen arbitrarily as follows:

a = 150. feet = .1 radians
x x2r x1

l= 0. feet lx 0. radians

xl x2

The computer solution for this check-out example used the
following grid paramieters:

XM 600. feet
I A

X MIN = -600. feet

x 2  = .4 radians
i refer to

x2 MIN = -. 4 :. iians Section 2.2.1.3

2 MI

SI At = .1 second

Figures 2.2.2-1. 2.2.2-2, 2.2.2-3, and 2.2.2-4
represent the lateral deviation density function obtained from
the computer program at 1 second, 10 seconds, 20 seconds, and
30 seconds, respectively. The standard deviation and mean for
each of these curves was obtained from the computer program.
A gaussian curve with the same standard deviation and mean was
also plotted on each graph in order that the lateral deviation
density function could be compared to a gaussian curve. The

results obtained indicate negligible differences between the
theoretical gaussian densities and the Fokker-Planck solution;
therefore, the Fokker-Planck.solution is considered to be
verified.
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2.2.2.2 Lateral Deviation Variance Response
Another check on the Fokker-Planck solutioni was,

to compare the variance of the lateral deviation from the
Fokker-Planck solution (reduced second order system) with that

from the classical linear gaussian solution (qixth order
system) described in Appendix D. The system parameters and.

initial conditions described in Section 2.2.2.1 were used'
to make this comparison. Since both methods used gaussian

processes with the same linear system, the variances of the
two output lateral deviation density functions should be
appioximately equal. These functions will be approximately

equal, rather than exactly equal, due to different error sources
in the two methods. The variance propagation technique

accumulates errors introduced by the integration (Runga-Kutta)
technique. The Fokker-Planck has error sources introduced by

the integration technique (trapezoidal) used in the solution
of partial differential equations by the method of finite
differences and by the grid spacing. The standard deviation
of the lateral deviation density function is plotted versus
time in Figure 2.2.2-5 for each method. As shown in the
figure, the maximum deviation between the two curves is only
five feet (3% difference); therefore, the Fokker-Plahck method
of propagating distributions is verified.

I.
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SECTION 2.3

MEASURED DISTRIBUTIONS

The characteristics of various approach systems have
been recorded in the form of trajectory information from a
finite sample of aircraft flying IFR approaches. This informa-
tion has been reduced and processed to enable both vertical and
lateral error distributions (measured distxibution data) to be
obtained at discrete points in range. Data has been collected
jointly by the FAA and Resalab for the various approach systems
considered in this study.

Since the measured distribution data has been
derived from a finite number of samples, only certain reliable
information is available from this data. Generally, the sample
size is sufficient to warrant accurate estimates of the mean
and variance of the date; however, in some cases, the sample
size is too small to accarately estimate the variance. The
sample size is generally not sufficient to accurately deter-
mine the shape of the distribution, particularly in the region
of the tails. The data is available only at discrete points in
range. Due to these limitations on the measured distribution
data, it is necessary to utilize other techniques such as the
Fokker-Planck technique or the linear gaussian variance propaga-
tion technique to generate the probability density furction for
use in the probability of collision determination. Where no
data exists, the distributions were derived, based on reasonable
assumptions.

The measured distribution data was utilized in this
Sstudy for three reasons:

1) to verify that the models, as formulated; are,
in fact, good representations of the actual
systems (Sections 2.4 and 2.5),

2) to provide the initial distributions for the
various techniques utilized to generate the

t probability density functions (Section 2.5),
and

3) to provide vertical error distributions for
use in the probability of collision determina-
tion (Section 2.6).

This section identifies the lateral, vertical, and
longitudinal measured distributions for the systems listed in
Table 2.3-1. Measured distribution data is available for all of
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Table 2.3-1 Required Measured Distributions

Distribution System

Laterdl FC-ILS- INOM-CTOL*L FC-ILS-I-CTOL
FC-ILS-II-CTOL
BC-ILS-I-CTOL
VOR-CTOL
FC-ILS-I-STOL

Vertical FC-ILS-I-CTOL
FC-ILS-I-STOL

Longitudinal FC-ILS-I-CTOL

S*Nominal Measured Distribution Data

these systems with the exception of the system specified for the
longitudinal distribution. In this case, data was derived,
based on assumed operational procedures.

The techniques uýed by Resalab to collect, ;:oAuce,
and process the data from Charleston, S. C., is discussed in
SSection 2.3.1. Basically, the technique uses a precision
approach radar (PAR) as a measurement and display system. The
displayed position is recorded photographically and reduced
with a computer controlled microdensitometer. Once the
Charleston data is reduced, it can be combined with the data
collected by the FAA at other airports to provide a more
representative data base.

The distribution data used in the lateral separa-
tion project is discussed in Section 2.3.2 and may be divided
into three classes, depending upon the characteristics of the
data. These classes characterize:

1) systems for which t-eld dzxa has been collected
but no assumptions made concerning the distribu-
tion,

2) systems for which field data has been collected
and the distributions -ssuD~ed gaussian,

3) systems for which no field data has been col-
lected, therefore, the required distribution
must be inferred from assumptions.
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The validity of using the collected data as repre-
sentations of generalized systems is .examined in Section 2.3.3.

The resulting distributions for each of the re-
quired systems are discussed in Section 3.1 and presented in
Appendix E.

S2.3.1 TECHNIQUES USED TO COLLECT, REDUCE, AND PROCESS
DISTRIBUTION DATA
A review of the available distribution data indica-

ted that additional lateral data were required for BC-ILS-I-CTOL
and VOR-CTOL. These approach systems are alternates to a front
course approach; and at several airports, one (or both) of these
is available to a runway parallel to a FC-ILS runway. Measure-
ment of the lateral distribution of errors on approaches using
BC and VOR was conducted at Charleston by Resalab. When meteo-
rological conditions dictated the use of the FC approach, these
data were also collected. The techniques of collecting, redur-
ing, and processing the data are discussed below and illustra-
ted in Figure 2.3.1-1. The errors induced by the collection and
reduction of the data are also examined.

2.3.1.1 Data Collection

Method
The method used to collect the distribution data is

to record the aircraft position at various times. The aircraft
position is presented on the PAR scope and recorded on photo-
graphic film. The camera was rigidly mounted approximately 24
inches from the PAR scope face and the shutter held open for the
duration of an approach. This technique results in a recording
of the aircraft position for every sweep of the PAR antenna. A
representative example of a recorded approach is given in Figure
2.3.1-2. The range history of aircraft position has the appear-
ance of a "smoke trail" in the photograph. The actual aircraft
trajectory lies in the center of the aircraft track shown in the
figure. The upper trace shows the elevation vs range history of
the aircraft; the lower trace shows the azimuth vs range history.

Additional data was collected concerning the meteo-
rological conditions that existed during the approach. This
data included the ceiling, visability, wind conditions, and the
altitude at which the pilot converted from instrument guidance
to visual guidance (breakout altitude). The breakout altitude
and the type of equipment used to accomplish the approach was
determined from the pilot when operations permitted.
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lection and presentation device while the camera acts as a
recording device. The recording nedium is the film.

The PAR at Charleston is an AN/MPN-13. This system
has a 45kw X band transmitter that is time-shared between two
anLennas. One of these antennas sweeps horizontally, the other
vertically. The action of these two antennas determines the
positicn of the aircraft, in one case, in azimuth angle and
range, and in the other case, in elevation angle and range;
thu6, the aircraft position in space is defined.

The camera used to record the PAR scope data is a
standard Cannon FX single lens reflex equipped with a 50mm
lens. At the beginning of the approach, the shutter of the
camera is opened and held open during the approach. This pro-'
duces a time exposure of the aircraft trajectory over the entire
approach as shown in Figure 2.3.1-2.

Errors
The specifications on the PAR indicate that the

range error is within 2 percent of true range when true range
is greater than 0.5 nautical mile. The azimuth error, ex-
pressed in distance from true posit-ion, is no greater than 0.6
percent of range plus J.0 percent of the target deviation from
the cursor (extended centerline as Dresented on the scope). The
elevation error is less than 0.3 percent. of range plus 10 per-
cent of the deviation from the optimum glide path. The
errors presented represent an upper bound. Since the PAR is
regularly maintained and adjusted, the actual errors will be
significantly smaller.

Aixport anid Equipment Layout
In some measurements, the relative locatioi, of the

various equipment and runways is required. One of the more
critical dimensions is the offset of the PAR from the runway
centerline. This distance is used to determine the scale
factor discussed in Section 2.3.1.2. Other measurements re-
quired include the position of the localizer and VOR. Figure
2.3.1-3 shows the position of the PAR and other pertinent
equipment with respect to the runways. The lines through the
PAR site and parallel to each runway are presented on the scope
face. These lines indicate the PAR offset distance (RO) used
for determination of the scale factor. The distance fromi the
PAR to the 33-15 runway is 515 feet, and the distance to the
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03-21 runway is 715 feet. The PAR scope is physically located
in the terminal building.

2.3.1.2 Data Reduction
The data reduction effort in this study was con-

cerned with determining the lateral position data of approach-

*ing aircraft. This data was obtained from the collected

data (discussed in Section 2.3.1.1). The procedures ane equip-

ment used and the errors involved in this effort are discussed

below.

Equipment and Methods
The equipment involved in the data reduction effort,

shown in Figure 2.3.1-4, includes a HP 2116B computer, Photo-
metric Data Systems series 1010 Microdensitometer and a6ociated
computer equipment. The microdensitometer has a stage that is
driven in the x and y axes in 10 micron (1 micron = 10-6 meters)
steps which enables precise location measurements to be ob-
tained. A location measurement can be made by aligning the
desired point on a transparency (mounted on the stage) with a
set of cross-hairs. The area of alignment is magnified to
increase the accuracy of the positioning. The microdensi-
tometer stage position is monitored and can be controlled

by the computer.
The data reduction method requires certain measure-

ments to be made from the film at each of the specified ranges.
Due to the number of ranges considered and the number of data
samples collected, the number of measurements required was

extremely large. The basic philosophy was to automate the
methods as much as practical. The limit of practicality, in
this case, is governed by the ratio of background density to
signal density (on the film) and by the presence of unwanted
returns and radar clutter (Figure 2.3.1-2). The presence of
these unwanted signals precluded the usage of some of the
automatic functions available on the microdensitometer. There-
fore, the human operator was required to make decisions con-
cerning what was considered to be signal and what was noise.
The following paragraphs discuss the general data reduction pro-

The automatic portion of the reduction system re-
quires that the film be aligned in such a manner that the film
edge is parallel with the x-axis movement of the microdensito-
meter's movable stage. Once this alignment is made, the stage
is manually driven to range zero (indicated radar site) and to
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each of the indicated range marks. These positions are recorded
by the computer. Since the range marks are logarithmically
spaced, the computer was utilized to automatically position the
film at the proper range settings. Now the measurements re-
quired from the film can be obtained speedily. The computer,
using the differences between the range points and a logarith-
metic scale factor, computes and drives the stage to the first
of the sp:cified ranges. The operator then aligns the cross-

hairs on the runway extended centerline, the PAR offset line,
the left and then the right side of the aircraft trace (shown
in Figure 2.3.1-5). Each of these measurements are recorded on

I /Extended

Runway Aircraft
Centerline Trace

i ii
FPA offset Line i

Figure 2.3.1-5 Data Reduction Measurements

a command from the operator. When all programmed measurements
are completed at one range, the computer automatically calcu-
lates the aircraft's lateral deviation and dri-es the stage to
the next of the specified ranges where the procedure is repea-
ted. The computer prepares a copy of the lateral deviations at
each specified range for visual checking. A paper tape is
produced containing the deviation data for future processing.
When all required measurements on this frame are completed, the
stage is driven to the next frame and the3e Droceduies repeated.

The displacement of the aircraft to the left or
right of the localizer (extended runway centerline) is deter-
mined from the previously described PAR scope photographs.
Refering to Figure 2.3.1-5, it can be seen that the center of
the aircraft trace (in a lateral sense) can be determined from
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the average of the measurements of DR and DL. The scale factor,
RO/Ds, can be determined from the scope measurement, DS, and the
actual distance RO. DS is the distance measured on the scope
between the extended runway centerline and the PAR offset line.
The equation used to determine the lateral deviations (Y') is

Y- RO DL + DR.• DS (2.3.1-1)

t where
RO = 1515 feet; if runway 33-15 is used

1715 feet; if runway 03-21 is used

and DS, DL, and DR are defined in Figure 2.3.1-5. The scale
factor, RO/Ds, converts the measurements made on the scope
face (or film image) to actual distances in feet.

Errors
Regardless of the precision of the instrument, no

measurement device or method gives the true value for the quan-
tity measured. Mechanical inperfections in instruments and the
limitations introduced by human factors are such that repeated
measurements of the same quantity generally result in dif-
ferent values. Variations among successive values are caused
by errors in the observations. Errors fall into three general
classes which may be categorized by origin. These classes are:
(1) reasurement mistakes, (2) systematic, and (3) random.

Measurement mistakes are mistakes caused by misread-
ing scales, transposing figures, erroneous computations, or care-
less observers. They are usually large and easily detected by
repeated measurements.

Systematic errors follow some fixed law and are
generally constant in magnitude and/or sign within a series of
observations. The origin of systematic errors is primarily
within the measuring device. Causes of systematic errors
include faulty instrument calibration, errors inherent in the
graduation of scales, and changes in performance resulting from

variations in the environment, primarily, temperature and
humidity. Systematic errors can be eliminated or substantially

* reduced when the cause is known.
Random errors are those remaining after measure-

ment mistakes and systematic errors have been removed. They
result from accidental and unknown combinations of causes
beyond the control of the observer. Random errors are charac-
terized by: (1) variation in siqn--positive and negative
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errors occurring with equal frequency, (2) small errors occur-
ring more frequently than large errors, and (3) extremely large

errors rarely occurring.
The design and operation of the data reduction sys-

tem considered the error sources noted above. For instance,
errors in scale reading by the operator were eliminated entire-
ly, since the scale readinq function is accomplished by the
computer at the command of the operator. Most measurement

mistakes can be identified and consequently eliminated by plot-
ting the reduced data and comparing it to the original data.
Systematic errors are minimized because the resultant measure-,

ment depends on differenccs of measurements; therefore, any
system bias is eliminated.

For the above reasons, the measurement mistakes and
systematic errors are assumed to have been essentially elimi-

nated by the data reduction technique; therefore, the remainder
of this section is concerned with the effects of human induced
random errors. Random errors, usually introduced by ,placement
or reading of a scale or hairline are minimized but not elimi-'
nated by providing the operator with significant magnification
of the film area being measured. Furthermore, the propagation
of human (random) errors from the source (particular measure-
ment) through the end result can be determined. These results
then aid in determining possible improvements to the data

collection system and/or instill confidence in the data itself.
The errors in the measurement/display system (PAR) have been
previously discussed. This analysis of data reduction system
errors assumes that the indicated aircraft position (on the
PAR) is absolutely correct. Thus, this analysis is of the

error introduced solely by the human operator of the reduction
system.

Considering that

A M
D =D + c

L L D
L

where the superscript A indicates the actual value of DL (Figure

2.3.1-5) and the superscript M indicates measured values. Note

also that

A M
D =D + C

R R D
R

and
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A M
SS D S + eDs

The measurement errors, CDL, EDR, and e are assumed to be
L R S

gaussian distributed random variables with mean equal to zero

and variance equal to aD2

"2
e D =N(O,cD
L

e D N 0 , D

S=N(Oa
D DS D,

eD p D an D represent the human induced errors of posi-.
L I R S

tioning the reading instrument on the proper point. From Equa-
tion 2.3.1-1, and the above discussion, it follows that

Ii
Y ='(Y') - (Y,)M

Y

I IRO _ _ L ODLM +DMR

DA 2

With appropriate substitutions, the above equation can be
rewritten as

" [DA A D A D A -D
D =D 4 D R D

RO. L.;R _ _ _ _R)

2 AYDs D5

The errors have been assumed to be gaussian and
independent. A Monte Carlo simulation was run for a typical
case with the measurements listed below.

Range 3 miles

Y' 7 00 feet
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2CD = N(0,.01252)

L

CD = N(O,.0125

AR

ADR = 1.01mm

A

DS 1. 0 mm

SI
RO =515 feet

The results of this simulation determined that the mean of the
human induced error in the aircraft position is 0.229 feet, and
the standard deviation is 7.942 feet. The example presented is
assumed to be representative of a typical data reduction point.

2.3.1.3 Data Processing
The lateral error distribution data is processed

and presented in two forms. One form is the mean and variance
at each specified range. The equation to determine the mean is

n.=--n . Yi
i=1

and the variance is

n 7- 2
y,- n.Y' ni=l I

The other form is a tabular presentation of histo-
gram data with partitions spaced laterally ten meters (32.8
feet) apart. These data forms are consistent with the forms of
data previously collected. The partitioning for the histogram
datA was done at 10 meter intervals with a partition boundary
coincident with the extended runway centerline. This is consis-
tant with previous data collection efforts conducted by the FAA.
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2.3.2 MEASURED DISTRIBUTION DETERMINATION A
As stated previously, it was necessary to determine

measured distributions for the systems listed in Table 2.3-1.
This section presents the methods used to determine the distri-
butions for each of these systems. Measured distribution data
can be summarized and presented in a variety of forms. The most
advantageous presentation depends in part on assumptions con-
cerning the characterization of the distribution shape and on
the ultimate use of the data. The distribution data used in the
lateral separation project may be divided into three classes
depending upon the characteristics of the data. These classes
characterize:

1. systems for which field data has been collected and
the distribution is presented in a tabular form of a
histogram and/or mean and standard deviation tables;

2. systems for which field data has been collected and
the distribution is assumed gaussian;

3. systems for which no field data has been collected.

These classes are briefly discussed in the sect -ns which
follow.

2.3.2.1 Tabular Distribution Data
A common method of presenting measured distribution

d-ata is a tabular form of histogram or mean and standard
deviation data. The systems from Table 2.3-1 which fall into
this class and require lateral distributions, are contained in
Table 2.3.2-1. The sources of the collected data which were
combined to obtain the resulting distributions are also indi-
cated in the table.

Data for these systems are presented in two forms.
One form is the sample mean and standard deviation at each of
the specified ranges; the other form is a table of histogram
data from observed data. An example of the mean and standard

"* deviation data is given in Table 2.3.2-2 for the FC-ILS-I-CTOL
system. An example of the histogram form of data presentation
is given in Table 2.3.2-3. The complete data set for each of
the above systems is given in Appendix E. The histogram data
is presented at the same specific ranges as the mean and stan-
dard deviation data. The range to touchdown is given in meters
across the top of the page. The lateral deviations are given
in multiples of the partition intervals on the vertical axis.
The partition intervals are five or ten meters as noted in
Table 2.3.2-3. The numbers in the body of the table represent
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Table 2.3.2-1 Class 1 Systems

System Data Sources

Lateral

FC-ILS-INOM-CTOL Atlanta and Chicago
O'Hare Airports

FC-ILS-I-CTOL Chicago O'Hare, Portland,
and Charleston Airports

FC-ILS-II-CTOL Atlanta Airport

BC-ILS-I-CTOL Reference 1 and
Charleston Airport

VOR-CTOL Reference 1, NAFEC*, and
Charleston Airport

Vertical
FC-ILS-I-CTOL Chicago O'hare and

SPortland Airports

*National Aviation Facilities Experimental Center,

Atlantic City, N. J.

the number of aircraft observed in the indicated partition at
the indicated range.

2.3.2.2 Gaussian Distributed Data
Where the processing of the published data has pre-

sumed gaussian distributions, these assumptions are maintained.
Specifically, the systems of Table 2.3-1 for which gaussian dis-
tributions have been assumed are contained in Table 2.3.2-4.
When the data is presumed to be distributed according to the
gaussian distribution laws, the entire distribution is com-
pletely described by the mean and variance. Generally, the
reported means of the data have been small. A representative
example of the lateral deviation standard deviation .is given in
Figure 2.3.2-1 for a FC-ILS-I-STOL (Lateral). The distribution
data for all of the above systems is presented in Appendix E.

2.3.2.3 Systems with No Collected Data
In the consideration of dependent parallel IFR

operations for CTOL aircraft, it was necessary to determine the
longitudinal spacing distribution about a nominal longitudinal
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Table 2.3.2-2

Mear. and Standard Deviation Versus Range for
FC-ILS-I-CTOL - Lateral*

Standard

"•,ngl, Number Mean, Deviation,

j!<-e".rs of Samples meters meters

600 513 -. 0161 11.8943
1200 618 -3.0435 22.0739
AS633 -6.2973 26.4956
2400 642 -6.7594 31.9236
1600 644 -2.8728 35.8871
3600 638 1.6535 37.7171
4200 622 8.9878 43.6031
A800 631 8.3098 46.9545
5400 630 8.4069 97.

6000 631 6.9212 61.9026
0600 629 2.9729 68.5199

7500 513 14.46 75.30
81700 500 11.83 83.99

o~v490 7.67 90.20

1J20 468 6.37 93.00
9900 447 4.83 97.60

20500 423 12.93 92.45
11.100 387 16.36 91.98

i11700 342 17.42 94.11
S].2300 324 21.30 100.43
S12900 307 26.29 96.41

1]3500 283 28.54 102.12

I 14100 245 28.99 103.63
14700 224 33.03 103.14
15300 181 27.42 97.75
15900 134 25.53 -±3.84

*Charleston data is included in the range interval from 1200
meters to 5600 meters, inclusive, but not elsewhere, since
the data collection ranges were not coincident elsewhere.
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tv,-

'% ole 2.3.2-3 Distribution of Lateral Displacements for
FC-ILS-I-CTOL - Lateral**

Range, hundreds of meters '4
Partition, •

n* r*a 1872 30 36 42 48 54 60 66_

L20to -7 9  1. 1. 4. 0. 2. 1. 2. 2. 2. 4. 5.
.. 1. 1. 0. 1. 1. 0. 0. 0. 2.

- ,. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 1. 1. 3. -
-17 (. 1. 1. 0. 1. 0. 1. 0. 0. 1. 2.

-: ". 0. 1. 2. 0. 0. 0. 0. 1. 4. 1.-•:' ' 0 I. i. . O I. I. 1. 2.

-i'• :. 2. 1. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 1. 1. 0.
-. 3. 1. 1. 0. 1. 1. 2. 3. 2. 2.

.- . 3. 6. 2. 3. 2. 1. 1. ,2. 3. 2.

-ii1 . 1. 3. 1. 1. 3. 2. 6. 2. 3. 7.
C( 2. 4. 0. 0. 1. 1i 0. 2. 3. 3.

3. 6. 3. 7. 3. 3. 6. 4. 13. 5.
-: ' 4. 6. 4. 2. 1. 4. 9. 11. 8. 7.
-7 2. 14. 3. 8. 6. 5. 7. 8. 6. 20.

17. 24. 9. 3. 7. 17. 14. 15. 15. 15.
16. 39. 13. 18. 21. 14. 24. 18. 23. 32.

- 1 ' .. 47. 37. 35. 23. 36. 28. 20. 31. 32. 22.
Z' 1. 56. 57. 49. 54. 45. 42. 32. 27. 41. 32.

- 1 ?. 90. 86. 75. 78. 74. 51. 42. 48. 40. 47.
-I '112, 76. 54. 110. 98. .,5. 47. 12. 57. 45. 53.7' 0 . 98. 73. 115. 93. 86. 76. 73. 70. 75. 54.

S64. 83. 61. 89. 94. 74. 71. 70. 67. 48. 50.
2 . !C. 40. 41. 50. 61. 68. 70. 84. 62. 47. 45.

3 3. 21. 32. 39. 31. 49. 50. 49. 50. 43. 40.
4 '. 20. 20. 15. 23. 36, 44. 44. 24. 36. 38.

1• 0. 12. 6. 18. 19. 24. 26. 33. 29. 33.
8. it 8. 1I 12. 22. 18. 22. 29. 21.

7 C . 2. 6. 1. 4. 7. 9. 1. 162. 2. 2.
. C. 4. 6. 2. 2. 4. 11. 1. 17. 13. 7.9 ").j 2. 7. 2. 0. 4. 7. 9. 6. S. 18.

10 1 . 3. 2. 2. 6. 6. 4. 6. 10. 10.

11 0. 1. 0. 1. 2. 5. 0. 4. 2. 6.
12 C, 0. 4. 0. 0. 0. 1. 2. 3. 4. 3.13 1. 2. 3. 1. 2. 1. 2. 3. 4. 0. 2.
14 !. 0. 3. 1. 1. 0. 1. 5. 2. 2. 2.
is C. 0. 1. 0. 0. 0. 1. 1. 1. 4. 3.

.. 0. 0. 0. 1. 0. 0. 0. 0. 1. 3.17 C . 0. 0. 0. 0. 0., 1. 0. 1. 2. 1.
14 i• 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 1. 1.
L0 4. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 2. 2. 0.

20 to 56 0. 2. 2. 0. 0. 0. 0. 2. 5. 8. 8.
*At these ranges, the pa-rt't[io"ns are at fiv meter infervals
elsewhere, the partitions are at ten meter intervals.
**Charleston iata is included in the range interval from 1200
meters to 6600 meters, inclusive, but not elsewhere, since the
data collection ranges were not coincident elsewnere.
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Table 2.3.2-4 Class 2 Systems
Distribution

Required System Data Sources

Lateral FC-ILS-I-STOL Reference 2

Vertical FC-ILS-I-STOL Reference 2

location. Since no measured data of this type was available,
it was necessary to make certain ajsumptions concerning this
data for the FC-ILS-I-CTOL (longitudinal) system. It was
assumed that the aircraft velocity was normally distributed
about a nominal mean approach velocity, V, with a standard
deviation, aV

VVV =N(V,a v2)

Standard procedures require that the final approach be held
"close" with respect to the recommended final approach speed.
Based on conversations with experienced pilots, the standard
deviation of the velocity distribution was assumed to be five
knots. With this assumption and the following equation

t
X1 = X' -fvdt

0 0

it can be shown that the distribution on X' is also gaussian.

X'= NX'' 2 )

= x' -Vt
0

avt

WIT

where
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X' - longitudinal location, feet

X X' mean longitudinal location, feet

CrX' ~ longitudinal location standard deviation, feet

Xf - initial longitudinal location, feet
0

SV - aircraft mean velocity , feet/second (assumed to be

236.444 feet/second for CTOL aircraft)

a ~ velocity distribution standard deviation, ft/sec
(assumed to be 8.444 feet/second)

t time from the point where thu aircraft velocity
control is initiated, sec

2.3.3 MEASURED DISTRIBUTION DATA VALIDITY
The resulting combined data representing each sys-

tem of Table 2.3-1 must be checked carefully to verify that the
data represents that system. Possible problem sources which
might affect the validity of the data axe discussed below. The
problem sources and their effects on the measured distribu-

tion data are discussed in further detail in Section 3.1.

Turn-on Range
To be able to combine data collected at various

airports or to obtain meaningful comparisons between various
approach systems, the collected data should be taken from
sources having comparable turn-on ranges. Furthermore, the
turn-on range for each set of data needs to be identiLfed in
order to exclude that data associated with the "delivery"
technique before turn-on.

The turn-on range is governed, in part, by the
"traffic rate. If the traffic rate is high, there is a ten-
"dency to have the aircraft "in trail" at longer ranges, some-
times as much as 20 to 25 miles. This gives the pilot con-
siderably greater time to establish a better track on the
ILS (or VOR) beam and, therefore, a finer definition of the re-
quired wind correction angle. Under these circumstances, the
distribution at the outer marker will be much narrower than the
distribution for those aircraft that turn-on within one or two
miles of the outer marker. Turn-on range data is presented in
Section 3.1.2.
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Turn-on Direction and Overshoot
At some airports with parallel runways, the standard

traffic patterns are prescribed so that the turn-on to the
final approach to a right-hand runway of a p;ir of parallel
runways will normally require a right tnrn (as viewed by the
pilot). Conversely, the left runway normally requires a left
turn. Presently, procedures state that the turn-on to the final
approach to each of the parallel independent runways shall occur

with a minimum of 1000 feet vertical separation between the two
aircraft. This procedure minimizes the effects of overshoots
which occur at turn-on. However, if in the future the pro-
cedures are changed such that the 1000 feet vertical separation
requirement is eliminated or reduced, it will be necessary to
consider the effects of overshoots. For this reason, an
analysis was conducted on the front course and back course data
collected at Charleston, S. C., in order to determine the amount
of overshoot at turn-on and the direction of turn-on. The
results of this analysis are contained in Section 3.1.2.

Overshoot as used in this analysis is defined as
the distance that an aircraft travels beyond the extended
runway centerline measured on the opposite side from the turn-on
direction.

Sample Size
When collecting data for the purpose of determin-

ing the error distribution, it is necessary to collect suffi-
cient data to assure an adequate sample. When the class of
distributions cannot be predetermined, but must be derived, the
usual method of determining an adequate sample size is by the
method of convergence. In this method, the data collection
activity is continued until the mean, variance, or any other
required distribution parameters converge to a constant value
and the parameters do not change with the addition of new data.

Since most of the data was obtained in a reduced
form from previous data collection efforts, it was not possible
to use convergence techniquz co determine the existence of
an adequate sample size. However, by comparing the trend of
the standard deviations of the data at various ranges and the
number of data points available at those ranges, it is possible
to make some general observations concerning the sample size.
These observations are contained in Section 2.3.3.

Ground Proximity
Operational problems at short ranges include an

acute awareness by the pilot of the ground proximity and the
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effects on the pilot at breakout into VFR conditions. All
vertical data must be examined with these considerations inmind.

Simulated Versus Actual IFR Conditions
Some of the data collected at Charleston (FC-ILS-I-

CTOL (Lateral), BC-ILS-I-CTOL (Lateral) and VOP-CTOL (Lateral))
and all of the data collected at NAFEC (FC-ILS-I-STOL (Lateral),
FC-ILS-I-STOL (Vertical), and VOR-CTOL (Lateral)) were col-
lected under simulated IFR conditions. Although simulated
conditions (blocking possible visual references) create the
same visual and physical illusions as actual IFR conditions, the
pilot's attitude could be different for the two situations. The
attitude differences could be attributed to the fact that the
pilot knows that conversion to VFR can be made at his option,
regardless of the aircraft's position on the approach, simply
by removing the hooding device. Under actual IFR, the break-
out attitude is governed by prevailing weather and the pilot
must reach the weather ceiling before conversion to VFR can
occur.

Assumed Distributions
No data has been collected on the distribution of

aircraft about the nominal longitudinal position. The distribu-
tion for FC-ILS-I-CTOL (Longitudinal) was derived from the
assumed distribution for velocity errors. The mean and ,tandzi d:
deviation of the velocity distribution were assumed bascc onr
conversations with experienced pilots.
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SECTION 2.4

NOMINAL MODEL VERIFICATION AND SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS

A necessary task in any simulation or modeling

study is that of verifying that the model is a good representa-
tion of the physical system. Several methods exist for
accomplishing this verification task. The most logical

approach is to compare the known (or expected) observable
quantities of the physical system to those same observable
quantities predicted by the simulation. If a good comparison
is observed, the system model is said to be verified.

The procedure discussed above was used in the
verification of the instrument landing approach system nom-
inal model and its associated state equations derived in
Section 2.1. Since the responses of the three versions of
the nominal model have been shown to be in close agreement in
Sections 2.1.2 and 2.2, verification pertaining to any one
model holds for all three. Basically, three approaches were
taken to verify these models - time response analysis fre-
quency response analysis, and statistical response analysis.
Analysis of the models is accomplished by fitting the nominal
system model to a set of data hereafter referred to as the
nominal measured distribution data (from Section 2.3).

The time response analysis (Section 2.4.1) discusses
the three versions of the nominal model and their associated
parameter values. A f-inte response for each loop is presented
and discussed to verify that the nominal system model is repre-
sentativo of the actual approach system.

The frequency response analysis (Section 2.4.2)
consists of a root locus analysis of each loop in the linear
version of the nominal model to show the system transient
response and gain variation for each system model feedback
loop. The linear system model state equations are verified by
comparing the transient time response characteristics obtained
by integrating the linear state equations (from Section 2.1.5)
to those characteristics predicted by the root locus analysis.

The statistical response analysis (Section 2.4.3)
describes the method of fitting the nominal model to the
nominal measured distribution data (from Section 2.3) and

gives the resulting pa meter values including initial
conditions.
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A sensitivity analysis was performed to identify
the effects of pertinent model parameters and model errors
on the approach system's lateral distribution. The sensitivity'
results, the nominal system model, and measured distribution
data were utilized in fitting models to the specific approach
systems listed in Table 2.1-1. This model fitting task is dis-
cussed in Section 2.5.

From these analyses, all three versions of the
nominal system model are shown to be good representations of the
instrument landing approach system.

2.4.1 TIME RESPONSE
As described previously the nominal model (Figure

2.1.2-6) represents a composite set of CTOL aircraft approach-
ing on a front course, ILS, Category I,.CTOL'systew. The nomi-
nal model parameters, from Section 2.1.2 (Table 2.1.2-2), were
used in the time response analysis.. A time response of each
feedback loop of the nominal model is discussed below., The time
response analysis is performed for a deterministic system
(no errors).

Figure 2.4.1-1 shows the lateral deviation response
for an initial lateral offset of 500 feet at a range of 9
n. mi. The response is overdamped with a time constant of
about 127 seconds. Note that the response represents the mean
of a composite set of perfect systems (no errors); however,
when system errors are applied (Section 2.4.3) the lateral
response becomes statistical.

The aircraft heading angle response is shown in
Figure 2.4.1-2 for a step input. This response 'represents an
aircraft flying an arbitrary but constant heading angle of
3.14159 radians (180') and suddenly a:commanded change in
heading of .05 radians is input into the system. As shown in
Figure 2.4.1-2, the system first goes through a delay equal to
the pilot/control delay (T = .7 seconds) plus a lag response
for the aircraft bank angl9 rate (1/a = 1 second). The
remaining response shows an overdamped response with a time
constant of about 6 seconds (which agrees with data presented
in Reference 1) before achieving a final constant heading
angle of 3.19159 radians.

Figure 2.4.1-3 illustrates the aircraft bank angle
response when the pilot detects a requirement to change the
bank angle. This response depicts an aircraft flying wings
level (• = 0) and suddenly the requirement for a bank angle
change of .05 radians is input into the pilot model system-
The response shows an initial delay of .7 seconds corresponding
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to the pilot/control delay (Tp - .7 seconds) followed by
an underdamped response characteristic of a pilot searching
for a specific bank angle. This agrees with the transient
response characteristics predicted by the root locus
analysis discussed in Section 2.4.2.

2.4.2 FREQUENCY RESPONSE
The linear state equations derived in Section

"2.1.5 were verified by performing a frequency response analysis
(root locus). The time response of a closed-loop linear
control system, such as that shown in Figure 2.1.2-8, is
directly related to the location of the closed-loop roots
of the characteristic equation in the s-plane (imaginary plane);
therefore, a comparison can be made between the time response
predicted by the root locus and the time response obtained
by integrating the state equations.
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The root locus technique 4s a graphical method
for drawing the locus of roots in the imaginary plane as a
particular parameter or gain is varied and provides a measure
of sensitivity of the system roots to the parameter being
varied. The root locus method provides indications of the

relative stability and transient performance of a linear
system. The locus of the roots of the characteristic equation
begins at the poles and ends at the zeroes as the gain in-
creases from zero to infinity. Figure 2.4.2-1 illustrates
the basic components of a root locus.

imaginary axis 3
(angular frequency)

+W j
S

3j

'2 - real axis

' 'S

x pole
0 zero
K gain corresponding to particular root on locus (operating

point)
Sdamping ratio, • = cos 8 (for a 2nd order system only)
- direction corresponding to increasing gain

Figure 2.4.2-1 Basics of Root Locus
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The complex conjugate roots nearest the origin of
the imaginary plane are labeled the dominant roots of the
system since they dominate the transient response. The
relative dominance of the roots is determined by the ratio
of the real parts of the complex roots and will result in
reasonable dominance for ratios exceeding five to one.

When one pair of roots dominate, the system
can be approximated by a second order linear system and
concepts such as damping ratio and frequency can be evaluated
from the root locus graph. Roots located on the real axis
provide an overdamped response to a step input. Second order
complex roots have a damping ratio equal to the cosine of the
angle measured from the negative real axis to a vector drawn
from the origin to the root, and roots to the right of the
angular frequency axis indicate an unstable system.

•? • A root locus analysis was performed on each of

the three feedback loops (Y'/Ya, P/Pc, 4 /4 c) in the linear,
simulated delay nominal model, Figure 2.1.2-8. The root
locus of the entire system, or the Y'/Yh loop, is shown in
Figure 2.4.2-2. It was derived by varying the pilot gain
on the displacement error from the localizer (KF'). The control

esystem is a 7th oreer system and thus has seven poles and
two zeroes as shown.

The operating points (KC') are d' •rmined by
fitting the nominal model to the seteof nominal measured
distribution data from Section 2.3. A discussion of this
model fitting task is contained in Section 2.4.3.

The nominal system operating points vary with
range (X'). From Equation 2.1.2-7, a value of K e equal to
4.8 yields

P K ' -.000075 at 9 N Mi.
Se .000354 at .75 N Mi.

The variation of the operating points on the root locus

* corresponds to the variation of system sensitivity with
range as expected in the physical system. For these operating
points the two roots nearest the origin are shown to dominate

* because the r-atio of their real parts to the next most
dominant pair is always greater than five to one. This
result validates the approximation made in Section 2.2.1.2
which stated that the system model could be accurately
represented by a second order system.
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The detail view of the dominating roots is shown
in Figure 2.4.2-3. At ranges greater than 1.25 miles (K. =

.0003) the system is seen to be overdamped 1• > 1); however,
as range decreases the system sensitivity to lateral error
increases, resulting in a slightly underdamped s.stem (ý < 1).
At the point where the system goes visual (X' = .75 N Mi.),
the damping ratio is approximately .9. For values between
.0003 and .0065 the system is underdamped and for values
greater than .0065 the system is unstable.

In order to verify the system model state equations,
"the system response characteristics predicted by a root locus
analysis were compared to those characteristics obtained by

integrating the state equations. A gain value of K e = .004,ce
located as shown in Figure 2.4.2-3, was selected as the gain
for the comparison. At this gain the two loci shown dominate
the system. Therefore, the damping ratio and frequency can
be determined from the root locus since the system can be

approximated by a 2nd order system. Furthermore, the inte-
gration of the state equations for this gain value provides
a time response from which the damping ratio and frequency
can be obtained. The time response is shown in Figure 2.4.2-4.

The damping ratio is computed from the root locus
as I = cos 0 = .105.

The damping ratio can be calculated from the time response
by determining the percentage of overshoot and using the
graph in Figure 2.4.2-5. In this particular case there
is a 72.8% overshoot which indicates a damping ratio of
approximately .1 which compares with the value independently
derived from the root locus.

The angular frequency can be calculated from
Figure 2.4.2-5 by reading a value of wn Tp, which is the
angular frequency times the peak time. From Figure 2.4.2-4
the peak time is 11.8 seconds, the wn.Tp value is 3.18 and
"Wn is .27. The angular frequency from the root locus plot
is 0.269, which compares favorably to the value obtained
from the time response.

The root locus of the P/Pc loop was obtained by

varying the pilot gain on the heading angle error, Ký , and

is shown in Figure 2.4.2-6. This loop is a 6th order system
and has the six poles and two zeros shown. For small values

of Kqe the dominant roots are the four shown in Figure 2.4.2-7.
For values of Kpe greater than 4.3, the two imaginary roots
nearest the frequency axis dominate. Furthermore, for values
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of K p greater than 6.2 the system is unstable. The operat-
ing point of the nominal system is a constant value of 1.
and is located on the loci as shown in Figure 2.4.2-7.

The O/Oc loop represents a fifth order system.
The root locus was obtained by varying the aircraft response
gain, Ka. The five poles and two roots are shown in
Figure 2.4.2-8. Fc. values of Ka greater than .1 the dom-
inant roots are those shown in Figure 2.4.2-9. This loop
becomes cnstable for values of Ka greater than 1.35. The
nominal system operating point is Ka = 1. As shown in
Figure 2.4.2-O. the root locus predicts an underdamped
system which is reflected in the oscillatory time response
shown in Figure 2.4.1-3.

2.4.3 STATISTICAL RESPONSE
A statistical response analysis was performed

in order to determine the model, parameter values, errors,
and initial state distributions, which fit the nominal system
model predicted distribution to the nominal measured distri-
bution data discussed in Section 2.3.

The nominal model parameter and error values are
listed in Table 2.1.2-2. However, due 1o the nature of
some of these parameters and errors (primarily those due to
pilot attitude and pilot er. )rs), it was necessary to deter-
mine particular ones by fitting the model to measured field
data.

The initial distribution for the lateral devia-
tion. is known from the measured field data; however, the
initial distributions for the remaining states of the system
must be determine..

This analysis was conducted by considering the
variance propagation of the linear model with gaussian
inputs (Appendix D). The mean and variance of the response
of a lincar system with gaussian input distributions give a
complete statistical description of the process, because the
system output is also gaussian. In order to determine the
parameters, errors and initial distributions, nominal measured
distribution data, in the form of the lateral distribution
standard deviation (Oy,) as a function of range (X'), was

matched by the statistical system response of the linear
nominal model with gaussian input.

The model fi-tting task was accomplished by utiliz-
ing the nominal model parameter and error values determined
iin Sections 2.1.2 and 2.1.4, an initial lateral deviation
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distribution which was assumed gaussian (Yo), assumed initial
distributions on the remaining states of the system (defined
In Section 2.1.5 as 4)0, 4,, and intermediate states), and
the nominal measured distribution data (from Appendix E) in
vethe fdrm of oy, versus X'). The pertinent model parameters,
errors and initial distributions were adjusted, within reason-
able bounds, from their original estimates, and their effects
on the lateral deviation distributioni were determined. Some
of these effects are shown ir Figure 2.4.3-1. By observing
these, effects on the lateral distribution, reasonable adjust-
ments were made to the pertinent niodel parameters, errors
and initial distributions until an acceptable fit was 'obtained.

It was assumed that only the model parameters
and errors due to pilot attitude and pilot errors would be
adjusted to fit the field data.

Since the'pilot's primary controlling parameter
is the aircraft bank angle (4), the bank angle pilot error
(N• is assumed to contain the major effects of the pilot's
attitude and errors. Since the pilot gain on the lateral
error from the localizer (KE ) aftects the system's transientI e.response, as shown in Section 2.4.2, it is assumed that Kee
is also 'significantly affected by pilot attitude. The values
of the various model pilot error distributions, determined
in Section 2.1.4, were investigated. The pilot errors
estimated in that section were tested and found to be valid
with the exception of the pilot bank angle error, N4 . For
the abo're reasons, the original estimates of all model
parameters and errors except N4 and K. will remain unchanged.I • e

The effect of KR is shown in Figure 2.4.3-1 to
affect the general slope of the statistical response.' The
optimum value for Kee was 4.8 which corresponds to K1 varyingCe
between .000075 at nine miles and .000354 'at .75 miles from
touchdown. (Equati-n 2.1.2-7)

After several attempts at fitting the measured
distribution, it was apparent that the. standard deviation of
the bank an'gle error decreased ris the pilot neared touchdown.
For the optimum fit to the nominal measured data, the standard

L deviation of N4 ranges from 60 at nine miles from touchdown
V to 2.50 at touchdown. The effect of a greater noise N4 is

shown in Figure 2.4.3-1.
Since only the initial distribution on the

lateral deviation (Nc) was available, it was necessary to
determine the initial distribution on the remaining states.
The linear seventh order state equations from Section 2.1.5
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were reduced to a linear sixth order system as described in
Section 2.2.1.2; therefore, the initial state distributions
for •o o and three intermediate states were needed at the
initial range (9NMi). The original estimates of the initial

state distributions were made by observinig the state values of

the linear nominil model for reasonable operating conditions.

The-e original estimates were then adjusted tc fit the nominal

measured distribution data in the manner described previously.
The effects of the initial distributions on the

lateral deviation distribution were determined as shown in

S* Figure 2.4.3-1. As can be seen, larger initial heading

angle and bank angle standard deviations cause oa, to

increase initially and hold that increased value for a

period of time. Based upon these observed effects the

initial state distributions were adjusted within reasonable

physical bounds until an acceptable fit was obtained.

Since the intermediate states (IS) are a result of the

simulated delay approximation, they have no observable

physical characteristics. Thus, the original estimates,
which seem adequate for the system, were retained. The result-

ing initial state distributions are shown in Table 2.4.3-1 and

Sf Table 2.4.3-1
Nominal Model Initial State Distributions (at x' = 9NMi)

0

State Symbol a* Units

0X Y0 198 feet

X20 ýo .02 radians

X30 ýo .01 radians

X4 IS .12
0

5X IS .26
0

x 60 Is .54

*Assui,,.d Gaussian- mean = 0, variance 0o
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the resulting nominal model fit to the nominal measured field
data is shown in Figure 2.4.3-2.

2.4.4 SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS
The purpose of the sensitivity analysis is to

identify the effects of selected pertinent model parameters
and model errors on the lateral distribution of aircraft on
the approach system. The sensitivity analysis was performed
by utilizing the nominal system model defined in Section 2.1.2,
with specific initial conditions, as the reference condition.
Each of the pertinent parameters and errors of the nominal
system model was varied about its nominal value and the

resulting sensitivity coefficient of the lateral deviation
or lateral distribution standard deviation was calculated
at various points in range.

A sensitivity coefficient is defined by the
following equation:

SX AX

where AX is the change in a specific system variable due to
S~the change of AP, and AP is the change in the selected para-
S~meter or error. The sensitivity coefficient, SX, identifies

the change in a system variable, X, caused by a change in
a parameter, P. It should be noted that the sensitivity
coefficient is only valid for small changes in the varied
parameter about the reference condition.

The system parameter sensitivity analysis (Section
2.4.4.1), performed by utilizing a deterministic model (no
random errors), was used to find the sensitivity coefficients
for the pertinent parameters of tne nominal nonlinear system
model.

The system error sensitivity analysis (Section
2.4.4.2) utilized the linear system nominal model with
gaussian inputs and the variance propagation technique
described in Appendix D. It was performed to find the sen-
sitivity coefficients for the pertinent errors of the linear
system model.

2.4.4.1 System Parameter Sensitivity
The nominal nonlinear system model (Figure 2.1.2-6)

was used to determine the sensitivity of the lateral devia-
tion (Y') to some of the pertinent parameters of the system
model. The analysis was performed deterministically (no
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. . ..

random inputs). The symbols of these parameters along with
their descriptions, reference values, and units are listed in
Table 2.4.4-1. The initial conditions are all zero except for
the following:

Y= 500 ft.
0

X = 13.53 NMi.0

o= 3.14159 rad.

Each of the parameters was varied (AP), and the resulting lat-
eral deviation response predicted by the system model was ob-
served at various points of range and time. By comparing this
lateral deviation response to the response predicted by the
nominal system model, AY' was determined and the sensitivity
coefficient was calculated by the following equation.

P AP

The AY' is the change in the lateral deviation due to the change
of AP, and AP is the change in the selected parameter. An il-
lustration of the parameter sensitivity analysis technique is
shown in Figure 2.4.4-1.

The sensitivity coefficients of each parameter from
Table 2.4.4-1 were calculated and plotted at common points in
range. The resulting sensitivity curves, presented in Appendix
F, illustrate the sensitivity of the lateral deviation to each
of the pertinent parameters as a function of range and time. A
typical example from parameter sensitivity curves of Appendix F
is sb-wn in Figure 2.4.4-2. It illustrates the sensitivity of
the lateral deviation to the pilot gain on heading angle error
as a function of range and time about the given reference condi-
tion.

2.4.4.2 System Error Sensitivity
By using the method of variance propagation for a

linear gaussian system described in Appendix D, the linear sys-
tem iominal model was used to find the sensitivity of the lat-
eral distribution standard deviation (a.,) to the standard devi-
ation (a ) of some of the pettinent system errors. The symbols
representing these errors, along with their descriptions,
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Table 2.4.4-1 Sensitivity PAalysis Parameters
Reference

Symbol Value Units Description

V 236.4444 ft/sec Aircraft airspeed

Ke(angular) 4.8 rad/rad Pilot tracking gain on
the angular localizer

* error 1
Ke 1.0 rad/rad Pilot gain on heading

angle error

K 1.9 rad/rad Pilot gain on heading
angle feedback

Ko 1.333 sec Pilot gain on the
bank angle divided by ao

Ka 1.0 1/sec 2  Aircraft bank rate to
aileron response gain
multiplied by aa

aa 1.0 I/sec Inverse of the aircraft
bank rate to aileron
response time constant

a• 1.5 1/sec Inverse of the pilot
lead time constant on
bank angle feedback

Tp 0.7 sec Pilot/control delay

L 9000.0 ft -X coordinate of the
"* lateral guidance trans-

mitting antenna
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Figure 2.4.4-1 System Parameter Sensitivity
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II

reference values, and units are listed in Table 2.4.4-2. The
initial state distr-butions are defined in Table 2.4.3-1. Each
of the error distribution standard deviations was changed some
AGN, and the resulting lateral distribution standard deviation
response was observed at specific points in range and time. By
comparing this lateral distribution standard deviation response
to the response predicted by the nominal model, Au was deter-
mined at each range point allowing the sensitivity coefficient
to be calculated by the equation

oy Aay
S 1
oN AaN
CrN Na

The Aay, is the change in the lateral distribution standard
deviation due to the change of A, and AN is the change in

the selected error. An illustration of the error sensitivity
analysis technique is shown in Figure 2,4.4-3.

The sensitivity coefficients for each error were
calculated and plotted at common points in range. The
resulting sensitivity curves, presented in Appendix F,

illustrate the sensitivity of the lateral distribution standard

deviation to the standard deviation changes in some of the

pertinent system errors as a function of range and time. A

typical example from the error sensitivity curves in Appendix

F is shown in Figure 2.4.4-4. It illustrates the sensitivity
of the lateral deviation distribution to the intital heading

angle distribution about the given reference condition.

2 1
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Table 2.4,,4-2 Sensitivity Analysis Errors

Reference
Symbol value (Rad.) Descr..ption

.01745 Pilot heading angle error distribu-

NI tion standard deviation

0 .1047 @ 9NMi Pilot bank angle error distribution
N4 .0436 @ ONMi standard deviation

0IL .00048 ILS equipment receiver error dis-
R tribution standard deviation

a ILST.001497 ILS equipment transmitter error
T distribution standard deviation

a .00349 Pilot localizer tracking error
C (final leg) distribution standard

deviation

a .02 Initial condition on heading state0o distribution standard deviation

21
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SECTION 2.5

PROBABILITY DENSITY FUNCTIONS AND NORMAL OPERATING ZONES

A positional error probability density function
(PDF), as utilized in this study, is a statistical description
of the errors about an "ideal track". It is defined for a com-i•.posite set of, aircraft flying the-final leg of an instrument

approach under IFR conditions. A complete three dimensional
statistical description of these errors is required to aid in
the generation of data necessary to determine minimum runway
spacings. For this reason', the positional error probability
density space consists of three dimensions (lateral, vertical,
and longitudinal).

The primary dimension utilized in the lateral
separation criteria determination is the lateral dimension.
For this reason, lateral approach system models are developed
which accurately generate the lateral PDF for the required
approach systems. Development of these models is accomplished
by adapting the nominal system model, developed in Section 2.1
and verified in Section 2.4, to the measured distribution data
from Section 2.3. This process is described in Section:2.5.1.
I One purpose of this section is to describe the

generation of the PDF's required in the probability qf collision
determination (Section 2.6) and in the NOZ determination.
The generation of these PDF's is discussed in Section 2.5.2.
This discussion is divided into three parts: latezal (Section
2.5.2.1), vertical (Section 2.5.2.2), and longitudinal (Section
2.5,.2.3). The method for generating the required lateral PDF's
utilizes the Fokker-Planck equation (Section 2.2) with the
lateral approach system models from Section 2.5.1. The vertical
error PDF's are determined from the measured distribution data
from Appendix E. The longitudinal error density is determined
from an assumed constant velocity error distribution from
Section 2.3.

"A second purpose of this section is to describe the
generation of the r.!quired normal operating zones (NOZ) to be
used in the determination of minimum runway spacings. The
generation of the NOZ is discussed in Section 2.5.3 for approach
systems in general (Section 2.5.3.1) and for CTOL/STOL skewed
operations (Section 2.5.3.2).

2.5.1 LATERAL PROBABILITY DENSITY FUNCTION MODELS
Before a lateral probability dersity function can

be generated for a particular approach system, it is necessary
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to develop a model which accurately simulates the dynamics of
that approach system. Furthermore, it is necessary to derive
the state equations from that model to be incorporated into
the Fokker-Planck equation to allow the PDF to be generated.
This section is a description of the method utilized to develop
the approach system models listed below.

1. Front Course-ILS-Category I-CTOL (FC-ILS-I-CTOL)
2. Front Course-ILS-Category II-CTOL (FC-ILS-II-

CTOL)
3. Back Course-ILS-Category I-CTOL (BC-ILS-I-CTOL)
4. VOR-CTOL (VOR-CTOL)
5. Front Course-ILS-Category I-STOL (FC-ILS-I-STOL)
The nominal model developed in Section 2.1 and

verified in Section 2.4 must be adapted to the measured distribu-
tion data (from Section 2.3) for each of the approach system
models before the lateral probability density functions can be
generated. The procedure required to adapt a model to the
measured data consists of the six basic steps summarized in
Table 2.5.1-1. The completion of this procedure results in a
model and its corresponding Fokker-Planck equation with all
system parameters, errors, and initial conditions specified.
The Fokker-Planck equation is then used to generate the lateral
positional error.

The first step in the procedure for determining the
model parameters, errors, and initial conditions is the selection
of the set of measured data that corresponds to the approach
system model to be considered. Once the initial and discrete
comparison range distributions are selected, the second step
of the procedure is initiated. This step consists of specify-
ing the model parameters, errors, and initial conditions for
the initial attempt at adapting the model to the measured
distribution data. Initial estimates of the parameters and
errors are determined from the results of the analysis of
Section 2.1.3 (Table 2.1.3-1). The system initial conditions
are estimated by observing the responses of each state, pre-
dicted by the nominal model from Section 2.1.2. These para-
meters, errors, and initial ccnditions are then usend in the
nonlinear eighth order state equation from Section 2.1.5. Once
these state equations are determined, the set of reduced state
equations can be formulated.

The third step is to reduce the nonlinear eighth
order system state equations to a set of second order linear
system state equations which can be applied to the Fokker-
Planck equation. The model reduction process, discussed in
Section 2.2.1.2 must be accomplished at several range points
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Table 2.5.1-1

Procedure Outline for the Model Development of the
Lateral Probability Density Functions

SStep I Select the measured lateral distribution data at
the initial range and at each of the comparison
ranges for the parcicular approach system model

S'to be considered.

Step II Determine a best estimate for the model parameters,
errors, and initial conditions for the system
model.

Step III: With the estimate for the model parameters, reduce
the resultant nonlinear eighth order set of state

t equations to a set of second order linear state
equations for each specified range interval and
apply each set to the Fokker-Planck equation.

Step IV : Solve the Fokker-Planck equation generated in Step
III using the initial distribution selected in
Step I.

Step V : Using a variance and PDF shape comparison, deter-
mine whether or not the Fokker-Planck distribution
data matnhes the measured distribution data at the

Sccvnparison points. If the measurpd and calculated
distributions match, then the model and corres-
ponding Fokker-Planck equation can be used for
lateral error probability density function genera-
tion. If the distributions do not match, proceed
to Step VI.

Step VI: Using the sensitivity data of Appendix F, adjust
the model parameters, errors, initial conditions,
or combinations of these. If any parameter is
changed, return to Step III; if only the errors

* and/or initial conditions are alteret, return to
Step IV.
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along the approach path, vnce the linear model is a good
approximation to the no?'* 2ar model for only short range
intervals. The selected range interval is 4700 feet.

The reduceC system state equations are included in
the Fokker-Planck equation as described in Section 2.2.1.3.
This equation is initialized using the measured distribution
data at the initial range. Using this Fokker-Planck equation,
the lateral error density functions are calculated at discreteI. ranges along the approach path. The technique used to solve
the resultant Fokker-Planck equation is described in Section
2.2.1.3. Generation of the range-ordered set of lateral error
PDF data completes the fourth step in the model development pro-
cedure.

A comparison of the Fokker-Planck generated PDF
to the measured PDF constitutes the fifth step of the procedure.
This comparison is made based on (1) the variance of Fokker-
Planck generated data and the variance of the measured PDI and
(2) the shapes of their respective PDF's. The two-fold compari-
son is required only at the specific comparison ranges along the
approach. The total approach can be subdivided into essen-
tially i:hree regions. One or two points in the initial region,
mid-range region, R I final region are all that are required
to yield sufficiern omparison information to adapt the system
model to the measured data. Thus, if the measured and calculated
variances compare favorably in the three range regions, the
system parameters, errors, and initial conditions are correct
for the system model and corresponding measured data. If
this is the case, the Fokker-Planck equation is ready to be
used to determine the lateral PDF's. If the variances in any
of the regions do not compare favorably, then either the para-
meters, errors, initial conditions, or a combination of these
must be changed to adapt the system model to the measured data.
This leads to the sixth step in the procedure.

The sixth step involves using sensitivity techniques
to adapt the parameters, errors, or initial conditions in such a
manner that the comparison in step five is satisfied and the
Fokker-Planck/systenm model development completed. The sensiti-
vity data developed in S-:ction 2.4.4 and presented in Section
3.3 and Appendx F can be directly applied to the process of
adapting the system to the measured distribution data. This
sensitivity data is range dependent; therefore, by determining
in step five the region or regions in which the variances are
not matched, the corresponding sensitive system factors can be
determined. Also, since the sign of the sensitivity data indi-
cates whether the factors should be increased or decreased to
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better fit the measured data. If the system parameters are
varied, the next step is to return to step three and proceed
as before. If only the system errors and/or initial condi-
tions are altered, then the procedure is to return to step
four and continue.

This procedure is iterative in nature but converges
Srapidly to an adapted model if the initial parameters, errors,

and initial conditions are chosen judiciously and if the
sensitivity data is used effectively.

E This procedure was used for approach system models
1. through 5. listed previously. The model block diagram and
resulting parameters, errors, and initial conditions for each
of these five cases are presented in Appendix G. Once the
models for these five approach types and their associated
parameters, errors, and initial conditions are determined,
the probability density functions for the lateral dimension
can be generated.

2.5.2 PROBABILITY DENSITY FUNCTION GENERATION
The total aircraft positional error space probabili-

ty density function consists of three dimensions; lateral,
vertical, and longitudinal. Separation of these dimensions is
possible due to the physics of the lateral separation problem,
as discussed in Section 2.1. The primary purpose for generating
the three PDF's is the calculation of the probability of col-
lision values for the various required approach systems, opera-
tions, and runway spacings discussed in Section 2.6. A secon-
dary reason for determining the lateral PDF's is t:,e deter-
mination of the locus of points termed tha normal operating
zone (NOZ). The approach systems for which PDF's are deter-
mined, the PDF type, and methods of determination are included
for each of the three dimensions in Table 2.5.2-1. The
procedure for determining the probability density function for
the lateral dimension is considered in Section 2.5.2.1. The
vertical PDF generation is discussed in Section 2.5.2.2 followed
by the longitudinal PDF generation in Section 2.5.2.3.

Once the distribution data is generated for the
three dimensions, the probability of collision data may be
calculated for both dependent and independent operations. The

A0 •normal operating zones may also be calculated using the lat-
eral error probability density functions.

2.5.2.1 Procedure for Lateral Density Function Generation
It is necessary to generate lateral PDF's for the

lateral approach systems listed in Table 2.5.2-1. The approach
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taken to generate the required PDF's utilizes the Fokker-
Planck equation and the approach system models developed in' Section 2.5.1. The model block diagrams, parameters, errors,
and initial conditions are presented in Appendix G.

The procedure utilized to generate the lateral
PDF's consists of four basic steps. The completion of this
procedure results in a lateral PDF which is used in tne

Sprobability of collision determination and in a NOZ determina-
tion.

The first step in the procedure is to determine
the lateral deviation PDF to be used to initialize the Fokker-
Planck equation at the initial range (turn-on range). The
method to determine this PDF utilizes the modified Burgerhout
PDF to fit the initial measured distribution data for the
first four systems. The modified Burgerhout PDF was selected
as the initial CTOL lateral error PDF because of the oc-
currence of a significant amount of measured error data in
the tails of the measured data. Fitting a gaussian function
through the tails of the distribution yields variances much
larger than was found for the measured data. Thus, a distri-
bution was required which had the narrow variance indicated
by the measured data, but also fit the tails of the distribu-
tion. The msdified Burgerhout PDF illustrated in Figure
2.5.2-1 has both of these features. The modified Burgerhout
PDF fit for each measured data set is determ.,.ned by using

i the standard deviation (c) of the measured iata to scale a
•nominal modified Burgerhout PDF (0=1.0). TiJs ".h is required
only at the initial range (turn-on range) dt,e I"- the basic

Sproperties of the Yokker-Planck equation . Tr:.- ?C-ILS-I-STOL
S(Lateral) system utilizes a gaussian fit to -he initial mea-

sured distribution data. This choice of the gaussian distribu-
tion was based on two factors. First, there were no extreme
data points as in the CTOL case; and second, the chi-square
test indicated that the gaussian distribution was valid
(Reference 1). The statistical means for both the CTOL and
STOL lateral PDF's were set to the runway centerline to reduce
the problem of including system biases that were peculiar to
zhe sites where the measured data was collected. The effect
of these types of system biases in the determination of the

* minimum runway spacing is discussed in Section 4, Volume I.
Step two of the procedure consists of selecting

the appropriate model with its associated parameters, errors,
and initial conditions from Appendix G and incorporating theseSvalues into the nonlinear state equations from Section 2.1.5.
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:Next, in step three of the procedure, the nonlinear
state equations are reduced to a set of linear second order

! state equations for each 4700 foot range interval along the

approach path. This model reduction task is described in
Se~tiOn 2.2.1.2.

The reduced state equations are then incorporated
into the Fokker-Planck equation as described in Section 2.2.1.3.
This equation is initialized using the initial lateral devia-
tion PDF determined in the first step of this procedure.
The lateral PDF is then generated by solving the Fokker-
Planck equation as described in Section 2.2.1.3.

Several items must be considered prior to the
actual generation of the lateral error probability density
d•ata. First, the initial range and final range from touch-

S~down must be selected and the corresponding PDF for the initial

range calculated. The selection of these ranges is restric-
ted only by model considerations. That is, the initial range
must occur after the aircraft has completed turn-on and the
final range must be selected at or before the point where the
aircraft becomes VFR.

In addition to the initial and final range values,
the delta range interval for the solution of the Fokker-
Planck equation must be selected. A delta range interval
of aoproximately 23.6 feet (.1 second at 140 knots) was
selected to generate the lateral probability density functions.
The primary reason for the choice of these range increments
was to yield accurate results for the total collision proba-
bility for dependent operations. Without the use of the
Fokker-Planck equation, such range accuracy would not be
possible since the measured data had range increments in the

* order of 2000 feet.
The grid spacing increment along the lateral axis,

utilized in the comp'iter solution of the Fokker-Planck equation,
is bas.d primarily on the accuracy required for collision pro-
bability determination and the lateral distribution at the

* initial range. The vahlies selected for the five lateral
approach systems were 38 increments approximately 174 feet in
length which yielded a total lateral error coverage of ap-
proximately 3300 feet on either side of the runway centerline.
Once this final parameter is selected, the Fokker-Planck
equation is solved using the computer solution discussed in
Section 2.2. The lateral error PDF data is presented in
Appendix H at the initial range and other ranges required
for the probability of collision determination for each of the
systems.
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2.5.2.2 Procedure for Vertical Density Function Generation
For the collision probability determination, the

composite CTOL/STOL operations require a vertical dimension
error PDF. This results from the fact the CTOL operation
has a different glideslope (2.50) than the STOL (7.50)
operation; and, therefore, the worst case assumption of
vertical coincidence is not valid.

A gaussian vertical error PDF was selected for
the vertical dimension. This type of distribution was selected
due to the fact that one, there was no requirement to model
the vertical dimension, and two, the measured data presented
in Appendix E over range intervals of interest tested gaussian
with only a few exceptions (Reference I). The gaussian
distributions were determined by using the measured error
distribution data from Apperdix E as the vertical error PDF.
The measured data standard deviations were linearly inter-
polated to arrive at vertical distributions of the required
range points for the two vertical systems indicated in Table
2.5.2-1.

The means for both the CTOL and STOL vertical
PDF's were set to the glideslope value to reduce the problem
of including system biases that were peculiar to the measured
data collection sites. No attempt was made to include the
non-symmetrical distribution effect which occurs near touch-
down for either of the two systems. The vertical PDF data
at selected ranges for the systems indicated in Table 2.5.2-1
is presented in Appendix H.

2.5.2.3 Procedure for Longitudinal Density Function
Generation
The need for a longitudinal error density func-

tion was predicated by the requirement to determine probability
of collision data for dependent operations. Thus, a longitudi-
nal error density function was rcquired for the front course -

ILS - Category I - CTOL approach system. Using a velocity error
standard deviation (a ) of 5 knots, a mean (9) of 140 knots, and

Vassuming a gaussian distribution, the longitudinal error proba-
bility density function was generated as discussed in Section
2.3.2.3. The resultant longitudinal error distribution is also
gaussian with a standard deviation equal to Ha~ t)//2] and a

V
mean equal to [XO,-Vt], whzre X; is the initial range and t is
time. As indicateC, ..his process is a time varying process in
which the mean of the PDF travels at a constant velocity ('),

&. and the standard deviation increases proportionately with t.
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This process describes a spreading longitudinal location error
which is expected for dependent operations as assumed in this
study. It is further assumed for dependent operations that
at some range (X") greater than the outer marker, the controller

0
establishes a desired longitudinal separation between two
aircraft approaching adjacent parallel runways and a nominal

*approach speed (V) for the two aircraft. This range is

assumed to be 9 nmi (54,720 feet), as shown in Figure 2.5.2-2,
which corresponds to the approximate range at which the 1000
foot vertical separation is lost. The nominal. approach
speeds for the two aircraft are assumed equal to V. It is

further assumed that once the desired longitudinal separation
(. and nominal approach speed have been oetablished, the con-

troller no longer controls the process; i.e., no real-time
velocity or location control occurs after the desired separa-
tion and speeds are established. Thus, the longitudinal
location error of aircraft flying with an assumed velocity
error standard deviation of 5 knots would tend to increase
with time. Based upon the preceding assumptions, the longi-
tudinal PDF for the two aircraft illustrated in Figure 2.5.2-2
is defined as'follows:

1-it.=lizea Aircraft-
"7inrAircraft.

is at 9 nmi /

2

K' _

Xi

9 nmi
Initialization , Runwa," 2
Range Aircraft1

Figure 2.5.2-2

Longitudinal Distribution for Dependent Operations
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2
X= N(j, , ); i 1, 2

"where
1j, = XI-V(t+Ati)k. 0

0 (t+At.)

with the corresponding values

X• = 54,720 feet

V 140 knots = 236.4 feet/second

OV= 5 knots = 8.44 feet/second

t = 0 seconds; when aircraft 2 range = 54,720 feet

At1  S/V seconds; time required for aircraft1 to fly a
distance of S feet

At = 0 -eco.nds
2

S = desix.,d longitudir.al separation, feet

The resulting longitudinal PDF for the FC-ILS-I-CTOL
system is prase:ated in Appendi, A4 at selected ranges.

2.5.3 NORMAL OPERATING 2ON] DETERMINATION
The normal operating zone (NOZ) is defined -,s

being either a zone that contal is 68t or 95% of the opera-
tioris. These percentage vales correspond roughly to the la and
2v points rT•spectively for a gaussian distribution function.
Except for the STOL case, the lateral error distributions are
non-gaussian; therefore, the percentage definition will be
used for determining the normal operating zones. The procedure
for determining the NOZ for the approach system., indicated in
Section 2.5.1 is h-3ed pi.maril,- on the integra'cion of the late-
ral error density runcri:ons for each of the s, zt&ems as discussed
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in Section 2.5.3.1. It is also necessary to determine the NOZ
for CTOL/STOL skewed operations. The NOZ for this case is
determined in a slightly different manner as discussed in
Section 2.5.3.2.

2.5.3.1 NOZ Determination for Approach Systems
The 68% and 95% NOZ's are determined for the ap-

proach systems by integrating the lateral error density func-
tions generated in Section 2.5.2.1 as illustrated in Figure
2.5.3-1. The integration of the PDF's is ace .,plished using
a spline fit to the lateral grid points util, •.- in the com-

puter solution to the Fokker-Planck equation. The 68% and
95% points are calculated at specified range int -vals along
the approach. The loci of these points are two lines, sym-
metric about the runway centerline, which define the 68%
and 95% NOZ respectively. At 5000 feet range from either end
of the runway for CTOL operations and at 1500 feet for STOL I
operations, the NOZ is defined by two lines parallel to the
runway centerline as depicted in Figure 2.5.3-.2. These points
correspond to tne approximate ranges at which the CTOL and

STOL aircraft go VFR and the corresponding ;,odel becomes
invalid.

The 68% and 95% NOZ's for each of the systems
listed in Section 2.5.1 are presented in Appendix H.

2.5.3.2 CTOL/STOL Skewed Normal Operatinq Zone
To determine the minimum runway spacing between

CTOL/STOL skewed runways, the normal operating zone for STOL

departi.es must be determined at the point of minimum separa-
tion between the CTOL runway extended centerline and the STOL
nominal departure path. The geometry of the CTOL/STOL skewed
configuration is illustrated in Ficare 2.5.3-3. As shown in
the figure, the point A Ainimum separation occurs withikl the
curved portion of the no--.inal departure path. Due to the
complexity of the task of generating-the PDF for the curved
path departure, the NOZ for this case is determined in a
slightly different manner.

The basic approach to determine this NOZ is to
utilize a model of the curved path dynamics of the departing STOL
aircraft to perform a Monte Ca,1o simulation. The standard
deviation (ay) of the lateral errors, measured from the nomi-
nal departure path, at the minimum separation point is deter-
mined from the Monte Carlo simulation. For this analysis, the
F8% NOZ is assumed to be equal, to ay, and the 95% NOZ is
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assumed to be equal to 2 ay.
The STOL nominal departure path is defined in

Figure 2.5.3-3. The straight portion of the departure is
followed until the aircraft reach an altitude of 400 feet
(this occurs at a range of 4200 feet, Reference 2). At this

point, the aircraft execute a standard rate turn. Reference
3 indicates that pilots who were requested to execute a stan-
dard rate turn actually performed turns distributed about a mean
(•) of 2.89 degrees per second with a standard deviation (_j)

of .392 degrees per second. The nominal departure speed (V)
for the STOL aircraft is assumed to be 73 knots (Reference 1).
The curved portion of the nominal departure path is defined by
the radius of curvature (R)

R= V 2440 feet.

The curved path dynamics assumed for the Monte
Carlo simulation are described by the following equation

V

where R is the radius of curvature of the curved path, V is
the velocity, and ' is the turn rate. The velocity and turn
rate are assumed to be normally distributed as

V = N(V

where
V = 123 ft/sec; (73 knots)

= 8.44A ,t/sec; (5 knots)

S= .0504 rad/sec; (2.39 deg/sec), and

a. = .00684 rad/sec; (.392 deg/sec).
IP

The initial distribution of R is also assumed to be normal.
The standard deviation is assumed from the lateral PDF for an
approach at. the equivalent range.
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where
R = 2440 feet, and

al= 93 feet.

The results of the Monte Carlo simulation were the corresponding
(y and 2ay values at the minimum separation point for skew
a-gles (a) of 100, 200, 300, 400, 500, 600, 700, 800, and 900.
The NOZ's resulting from this analysis are presented in
Appendix H.
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SFCTION 2.6

PROBABILITY OF COLLISION

In order to reduce the present minimum spacing cri-
teria between two parallel runways, a means of measuring the
relative safety of two aircraft attempting to land on parallel
runways is needed. This relative safety is defined to be the
probability of collision in the Lateral Separation Study.

It is assumed throughout this analysis that the
airspace requirements for a departure are no greater than for an
approach; therefore, probability of collision models described
in this section are based on approaches, and all subsequent
results obtained are assumed to be equally valid for both
departures arid approaches.

The probability of collision between two aircraft
approaching parallel runways is considered for the following
cases:

(a) STOL/STOL independent operations
(b) CTOL/CTOL independent operations

(c) CTOL/CTOL dependent operations
(d) CTOL/STOL independent operations

The notation used above defines the aircraft and runway con-
figuration for each of the parallel runways. For example,
CTOL/STOL defines one runway as being a CTOL r-. ,ay witn CTOL
aircraft as the primary user class and the other runway as a
STOL runway with STOL aircraft as the primary user class. Inde-
pendent operations ref-r to aircraft approaching parallel run-
ways such that no controller intervention occurs for the purpose
of ensuring longitudinal spacing between the aircraft. Depen-
dent operations refer to a situation in which two aircraft
approach parallel runways and at least one of the aircraft is
subjected to controller intervention in an attempt to establish
a given longitudinal spacing between the approaching aircraft.
It is assumed fir dependent operations that at some range beyond

the outer marker, the controller has established:
(1) the desired longitudinal spacing between the

two aircraft, and
(2) the nominal approach speeds for the two air-

craft.
It is further assumed that once the spacing and approach speeds
have boen established, the remainder of the approach occurs with
no controller intervention.

S~mplifying assumptions and a general method of
approach toward developing a probability of collision model is
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presented in Section 2.6.1. A detailed analytical development
for probability of collision models for cases (a), 'b), (c),
and (d) above is then given in Sections 2.6.1.1, 2.6.2.2,
2.6.1.3, and 2.6.1.4, respactively.

The aircraft lateral, vertical, and longitudinal
error probability density functions are determined in Section
2.5 and presented in Appendix H. These density functions are
used in the generation of the required probabilities of colli-
sion, as discussed in Section 2.6.2. Specific runway and ap-
proach system configurations for each of the above four cases
are also discussed in Section 2.6.2, and results obtained from

all combinations outlined in Section 2.6.2 are discussed in
Section 3.5 and presented in Appendix I. The probability of
collision results contained in Appendix I can be utilized in the *

determining of minimum runway spacing as described in Volume I
of this report (Section 4).

2.6.1 ANALYTICAL DEVELOPMENT
Figure 2.6.1-1 represents the geometry and coordi-

nate system upon which the general form of the probability of
collision between two aircraft is based. As illustrated in the
figure, d represents the separation between two aircraft
approaching parallel runways. The symbol d is a random variable
since there are random errors in the aircraft flight path. I

The most general expression for the probability of
collision as defined in the Lateral Separation Study is given by

P[d<X] =f fd(t)dý (2.6.1-1)

where
X represents the wing span of the particular aircraft in
question

and
f represents the probability density function of the ran-
dom variable d.

The evaluation of Equation 2.6.1-1 appears to be simple if the
density function fd is known or can be analytically determined.
However, Lhe assumptions employed in developing Equation 2.6.1-1
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vary for each of the four cases mentioned in Section 2.6. There-
fore, the analytical development of Equation 2.6.1-1 for each
case is discussed independently in the remaining four sub-
sections to this section. Assumptions for each individual case
always imply a worst case situation; i.e., the probability of
collision model developed for a particular case represents the
most conservative model for aircraft operating under normal
conditions.

2.6.1.1 STOL/STOL Independent
This section considers the analytical development

for probability of collision between two STOL aircraft flying
independent parallel approaches. As illustrated in Figure
2.6.1-2, the runways are parallel and separated by D feet.

//(X Y 1,zl1

i 7.5• ~~7.50 (STOL "iel~

( r) /• 0.

"i un, 2.6.1-2

Pr- -ilit, )f ..oll. is ion G(7 m ,,

ST,,)r./ST'L Inden!-endent ')-erpttionq
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So

The coordinate system is de.fined as in Figure 2.6.1-1; thus,

X. -aircraft, longitudinal position

Y. aircraft, lateral position

Z. E aircraft, vertical position i = 1,2.

The analytical development presented .in the remainder of this
si :.tion utilizes the following assumptions for STOL/STOL
independent operations:

(i) longitudinal coincidence is maintained between air-
craft approaching adjacent runways, i.e., X = X2;1. 2

(ii) vertical coincidence is maintained between aircraft
approaching adjacent runways, i.e., Z ; and

(iii) Y2 and Y2 are independent and normally distributed
random variables, N(via2)and N(22), respec-
tively (SEý.. tion 2.5). 1 2 c

For STOL/STOL independent operations, the primary
dimension of interest is lateral; therefore, a lateral distri-
bution is utilized in the determination of the probability of
collision. To assure a worst case condition, longitudinal and
vertical coincidence is assumed; thus, no statistics are
associated with these dimensions.

Referring to Figure 2.6.1-2, the probability of col-
lision for independent STOL/STOL approaches is defined as:

P[d_<X] = P[d 2 _<X]2 A<

= P[{ (Xl-x22 )2 (Y1 -Y2) 2 + (Z1 -Z 2 )2 < 2]

22
= P[(YI- Y2) 2<

= P[-IAS YI- Y2  X] (2.6.1-2)

where
X is a constant (wing span) such that a collision occurs
if d<A.

Now, Y-Y 2 is distributed N(pI-p 2 , 012 + 022), so

that Equation 2.6.1-2 becomes:
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Ls

= -i+ 2. -•i +•_ _

P~d< 1l t (2.6.1-3)

where
D is the standard normal distribution function defined by

-2fOexp i-).-ac

Equation 2.6.1-3 then represents the analytical expression for
determining probability of collision for STOL/STOL independent
operations.

It was found that the standard normal distribution,
denoted by D(U) in Equatio:. 2.6.1-3, could only be evaluated
for kI <6 usin, standard available routines. Since it was
necessary to evaluate this expression for IEI>_i, a method was
required to supplement the standard procedure. Therefore, a
table of values for Q(E) = 1 - f(l) from E. S. Pearson and
H. 0. Hartley (Reference 3.) was used to evaluate f(•) for
i•I>_6. A portion of this table is shown in Table 2.6.1-1.
Since the only values of E given in the tables are integers,
values of -logl 0 Q(U) for non-integer values of E were obtained
by quadratic interpolation; e.g., the value of -loglo Q(U) for

0= (non-integer) is obtained as follows:
o

-log 1 0 Q(o 0 AIco2 + A2 0 + A3

where 1
A1 = • [y(Jx+2)-2y(Jx+l)+y(Jx)]

A2 = y(Jx+l) -AI kJx+l) 2y(Jx)+A1 (jx)2

2A3 = y(Jx)-A, (Jx) -A (Jx)

Jx = largest integer 0

and
y(Jx) = -log 1 0 Q(Jx) as indicated in Table 2.6.1-1. There-
fore, if -log 1 0 Q(&o) = Y , then P(X>o 0 10-Yo
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Table 2.6.1-1

Sample Table of the Normal Probability
Function for Large Arguments

-log 1 0 (•) I
5 6.542

6 9.006

7 11.893

8 15.206

Q(U) = 1 -0

( = P(X?)

and y(E) = -log 1 0 Q( )
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and a close approximation to O(Qo) is given by
:0

.0 2~o 1-120"y°

2.6.1.2 cTOL/CTOL Independent
The analytical expression used in determining the

probability of collision for CTOL/6TOL independent operations
is developed in this section. The geometry on which the analy-
sis in this' section is based is presented in Figure 2.6.1-3.

(X.,Y 1 2  .-

2.50 2. 5 Angli)i
3 (OpO'(0,0,0)

I I

I I

Figure 2.9.1-3

Prob.bility of Collisiop Geometry for CTOL/CTOTI. Indeo.tnd ýnt
IO-era-tion.3

The analysis for CTOL/CTOL independent operations
for"parallel" runways utilizes the following assumptions:

"(i) longitudinal coincidence ekists between aircraft
approaching adjacent runways, i.e., X= X2 ;
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(ii) vertical coincidence exists between aircraft
E approaching adjacent runways, i.e., z = Z2 ; and

(iii) Y and Y are independent random variables distri-

buted according to the PDF's obtained from Appendix

H for VOR-CTOL (Lateral), BC-ILS-I-CTOL (Lateral),
and FC-ILS-I-CTOL (Lateral).

As stated in Section 2.6.1, assumptions (U) and (ii) represent
worst case conditions upon which the probability of collision
model developed in the remainder of this section is based.

Since X = X and Z = Z2, the probability of col-
lision is defined as:

P[d:l] = P -Y2-(i (2.6.1-4)

In order to evaluate Equation 2.6.1-4, information concerning
the probability density function of the random variable S
YI-Y is required. Since the analytical forms of the densities
of Y, and Y2 are not available, the density of S, say fs(S), was
obtained as the convolution of density outputs for Y1 and Y2 as
defined in Appendix H for the particular approach systems dis-
cussed in assumption (iii). The remainder of this sub-section
describes how fs(s) is determined using the convolution approach,
and the subsequetL evaluation of Equation 2.6.1-4.

The density fs(s) can be expressed as the convolu-
tion of Y1 and Y2 :

f f(s) =f g9 (s-tC)g (-T)dT (2.6.1-5)

where g (-) and gy2 denote the densities of Y1 and Y2 ,
t ' respectively. Since g and gY2 are solutions to the Fokker-

Planck equation, these densities are defined by a finite number
of points representing the respective densities. The integral
in Equation 2.6.1-5 is then evaluated using the following
procedure. For each value of s, fs(s) is obtained by

(a) determining the smallest value of Ti, such that
s-T1 and T1 lie in the domains of gl and g
respectively; 1
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(b) determining the largest value of T, say T2,
such that s-T2 and T2 lie in the domains of
g and g respectively; andgY1 gY2

(c) performing a trapezoidal integration as
illustrated in Figure 2.6.1-4 to determine:

fS()f gYl (s-r) gg2 (-'r) d- (2.6.1i-6;
1 2

Equation 2.6.1-4 can be written as:

P[d_] =_ fs (s)ds (2.6.1-7)
-x

:"gYl (s+2) gY2 (T 2)

1 ~2-

g g(s+TI)g2 (

1 2

1I gy (s+-[I+A)g (-rI +A) •2 T

Figure 2.6.1-4 Graphical Illustration of Convolution Method

Combining Equations 2.6.1-6 and 2.6.1-7, the following equation
is obtained:

P [d<X] =f (S-) (-t)dTds (2.6.1-8)
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Equation 2.6.1-8 then provides the complete analytical expres-
sion used in determining the probability of collision for
CTOL/CTOL independent operations.

C2.6.1.3 CTOLCTOL Dependr ns.
The probability of collision fur CQL/CTOL dependent

operations is deve"oped in this section. Figure 2.6.1-5
represents the geometry associated with CTOL/CTOL dependent
operations. It should be noted that, unlike precedinq cases,
the coordinate system on which the analysis in this section is
based assumes that longitudinal position is measured along the
glideslope plane and not along a horizontal extension of the
runway centerline. Therefore, vertical position is measured
perpendicular to the glideslo:'e plane; i.e., positive or nega-
tive vertical errors imply that the aircraft is above or below
the glideslope plane, respectively. The lateral or Y'-axis is
orthogonal to the X'Z'-plane with the origin of the coordinate
system located at the touchdown point of runway 1.1! /

1(Xl'¥i' /

/(CTOL Glideslope
/ d Angle)

(X2'Y2 Z'2 ) 2 2"250 2.50

Y" E

:Figure 2.6.1-5

P-robability of Collision Geometry for
CTOL/CTOL Denendent Onerations
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The following assumptions regarding CTOL/CTOL depen-
dent operations are made for the purpose of the analysis pre-
sented in this section:

(i) approaching aircraft are assumed to be in the
glideslope plane, i.e., Z' Z= = 0;

(ii) velocities of aircraft 1 and 2 are assumed to be
normally distributed, N(pI, aj) and N(P2,o 2 ),
respectively (from Section 2.3); and

(iii) Yi and Y2 are assumed to be independent random
variables governed by the respective densities
output as solutions to the Fokker-Planck equation
(from Section 2.5).

For CTOL/CTOL dependent operations, the primary
dimensions of interest are lateral and longitudinal; therefore,
lateral and longitudinal distributions are utilized to determine
the probability of collision. To assure a worst ease condition,
the aircraft are assumed to remain in the glideslo'e plane
(Zi =jZý = 0); thus, no statistics are associated with the verti-
cal dimension. Since the aircraft velocity is assumed to be
normally distributed, it follows from the analysis in Section
2.3 that the longitudinal position, X!, of the aircraft is nor-
mal, say N(jp Z, a 2) and N(p k,o 2).

1 1 2 2
The probability of collision as defined in the

Lateral Separation Study for CTOL/CTOL dependent operations is
given as:

P'dXl] = Pl[(X,_X;,)2 + (yjY;,)2] :X2 ' 21l9SP~dL] XlX , 1 -k 12 (2.6.1-9)

In order to evaluate the right-hand side of Equation 2.6.1-9,
new random variables S1 and S2 are incroduced

where
S1 = X-X2,

S ' ' (2.6 .1-10)

2 Y1-Y2
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Now since X>O, the region R of the s 1 s 2 -plane defined by

S22

is a circle (Figure 2.6.1-6) with radius A; therefore, P[d<X]
equals the probability mass in the circle (Reference 2);

S •P [d<X] _ (S ' )ds d (2.6.1-11)

2 2 2

Sr fSlS2(SlS2) is the joint probability density of S1 and S2.
If 51 and S are assunmd to be independent, then1 2
if S (sI can be written as fSIS2 (s 1 s2 )=fS (S1)f f (s2
1 2 12 2 1

and Equat.1on •. ..- iI then becomes:

SP[d<X] fs (Sl)f (S2)dSds2

Pd S 2 2 s 2  *1" (2.6.1-12)
S2+S - <.21 2
.1 2

As illustrated in Figure 2.6.1-6, an upper bound which provides
a close approximation to Equation 2.6.1-12 is the region R ; i.e.

P[d<9] ( S fS (s 2 )dS1 dS2 (2.6.1-13)
J 1 2S• RI

S"where R ~ X s :X X s ý lSR' ~= l(Sl,S 2 ): -K<Sl~X, -A<_2<A.

I The right-hand side of Equation 2.6.1-13 then provides the ex-
pression upon which the probability of collision for the CTOt/
CTOL dependent case is based. This upper bound can be written
•21as:
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-ir-re 2.6.1-6

STion o4 Sls 2 -plane for which
Pro>b.b3lit,, of ('llision is Defined

P[d<X] f S 1 fs 2

R'

(S1 )dS f S )ds 2

- [c(t-1 o(tt 2 )]ffs2 (S 2 )ds2 (2.6.1-14)

where 9-1 + 211 2

2 2
S+ 0o
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+
St2 =
t

22 2
+

1 2

= stanaurd normal distribution

Since the lensities of '' and Y' are the output of the Fokker-[ 1 2
Planck equation, the integral on the rigat-hand side~in Equation

* 2.6.1-14 is evaluated using the convolution method described by
Equations 2 F.1-5, 6, and 7 in Section 2.6.1.2.

2.6.1.4 CTOL/STOL Independent
The geometry associated with the CTOL/STOL indepen-

dent operations is identical to the CTOL/CTOL independent opera-
Lon: c-. e with one excepti.n - the glideslope angle for the

J.C¢" •[ •ach is 7.5 degrees as indicated in. Figure 2.6.1-7.
Since tIe approach is an independent operation,

lo%,'.u.dinal coincidence (X =X 2 is assumed to assure a worst
1 ~2

case condition as in tI B independent approach cases analyzed in
Sections 2.6.1.1 and 2.6.1.2. Other assumptions utilized in
the analysis given in this section are:

(i) Vertical positions, Z1 and Z2 , of aircraft'l and
2 are normally distrib.ted, N(jI,a2) and 2'2

respectively (Section 2.5);

(ii) Y2 is a random variable distributed according to
the density output as a solution to the Fokker-
Planck equation (Section 2.5); and

S~2
(iii) Y1 is distributed N0 2) (Section 2.5).

The primary dimersions of interest for CTOL/STOL
independent operations are lateral and vertical; therefore,
lateral and vertical distributions are utilized in the deter-
mination of probability of coli.ision.

Using the preceding assumptions, the probability of
collision for CTOL/STOL independent approaches is defined as

P P[d.] = P IYI-Y2 )2 + (Z,-Z2 )21&A2 . (2.6.1-15)
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Probability of Collision Geometry fLor
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S~The analysis involved in developing an analytical expression for
the right-hand side of Equation 2.6.1-15 is• identical to the

S~analysis in the preceding section except that the random vari-
-:•Iab les S 1 and S 2 defined in Equati on 2.6.1-10 are now defined as:

!• S1 1 I-2

2- 11
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r 7k-IN~t-
Employing the analytical approach outlined by Equations 2.6,1-11

L through 2.6.1-13, the formal expression for the probability of
collision for CTOL/STOL independent operations is given as:

P[d<X] r![(tl)-D(t 2)] fs (s 2 )ds 2  (2.6.1-16)

-X

where

SX-Pl + )2
% ~tI

• -- •l+ a2

i ~t2
' 2 2

C + a2

P= standard normal distribution.

2.6.2 PROBABILITY OF COLLISION DATA GENERATION
As stated in Section 2.6, the probability of col-

lision between approaching aircraft is used in considering the
reduction of the present lateral spacing criteria betwcen paral-
lel. runways. Analytical forms of the probability of collision
models fur the STOL/STOL independent operations, CTOL/CTOL
independent operations, CTOL/CTOL dependent operations, and
CTOL/STOL independent operations are given in Equations 2.6.1-3,
8, 14, and 16, respectively. This section describes all the
combinations of aircraft and runway configurations, operations,
and approach systems for which probability of collision data
was generated in the Lateral Separation Study.

Specific combinations for CTOL/CTOL, CTOL/STOL, and
STOL/STOL aircraft and runway configurations are described in
detail in Sections 2.5.2.1, 2, and 3 along with a discussion of
the probability of collision .data generated for each combination.
Results based on the combinations described in these sections

V are included In Appendix I in tabular form and are discussed in
Section 3.5. An explanation of the tabular organization of
results is also furnished in Section 3.5. Figure 2.6.2-1
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represents a classification of all cases considered in the
probability of collision data generation for the CTOL/CTOL,
CTOL/STOL, and STOL/STOL aircraft and runway configurations.

For the purpose of clarity, an explanation of
acronyms and nomenclature shown in Figure 2.6.2-1 will now be
given since these terms are used throughout the remainder of
this discussion.

FC - Acronym referring to "front course" Category I
ILS approach system.

BC - Acronym referring to "back course" Category I
ILS approach system.

VOR - Acronym for an approach on a VOR/DME (VHF
Omnidirectional Range/Distance Measuring
Equipnmnt) approach system. This is assumed to
be conducted inbound "to" the station.

FC/FC - Symbol referring to two Category I aircraft
approaching parallel runways via FC approach
systems.

FC/BC - Refers to two Category I aircraft approaching
parallel runways - one aiL.raft using a FC
approach, and the other using a BC approach.

FC/VOR - Refers to two Category I aircraft approaching
parallel runways - one aircraft using a FC
approach and the other using a VOR approach.

The ntaximum range at which probabilities of colli-
sion for CTOL/CTOL independent and dependent operations are
calculated is the turn-on range. The turn-on range was selected
because it is assumed to represent the worst case condition.
At ranges greater than this range, vertical separation between
parallel approaches increases; therefore, the vertical coinci-
dence assumption is no longer valid. At ranges less than this
range, the lateral distribution standard deviation decreases,
resulting in lower probabilities of collision. Based upon the
measured distribution data from Appendix H, the apparent turn-
on range for independent operations for FC, BC, and VOR ap-
proaches was 6, 5, and 6 NMi, respectively. Probabilities of
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collision were also evaluated at intermediate ranges of four
and two miles.I Probabilities were calculated at these ranges for
a fixed lateral spacing between runways. The lateral spacings
considered were 5000, 4300, 3500, 3000, 2500, 2000, and 1500
feet. The 5000 feet lateral spacing case was selected since
it is the current minimum spacing criteria between parallel
runways for independent ILFR operations. The lateral spacing of

4300 feet was selected as another case since this number re-
presents the present lateral spacing between runways at several
airports. The remainder of the lateral spacings considered were
chosen so as to represent typical spacings between 3500 and 1500
feet.

Probabilities of collision for CTOL/STOL and STOL/
STOL case.4 were considered at a maximum range from the STOL
touchdown of 12,000 feet. The 12,000 foot range was chosen
since it is the maximum range from the touchdown for which
measured STOL distribution data was available; thus, it
represents the apparent turn-on range for the STOL aircraft.
Probabilities of collision were calculated for the same lateral
spacings as considered for the CTOL/CTOL case.

The parameter representing aircraft wing span, X,
Swas assumed to be 200 feet for al] probability of collision

calculations. This parameter retpicsents a worst case condition

since it is approximately the wing span of the largest class of

aircraft considered (Boeing 747) in this study (Reference 3).

All distribution data required for a probability of collision

calculation of the cases at the previously described ranges

Sis contained in Appendix H. The means of these distributiokns

were assumed to define an "ideal" track, i.e., on an extension

of the runway centerline, in the glideslope plane and traveling

at the nominal approach speed.

2.6.2.1 CTOL/CTOL - Probability of Collision Data Generation
Specific combinations of approach systems for the

CTOL/CTOL aircraft and runway configuration for which probabi-
lity of collision data were generated include:

(a) FC/FC - Independent
(b) FC/VOR - Independent
(c) PC/BC - Independent
(d) FC/FC - Dependent

The model used for generating probability of collision data for
combinations in (a), (b), and (c) is given by Equation 2.6.1-8.

Equation 2.6.1-14 represents the model used to generlte data for
combination (d).
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The evaluation of Equation 2.6.1-8 for case (a) above

was accomplished by:

(1) evaluating the expression for and

where g is the probability densjity function
1Y

(PDF) at the initial range for the FC-ILS-I-
CTOL (Lateral) system from Appendix H, and
g is identical to g but has a mean equal

2 1 .

to the lateral spacing between the runways
(D)

(2) repeating step (1 with the lateral error
PDF's for the ranges of four miles and two
miles; and

(3) repeating the two preceding steps for laterall
spacings of 1500, 2000, 2500, 3000, 3500,
and 4300 feet.

These three steps are the same for evaluating probabilities of
collision for cases (b) and (c) except that g2 represents the

2
PDF's for VOR-CTOL (Lateral), and EC-ILS-I-CTOL (Lateral), from V

Appendix H for the respective cases. A detailed descripiion
of these PDF's is furnished in Appendix H.

Figure 2.6.2-2 illustrates the conditions for which
probabilities of collision were generated for FC/FC dependent
operations (case (d)). As indicated in the figure, probability
of collision data generation was divided into four main cases.
The primary difference between the cases is that each repre-
sents a different nominal longitudinal spacing between approach-
ing aircraft.

As stated previously, for dependent operations,
it is assumed that at some range greater than the outer marker,
the controller has established the desired longitudinal spacing
between the two aircraft and the nominal approach speeds for
the two aircraft. This range is assumed to be 9 nmi (54720 feet),
which corresponds to the approximate range at which the 1000 foot
vertical separation is lost. It is further assumed that the nom-
inal approach speeds for the two aircraft are equal. Based upon
the preceding assumptions and the nominal lonqitudinal spacings
noted in Figure 2.6.2-2, the FC-ILS-I-CTOL (Longitudinal) PDF's
for the two aircraft were selected from Appendix H at the appro-
priate ranges. 2-193
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Equation 2.6.1-14 represents the model used in
generating the probability of collision for all four cases.
The lateral PDF's used are those for the FC-ILS-I-CTOL (Lateral)
system (Appendix H) at the appropriate ranges.

2.6.2.2 CTOL/STOL - Probability of Colli.ion Data Generation
The range interval over which the probability of

collision for a CTOL/STOL - FC/FC - indepe:,dent operation is
calculated is shown in Figure 2.6.2-3. The maximum range
(12,000 feet) is determined as being the range at whicb the
1000 foot vertical separation is lost and the minimum range
(5000 feet) corresponds to that range where the CTOL aircraft
"feo visual", i.e., 200 feet altitude for Category I operating
conditions.

Figure 2.6.2-4 illustrates the runway configurations

and corresponding rances from the touchdown at which probabili-
ties of collision were calculated.

The distributions used for the STOL FC-ILS approach
are those for the FC-ILS-I-STOL (Lateral and Vertical) systems
defined in Appendix H (both are gaussian), and the CTOL-FC-ILS
distributions are those defined in Appendix H for the FC-ILS-
I-CTOL (Lateral =nd Vertical) systems at the ranges indicated
in Figure 2.6.2-4.

The CTOL/STOL runway configuration indicated in
Figure 2.6.2-5 was eliminated since the. point at which
vertical separation was one thousand feet occurred after the
CTOL aircraft have gone VFR.

2.6,2.3 STOL/STOL - Probability of Collision Data Generation
Probability of collision data for STOL/STOL-FC/FC-

irdependent approaches was generated at ranges from the touch-
down of 12,000, 7,000, and 1,000 feet. The lateral error PDF's
(gaussian) are given in Appendix H for the FC-ILS-I-STOL
(Lateral) system at the appropriate ranges. The analytical
model used in generation of probability of collision data for

* STOL/STOL approaches is given by Equation 2.6.1-3. Results
are discussed in Section 3.5 and presented in Appendix I.
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SECTION 2.?

BLUNDER ANALYSIS

This portion of the Lateral Separation Final Report
is an investigation of the airspace required for recovery from
abnormal operations, blunders. This airspace is defined as
the total lateral extension of the normal operating zone (NOZ)
required to bring a blundered a-rcraft to a course parallel with
either the runway centerline ov .. arallel to the course of the
aircraft in the adjacent parallA approach path.I There are two basic types of blunder situations that
are considered in the evaluation of the runway separation
requirements. Type 1 blunders occur when an aircraft that is
on a track which intercepts the approach course at 100, 200, or
300 passes through the normal operating zone and proceeds
toward the adjacent track. Type 1 blunders would typically
occur during curved approach operations as the aircraft turns
from the base leg onto the final leg. Due to large intercept
angles between the base leg and final leg, overshoots could
easily occur causing a type 1 blunder. Type 2 blunders occur
when an aircraft which is established on the final approach
course (within the normal operating zone) makes a turn toward
the adjacent course at 150, 30° or 450. Type 2 blunders would
typically be caused by a system malfunction - either equipment
or pilot.

The remainder of this section is diviled into sub-
sections which analyze recovery operations for single aircraft
maneuvers and recovery operations for dual aircraft maneuvers.
The parameters user' in both analyses are contained in Table
2.7-1.

In the following blunder analyses, the quantity
being sought is the recovery airspace required, measured from
the action point (assumed to occur at NOZ). The blunder analy-
ses are not dependent upon the "cause" of the blunder; there-
fore, type 1 and type 2 blunders are analyzed identically.

£ The action point is defined as the initial point at
which the controller should identify a blunder. For this
analysis it is assumed that the blunder is identified by a
"position only" measurement technique; therefore, the action
point is coincident with the NOZ boundary. If the measurement
technique could sense heading and velocity, the action point
would occur sooner, i.e., some place within the NOZ, and the
required blunder recovery airspace would be reduced.
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Table 2.7-1 Blundered Aircraft Parameter Values

Parameters Value- Units

Departure Angles
Type 1 Blunder 10, 20, and 30 degrees
Type 2 Blunder 15, 30, and 45 degrees

DAS Range Accuracy (cR 1.5, 1.0, .5, percentages
and .2 of range

DAS Azimuth Accuracy (c ) 1.5, 1.0, and .5 degrees

DAS Update Delays 4, 2, 1, .5, .1, seconds
and .01

Aircraft velocities 60, 80, 100, 120, knots
140, and 150

Aircraft Bank Angles 10, 20, 30, and 40 degrees

Pilot/Aircraft Reaction Times 1.5, 5, and 8 seconds

Communivation Times 1 to 10 [seconds

2.7.1 SINGLE AIRCRAFT ANALYSIS

2.7.1.1 Introduction
The purpose of the single aircraft analysis is to

evaluate the cross-track distance (blunder recovery airspace)
required for an aircraft to recover from the type 1 and type
2 blunders. The blunder recovery maneuver is assumed to be
a coordinated turn in the gliieslope plane performed by the
blundering aircraft. It is necessary to establish a set of
ground rules and assumptions to serve as a guideline througi-
out the single aircraft analysis. These ground rules and
assumptions are presented and explained in the following
section.

2.7.1.2 Approach
The blunder recovery airspace required for a single

aircraft to recover from either of the two types of blunder
situations is evaluated by considering the geometry of the
situation. In the type 2 blunder, the requirement for a
corrective command from the controller is not known until the
controller's presentation of the aircraft position reaches the
defined normal operating zone limit. In normal operating
circumstances, aircraft entering at large intercept angles are
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advised of their proximity to the extended runway cenierline:
however, *depanding on the pilot reaction and other factors, the[type 1 blunder may not be alleviated. In the worst case, the
controller does not detect the violation of the decision
boundary until the aircraft has moved a cross-track distance
equal to its cross-track velocity times the Data Acquisition
System (DAS) update time and the DAS system error. See
Figure 2.1.1-1 for a pictorial representation of this situa-
tion. The controller then transmits a correction maneuver
command to the pilot. Because of the requirement for ad-
dresses in the coimmand, the action information is not actually
"available to the pilot for a period cf a few seconds. In
this time and the time it takes for the pilot and aircraft to
react, the aircraft continues along its deviated flight path.
If at this point the aircraft starts a corrective maneuver,
the aircraft is fully corrected, in terms of head!ng, within
a distance proportional to the amount of heading change. The
total of. all these contributions constitute the blunder re-
covery airspace.

The equations used for the single aircraft analysis
are derived from the geometric representation shown in Figure
'2.7.1-1. Since the normal operating zone boundary is the
action point to start the single aircraft blunder analysis,
both type 1 and type 2 bounders are analyzed througb the eame
techniques and equations. The nomenclature for the single
aircraft analysis equations is as follows:

T = Summed Delays = Data Acquisition System Update
Delay + Communication Time + Pilot/AircraftReaction Time

= Departure Angle

V = Aircraft Velocity

S• = Bank Angle

'P = Turn Rate (d4/dt)

EDAS = Data Acquisition System Error

The distance traveled by the blundered aitcraft
during the delays of the data update time, communication
time, and pilot/aircraft reaction time is given by
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DDELAYS =VT1 sina

and is derived from the geometric representation. This
geometric analysis generally follows that developed by Blake
and Smith (Reference 1).

The distance traveled during the recovery maneuver

(perendicular to the NOZ boundary) must also be defined.
Thi .istance is determined from Pigure 2.7.1-2 as

D = R(l-cosO)TURN

where R is the radius of turn, and

V

Therefore,
DTURN =-(-o6.

where the turn rate i is determined from

TUR=32.2 tan-cs

ta q(2.7.1-1)

This equation was derived in Appendix A.
There is also a lateral distance due to the worst

case errvrs of the DAS that can be considered. However, this
J4stance :s dependent upon the location of the DAS, which is
d•pendent on the specific airport configuration; therefore,
th*' DAS error, EDAS, is evaluated separately. However, EDAS
will continue to be included throughout the blunder analysis
due to its effect on the total recovery area.

The procedure for estimating EDAS for a specific
configuration is discussed below. The EDAS considered is
only that component which contributes to the lateral recovery
airspace for a given blunder correction. Two DAS error
sources are considered in tnis analysis - range error (e ) and
azimuth error (C ). DAS lateral position errors are primarily
affected by these errors.

* 2-20(5
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In order to estimate the EDAS, it is necessary to

know the location of both the DAS antenna as well as the blun-

dered aircraft. These locations are specified as follows:

X - Aircraft ground range to touchdown, ft.
A/C

Y -Aircraft lateral location from the runway
A/C centerline, ft.

Z -Aircraft altitude, ft.

A/C

X DAS antenna ground range from touchdown, ft.

i centerline, ft.SYAS- AS atnalerllocation from the runway

Z -DAS antenna altitude, ft.DAS

Figure 2.7.1-3 illustrates a possible DAS location configura-
tion. Determination of the lateral component of the DAS

positional error (EDAS) due to range error and azimuth error

is illustrated in Figure 2.7.1-3 and shown below.

EDAS = EA cosp + ER sinp (2.7.1-2)

where

E = R tan cA (2.7.1-3)

£R RE R- 0 (2.7.1-4)

"Iý 100

R = 4 (XDAS - XA/C)2 + (YDAS - A/C) + tDAS - A/C
i (2.7.1-5)

p tan YDA - A/C (2.7.1-6)
=XDAS -XA/C

Possible values to consider for cA and R are listed

in Table 2.7-1. The resulting value of EDAS for a specific DAS
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location configuration should be added to the bluider recovery

airsoace data as discussed in the following sections.
The final equation for the total distance trave~led

by a single blundered aircraft in a recovery maneuveir is

D = VT sine + EDAS + - (l-cosa) (2.7.1-7)

2.7.1.3 Results
The single aircraft analysis is used to determine

S•"-the minimum airspace requi~red for an aircraft to recover from

either of the two types of blunder situations. Equations
2.7.1-1 and 2.7.1-7 were used to define the blunder racovery
airspace. These equations were solved for combinations of
the parameter values listed in Table 2.7-1. EDAS was set to
zero in the equations. The lateral recovery airspace re-
quired for parametei ccmbinations for the single aircraft
blunder analysis is presented in tabular form in Appendix J.
V~lueslfor EDAS should be added to these data when the posi-
tion of the DAS antenna with respect to the blundered aircraft

is known or can be approximated (Equations 2.7.1-2 through 6).
Typical output data from the single aircraft

analysis is contained in Table 2.7.1-1. This table is a'
selected sample of the data in Appendix J, and the column

-headings are explained as folicws:

Departure Angle (deg.) - the angle at which a blundered
aircraft heads toward the adjacent approach course measured
from the extended runway centerline.

Velocity (knots) - the velocity of the blundered aircraft.

Bank Angle (deg.) - the bank angle that the blundered aircraft
uses to make the corrective maneuver.

SSummed Delays (sec.) - a total of all the delays of the
blundered aircraft, including DAS Update Delay, Communication
Time, and Pilot/Aircraft Reaction Time.

Blunder Recovery Airspace (ft.) - the lateral recovery airspace,
excluding EDAS, required for a blundered aircraft to recover
from the type i and type 2 blunders, measured from the action
point and perpendicular to the extended runway centerline.
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Table 2.7.1-2 illustrates a reference blunder case
and shows the changes of the blunder recovery airspace with
respect to the variations of each parametor. The reference
blunder case is shown in Figure 2.7.1-4 to illustrate the
meaning of each parameter. Table 2.7.1-2 also shows the best
case blunder conditions and the worst case blunder condi-

tions for the parameter set considered.
"The reference blunder case illustrated in Table

2.7.1-2 was also used to determine the sensitivity coeffi-
cients of the parameters used in the lateral recovery

airspace solution. As shown in Table 2.7-1-2, these para-
meters were the departure angle (8), summed delays (T1 ),
velocity (V), and bank angle (f). Each parameter was varied,
-and its sensitivity coefficient was calculated by

D _ AD

P AP

where AD is the change in the lateral recovery airspace due

to a change of AP, and AP is the change in the selected
parameter. The coefficients were found to be

D
S = 34.34 ft./deg.

•D
sill = 57.73 ft./sec.

-i

D
S = 7.14 ft./knot

D
S = -4.10 ft./deg.

Figure 2.7.1-5 illustrates how the blunder sensi-

tivity was calculated. From these sensitivity coefficients,
it can be seen that the "summaed delays" parameter, T,, is the

major contributor to the lateral recovery airspace; whereas,
the aircraft bank angle, p, contributes the least to the
recovery airspace.

The output of the single aircraft blund r analysis

was verified by the use of the system model and by manually

checking randomly selected cases.
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2.7.2 DUAL AIRCRAFT ANALYSIS

2.7.2.1 Introduction

The purpose of the dual aircraft analysis is to
evaluate the blunder recovery airspace required for a blundered
aircraft to recover from the type 1 and type 2 blunders. The
dual aircraft analysis assumes that the blundered aircraft
does not respond to controller warnings; therefore, it is
necessary for the controller to command an avoidance maneuverf •for the adjacent aircraft approaching the adjacent runway. The
recovery of the blundered aircraft is considered complete when
the heading of the blundered aircraft is the same as the heading
of the aircraft on the adjacent approach course, meaning that
both aircraft are flying parallel courses at that instant. There-
fore, this analysis technique not only requires maneuvering the
blundered aircraft .aut also requires maneuvering the aircraft
on the adjacent course. The same set of ground rules, assump-
tions, and parameters used for the single aircraft analysis are
used, along with other assumptions, to serve as a guideline
throughout the dual aircraft analysis.

2.7.2.2 Approach
The geometry of the situation is again used in the

evaluation of the required blunder r,•covery airspace. Figure
2.7.2-1 is a pictorial representation of the dual aircraft
maneuver situation. In both types of blunders, the require-
ment for a corrective command from the controller is not known
until the controller's presentation of the blundered aircraft
positinn reaches the defined NOZ limit. However, the con-
troller does not detect the violation of the decision boundary
until the blundered aircraft has moved a cross-track distance
equal to its cross-track velocity times the DAS update delay and
the DAS system error. The controller then transmits a cor-
recti.on maneuver to the pilot of the blundered aircraft.
After allowing time for the blundered aircraft to respond to
the corrective maneuver issued, the controller alerts the

k controller of the aircraft on the adjacent approach course.
The blundered aircraft now has traveled an additional cross-
track distance due to the delays of the controller's communi-
cation time. While the blundered aircraft is traveling an
even farther cross-track distance due to the delays of the pilot
and the aircraft, the controller of the adjacent aircraft is
responding to the situation and transmitting a message to his
aircraft to maneuver. At this point in time, the blundered
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aircraft has started its correction maneuver, and the adjacentI• aircraft starts its maneuver after the pilot and aircraft
delays. When the heading of the adjacent aircraft becomes
equal to that of the blundered a-rcraft, the blunder condi-
tion is considered to be corrected. Knowing these conditions
and delays, it is possible to determine the cross.-track dis-
tance traveled by the blundered aircraft before the blunder
condition was corrected.

The procedure described above is best defined as
a sequence of delays which directly affects the cross-track
distance traveled by a blundered aircraft. This sequence is
illustrated in Table 2.7.2-1 and is used to derive equations
for cross-track distance evaluation of the blundered aircraft.
It should be noted that the DAS error is evaluated separately,i i as explained in Section 2.7.1.2.

The nomenclature for the dual aircraft analysis
equations is as follows:

= Departure Angle of the Blundered Aircraft

V1 = Velocity of Blundered Aircraft

T = Blundered Aircraft Summed Delays = DAS Update
Delay + Controller 1 Communication Time
+ Pilotl/AircraftI Reaction Time

= Bank Angle of Blundered Aircraft

= Turn Rate of Blundered Aircraft

EDAS = DAS Error

T2 = Adjacent Aircraft Summed Delays = Controller 1F to Controller 2 Delay + Controller2 Communication
Time + Pilot 27Aircraft2 Reaction Time

2 = Turn Rate of Adjacent Aircraft

The blundered aircraft parameters considered in
this analysis are listed in Table 2.7-1 and the adjacent
aircraft parameters are

T 1, 4, 7, 10 seconds2

$= 2 3 deg./sec.
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Table 2.7.2-1

Dual Aircraft Blunder Analysis
Sequence of Delays

Blundered Adjacent
Aircraft Aircraft

(1) DAS update delay

(2) Controller communication
time 1

(3) Pilot reaction time

(4) Aircraft response time (4) Controller to Controller2
delay

(5) Aircraft turn time (5) Controller communication
time

(6) Pilot2 reaction time

(7) Aircraft 2 response time

(8) Aircraft2 turn time
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The total cross-track distance traveled by the
blundered aircraft is

D = d + d + EDAS, (2.7.2-1)
TOTAL 1 2(27-1

where d is the lateral distance the blundered aircraft

Stravels during the blunder summed delays, T

d = T, sink,I =1 T (2.7.2-2)

S•EDAS =DAS Error. (2.1•.2-3)

EDAS is evaluated for a specific DAS antenna location as

explained in Section 2.7.1.2 (Equations 2.7.1-2 through G.
Therefore, it is necessary to find d , the distance traveled
by the blundered aircraft during the turn maneuver.

To determine the distance d , it is first necessary•~2b
to determine the time required for the blundered aircraft

to perform the turn maneuver, T t , shown in Fiqure 2.7.2-2.
The time at which the blunder has t een corrected, Twi is

determined from Figure 2.7.2-2. After determining TF, Tturn 1

is determined. The graph indicates heading angle versus

time for both the blundered aircraft and the adjacent aircraft.

-The blundered aircraft is flying at a heading, i1, of 180*-ý

and the adjacent aircraft is flying at a heading, 2' of
1800, where 1800 is assumed for computational convenience
to be a course parallel to the runway centerline. As shown,

the blundered aircraft first initiates its bank angle at

T, causing its heading to change at an assumed constant turn

rate. This rate is

32.2 tanI (2.7.2-4)

V 1

p At a later point in time, T2 , the adjacent aircraft initiates

its bank angle maneuver, causing its heading to also change at

a turn rate assumed to be constant. This rate is defined to be

2= -3 0 /sec. (2.7.2-5)S~2

F initiating these constant rates of turn causes the heading angles

of both aircraft to change at slopes equal to and ý2o The

point at which the heading angles of each aircraft are equal,
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I
I3 ' determines the time at which both aircraft are on parallel
courses (TF) ; i.e., the blunder has beesi resolved. For the
blundered aircraft,

ý3 = IT F + •01 (2.7.2-6)

where

V01 = '21 - •ITI; (2.7.2-7)

and for the adjacent aircraft,

ip3  =P 2T +0 2  (2.7.2-8)

Y02 =*2 - ý2T2" (2.7.2-9)

Equating Equations 2.7.2-6 and 2.7.2-8 and solving for TF
yields

_ 0 2 -001
F for 3 3<180 0 . (2.7.2-10)

1 2

At this point, it should be noted that if the de-
lays of the adjacent aircraft are too large, it is possible
for the blundered aircraft to correct the blunder by achiev-
ing a course parallel with its own approach course before the
adjacent aircraft can start its maneuver. In this case,

1800 and T is determined fromh Equation 2.7.2-6 as

T 180°- (01 2.7.2-11)
F

Having determined T, the time required for the turn
is found from Figure 2.7.2-2 as

T T - T (2.7.2-12)
turnl r V

After finding Ttrnu the cross-track distance, d
traveled by the blundered aircraft during its turn is found
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using the geometry shown in Figure 2.7.2-3. This figure
illustrates the geometry of only the blundered aircraft.
From Figure 2.7.2-3 and the equation for tangenýtial velocity
for a constant turn rate, the radius of turn for the
blundered aircraft is determined.

v1

r-= __ (2.7.2-13)

Also, the angle, e,, turned by the blundered aircraft during
its correction is round as

TS1 = l Tturn 1. (2.7.2-14)

Knowing r and 61, the cross-track distance traveled during
the turn, d2 , can be 2etermined from Figure 2.7.2-3 and the
equations below:

82 = 1 (2.7.2-15)

d = r cos e2 - r cos

Having found d2 , the total cross-track distance traveled by the
blundered aircraft during the blunder condition is stated as

D : d + d + EDAS,
TOTAu. 1 2

= V T1 sin; -• r(cos2 - cosR) + EDAS. (2.7.2-116)

2.7.2.3 Results
The dual aircraft analysis is used to evaluate the

blunder recovery airspace required for a blundered aircraft to
recover from the two types of blunder conditions. By maneuver-
ing both the blundered aircraft and the aircraft on the adja-
cent approach course, the blunder condition is considered
resolved when the headings of both aircraft are equal. The
equations derived in the dual aircraft analysis (Equations
2.7.2-3 through 2.7.2-16) were used to determine the lateral
recovery airsace for all combinations of the parameter
values (excluding EDAS), and the results are presented in
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SItabular form in Appendix K. Values for EDAS should be included[ j whe., the position of the DAS antenna is known for a particular

system, as described in Section 2.7.1.2 (Equations 2.7.1-2

through 2.7.1-6). Also, as stated in 3ection 2.7.2.2, i2 •.s set

"equal to -3.0 degrees per second, and is assumed co be2" "

equal to 180 degrees (or equal to the assumed runway heading).
Appendix K contains the lateral recovery airspace

required for all parameter combinations for the dual aircraft

analysis. Table 2.7.2-2 contains typical output data from

the dual aircraft analysis and represents an overview of the

data contained in Appendix K. The column headings for Table

2.7.2-2 and Appendix K are explained as follows:

Blundered Departure Angle (deg.) - the angle at which a

blundered aircraft heads toward the adjacent approach course

measured from the extended "•unway centerline.

Blundered Velocity (knots) - the velocity of the blundered

aircraft.

Blundered Bank Angle (deg.) - the bank angle that the

blundered aircraft uses to make th= corrective maneuver.

Blundered Summed Delays (sec.) - a total of all the delays

of the blundered aircraft, including DAS Update Delay,

Communication Time, and Piiot/Aircraft Reaction Time.

Adjacent Summed Delavs (sec.) - a total of all the delays of

the adjacent aircraft, including the Communication Time and

Pilot/Aircraft Reaction Time measured after the Blundered

Summed Delays.

Corrected Parallel Headings (deg.) - the heading angle of both

the blundered and adjacent aircralt at the point in time when

they are flying parallel courses (i.e., the blunder is corrected).

For this analysis, the approach heading was assumed to be 10.

Blunder Correction Time (sec.) - the total time required for

a blundered aircraft to attain a flight course parallel with

that of the aircraft on the adjacent course (total blunder

recovery time measured from the time the blundered aircraft

reaches the action point until the blunder is corrected).

Blunder Recovery Airspace (ft.) - the lateral recovery airspace,

excluding EDAS, required for a blundered aircraft to recover to
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a course parallel wa ýh that of the adjacent aircraft. Thebl'mder recovery ai.rspace is measured from the action point
perpendicular to th- extended runway centerline.

Some ezamples of the output data are shown inTable 2.7.2-3. This table illustrates a reference blundercase and shows the changes of the blunder recovery airspace
with respect to the variations of each parameter. Anillustration of the reference case is shown in Figure 2.7.2-4.Plso, the best case blunder conditions and the worst caseblunder conditions for the dual aircraft analysis for thegiven parameter set are shown in Table 2.7.2-3. It should benoted that the blunder recovery airspace does not always varywith a change of the adjacent sunned delays. This condition
is due to the blundered aircraft correcting its heading error bbefore the adjacent aircraft has time to start a maneuver.
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SECTION 3

ST U DY OUTPUTS

The results necessary to solve the problem defined
in Section 1.1 are discussed in this section and listed in Table

3-1. A detailed discussion of the d- lopment and generation
of each of these results is contained _n the subsections of

S~Section 2 as noted in Table 3-1. The section which contains a

discussion of the output data and the appendix which presents
the data for each of the study outputs are also shown in Table

3-1.

The measured distribution data which was compiled to
verify the system models, to provide initial lateral error dis-
tributions for the Fokker-Planck equation, and to provide verti-
cal error distributions for the probability of collision deter-

Smination is discussed in Section 3.1.

Approach system models develop',.d in Sections 2.1,
2.4, and 2.5 are presented and discussed in Section 3.2. The
models are divided into two categories:

(1) models developed for use in the ger• r t.on of
lateral error probability density .ons

£ for the following approach system.
(a) FC-ILS-I-CTOL
(b) FC-ILS-II-CTOL
(c) BC-ILS-I-CTOL
(d) VOR-CTOL
(e) FC-ILS-I-STOL

(2) models developed to be used as analysis tools
including:
(a) Curved Path Model

4 -(b) Multiple Aircraft/Runway Model
Section 3.3 discusses the sensitivity data which

was generated to identify the dominant approach system para-
meters and errors, as well as to aid in the development of the
approach system mL. 2els.

The probability density function data which was
generated for use in the probability of collision determination
as well as in the normal operating zone determination is dis-
cussed in Section 3.4. Also discussed in this section is the
resulting normal operating zone data which is ultimately to be
used in the determinatin of minimum runway spacings as dis-

Scussed in Volume I of this report (Section 4).
Section 3.5 discusses the probability of collision

data for the various required aircraft and runway configurations,
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I Fapproach types, and operations. The probability of collision
data is utilized as a relative "safety" measure in the determi-
nation of minimum runway spacing.

The data generated in the blunder analysis, which is
an investigation of the airspace required for an aircraft to
recover from abnormal operations or blunders, is discussed in
Section 3.6. The blunder analysis was performed for two types
of blunder recovery maneuvers:

(1) the recovery maneuver is performed by the
blundered aircraft only, and

(2) the recovery maneuver is performed by both the
blundered aircraft and the aircraft on the
adjacent approach path.

The blunder data is to be utilized in the determination of the
minimum runway spacings as described in Volume I (Section 4).

jI
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SECTION 3.1

MEASURED DISTRIBUTION DATA

Measired distribution data, as referred to in this
report, consists of trajectory data for a finite sample of
aircraft flying IFR approaches. Data is included for distribu-tions in three dimensions - lateral, vertical, and longitudinal.

The lateral data consists of distributions about the extended
runway centerline; the vertical data consists of distributions
about the glideslope plane; and the longitudinal data consists
of distributions about a nominal longitudinal location.

The measured distribution data was utilized in this
study for three purposes:

1. to verify that the models, as formulated, are
good representations of the actual systems
(Sections 2.4 and 2.5),

2. to provide initial distributions for the various
techniques utilized to generate the probability
density functions (Section 2.5), and

3. to provide vertical error distributions for
use in the probability of collision determina-
tion (Section 2.6).

The purpose of this section is to present the mea-

!1P sýred distribution data for the systems listed in Table 3.1-1.
The methods and sources utilized in the derivation of this data
are discussed in Section 2.3. The distribution data for each of
these systems is discussed in Section 3.1.1 and included,in its
entirety, in Appendix E. Problem areas pertinent to the data's
validity are examined in Section 3.1.2.

STable 3.1-1 Required Measured DistrTibutions

Distribution System

Lateral FC-ILS-I-CTOL
FC-ILS-II-CTOL
BC- ILS-I-CTOL
VOR-CTOL
FC-ILS-T-STOL

"Vertical FC-ILS-I-CTOL
FC-ILS-I-STOL

Longitudinal FC-ILS-I-CTOL

Preceding page blank
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3.1.1 DISTRIBUTION DATA PRESENTATION
As discussed in Section 2.3, the measured distribu-

tion data used in the Lateral Separation project was divided
into three classes depending upon the characteristics of the data.
The classes characterize:

1. systems for which field data has been collected
and the distribution is presented in a tabular
form of a three dimensional histogram and/or
a mean and standard deviatioz. table,

2. systems for which field data has been collected
and the distribution has been assumed gaussian,
and

3. systems foi which no field data has been col-
i-cted.

These classes are briefly discussed in the paragraphs which
follow.

Tabular Distribution Data
A common form used in presenting distribution data

is a tabular form of histogram data and/or mean and standard
deviation data. The systems in Table 3.1-1 which fall into
this class are shown below:

1. FC-ILS-I-CTOL (Lateral)
2. FC--ILS-I-CTOL (Lateral)
3. BC-ILS-I-CTOL (Lateral)
4. VOR-CTOL (Lateral)
5. FC-ILS-I-CTOL (Vertical)
Data for these syster.s are presented in two forms.

One forii is the sample mean and standard deviation at each of
several specified ranges; the other form is a tabulation of
histogram data for the obh:rved data. An example of the mean
and standard deviation data is given in Table ... i-i for the
FC-ILS-I-CTOL (Lateral) system. An example of the tabular
histogram data presentation is given in Table 3.1.1-2. The
complete data set for each of the above systems is given in
Appendix E.

hi.togram data is presented at the same specific
ranges as the mean and standard deviation data. The range to
touchdown is given in meters across the top of the page. The
lateral deviation partitions are given in multiples of the
partitior, interval along the vertical axis. The partition inter-
valn are five or ten meters as noted in the Table. The numbers
in tz'u body c• the table represent how many aircraft are ob-
served in nartitIon at the indicated range.
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Table 3.1.1-1

Mean and Etandard Deviation Versus Ran-e for
- -ILS-I-CTOL - Latzral*

Stand cd
Range, INumber Mean, Deviatien,

imeter Iof Samnles meters I met-er_

600 513 -. 0161 11.8943
S1200 618 -3.0435 22.07::

!PoO 633 -5.2973 26.497;

2400 642 -6.7594 31.923,-

3000 644 -2.8728 35.887"

3600 638 1.6535 37.717-

4200 622 8.9878 43.6031

4800 631 8.3098 46.95,>-

5400 630 8.4069 53.41.2-

6000 631 6.9212 61.90.

6600 629 2.9729 68.519:-

7500 513 14.46 75.30

8100 500 11.83 83.99

0700 490 7.67 90.20
i .5 U U() 4 . Jl 9-1. OU

9900 447 4.83 97.60
S10500 423 12.93 92.45

11300 387 16,36 91.98
S11700 342 17.42 94.11

12300 324 21.30 100.43

12900 307 26.29 96.41

13500 283 28.54 102.12
S14100 245 28,99 103.63

1 4700 224 23.03 103.14

1530o 181 27.42 97.75
15 90 0 134 25.53 113.84

*Charle s on data isj includecd in thi raro je ntirva' from I20C

meters to 6600 meters, inclusive, but not esee.:hetre, since

the data collection ranges were not coincident e!.ewhere.

3
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Table 3.1.iL-2 Di• tLrJbution of Lateral D", 7:Placem Pits. for
"FC-ILS-1-CTOL - Lateral**

R;nge, hundreds of JaterE

_nartitvio]i 6* 12* 18* 24 30 36 42 48 54 60 66

-20 to -79 1i. 4. 0. 2. i 2. 2 3. . 2.,
1. 0. 1. 1. 0. 1. 1. 0. 0. 0. 2.

0. 3. 0. 0. 0. 0. . 2.. i 3.7
7'7 . 2. 4 . 0. 0. 0. 1. 0. 0. i. 2.

3 1. 6. 3. 0. 0. 3. 0. 1. 4. i.-•n I I• . .1• I 2.

-24. 6. 4 . 0. 0. 0. 1i. 8 0.
-3. 14. 3. 0. 6. I. 2. 3. 26 2.
- ¾ 13. 6. 2. 3. 2. 1. 1. ,2. 3. 2.

-i I . 1. 3. 13. 8. 322. 2 . 2. 3. 7.
-] , ". 42. 4. 0. 0. 3 . 2. 0. 2. 3. 3.
"" 3. 6. 3. 7. 3. 3. 6. 4. 13. 5.
""4 i • 9 . 6. 4. 2. 74. 419. . . 48. 7.'
-7 '112. 72. 14. 3. 8. 6. 5. 7 . 6. 25.,

"" 17c. 98. 24. 9. 3. 7. 17. 14. 17. 15. 15.
""j 4. 16. 39. 13. 94. 7. 714. 74. 67. 23. 52.
"25'" . 47. 37. 35. 23. 36. 28. 20. il. 32. 22.
3 ' 5.. 56. 57. 49. 54. 49. 42. 32. 27. 41. 32.ý

-2 1 !. 90. 86. 75. 238 74. 51. 42. 2S. 40. 47.
-1 '112. 76, 54. 610. 98 19. 47. 32. 57. 45. 53.

G fI]Z . 98. 73. 8.15. 93. 86. 76. 73. 70. 25. 54.
1 64. 83. 61. 89. 94. 74. 71. 70. 67. 48. 50.-2• i .? . 40. 41. 50. 61. 68. 70. 84. 62:' 471 45.

3-- 3.3. 21. 32. 39. 32. 4. 51. 11. 17. 43. 40.
4 9 o 20. 20. 15o 23 36. 44. 44. 24. 36. '38.

. . 12. 6. 18. 19. 24. 26. 33. 29. 33.
__ 8. 31. 8. 21. 12. 22. 18. 22. 29. 21.

7 1 . 2. 6. 1. 4. 7. 9. ii. 46. 24. 22
SC. 4. 6. . 2. 4. 11. . 17. 43. 7.
9 I . 2. 7. 2. 0. 4. 7. 9. 6. 5. 18.)0 1 i 3. 2. 2. 6. 6. 4. 6. 10. i0.

I I . 0. 3 . 1 . 2. 5, 5. 4. 2. 6.
!2 0. 0. 4. 0. 0. 0. 1. 2. 3. 4. 3.
i 3 1 2. 3. i. 2. I. 2. 3. A . 0. 2.

0 . 0. 3. 0. 1. 1. 1. 0. 1. 2. 3I• O.1 0. i. 0. 0. 0. 1. 1. 1, 4. 3.
A, 1 0. 0. I. 0. 1I. 1i. i. 0. 1. 1. 3.
17 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 1. 0. 1. 2. 1.

e1 0 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 1.. 1.
I. 3. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 2. 2. 0.

20 to 56 I 0. .2. 2. 0. 0. 0. 0. 2. 5. 8. 8.
*At these ranges, the "pa--rti-'ns are-•atfive--meter i nt rvals;---
elsewhere, the partitions are at ten meter intervals.
**Charleston ,?ata is Jncluded in the rangeo interval 1. 1200
nmeters to 6600 metors, inzlusive, but not el'c'whc.rc:, .zJne the
data collection ranges were not coincident elsewhere.
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Gadssian Distributed Data
Where the processing of the published data has

presumed gaussian distributions, these assumptions are main-
tained. Specifically, the systems of Table 3.1-1 !for which
gaussian distributions have been assumed are the following:

1. FC-ILS-I-STOL (Lateral)
2. FC-ILS-I-STOL (Vertical)
When the data is presumed to be distributed accord-

ing to the gaussian distribution laws, the entire distribution
is completely described by the mean and variance. Generally,,
the reported means of the data have been small. A representa-
tive example of the lateral deviation' standard deviation is
given in Figure 3.1.1-1 for a FC-ILS-I-STOL (Laterai). The
distribution data for both of the above systems is presented
in Appendix' E.

Systems with No Collected Data
In the consiueration of dependent parallel IFR

opezations for CTOL aircraft, it was necessary to determine the
longitudinal spacing distribution about a nominal longitudinal
location. Since no measured data of this type was available,
it was necessary' to make certain assumptions concerning the
data for the FC-ILS-I-CTOL (longitudinal) system. It was
assumed that the airciaft velocity was normally distributed
*about a nominal mean approach velocity, V, with a standard
deviation, qV"

- 2V N(V,aV

The resulting longitudinal distribution is shown to be gaussian
and is presented below.

X1 N( 2 )'

x = x

where
SX' - longitudinal location, feet

9 X' - mean longitudinal location, feet

a I - longitudinal loca-;ion standard deviation, feet
,x
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V' initial longitudinal location, feet
0I V aircraft mean velocity, feet/second

a V - velocity distribution standard deviation, feet/second

t - time from the point where the aircraft velocity
control is initiated, seconds

3.1.2 MEASURED DISTRIBUTION DATA VALIDITY OBSERVATIONS
S* The resulting datp set representing each system in

Table 3.1-1 must be checked carelully to verify that the data
represents that system. Possible problem areas which might
affect the validity of the data are discussed in the paragraphs
which follow.

Turn-on Range
To be able to combine data collected at various

airports or to obtain meaningful comparisons between various
approach systems, the collected data should be taken from
sources having comparable turn-on ranges. Furthermore, the
turn-on range for each set of data needs to be identified in
order to exclude that data associated with the "delivery"
technique before turn-on.

The turn-on range is governed, in part, by the
traffic rate. If the traffic rate is high, there is a ten-

IL dency to have the aircraft "in trail" at longer ranges, some-
times as much as 20 to 25 miles. This gives the pilot con-
siderably greater time to establish a better track on the ILS
(or VOR) beam and, therefore, a finer definition of the re-
quired wind correction angle. Under these circumstances, the
distribution at the outer marker will be much narrower than the
distribution for those aircraft that turn-on within one or two
miles of the outer marker.

Turn-on ranges were not available for any of the
* data other than that collected at Charleston; however, the

turn-on ranges can be inferred from the relative number of
aircraft in the data set as range decreases. Table 3.1.2-1
indicates the apparent turn-on ranges of the various lateral
systems.

Turn-on Direction and Overshoot
At some airports with parallel runways, the standard
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Table 3.1.2-1

Summary of the Percent of Aircraft at Various Ranges

Percent of A/C which Have Turned- Apparent
Lateral On Prior to This Range Turn-on

5.02 5.98 6,96 7.93 8.58 Range,
Approach System NMi NMi NMi NMi NMi NMi

FC-ILS-I-CTOL 1 63 55 45 30 20 6

FC-ILS-II-CTOL 84 70 47 31 18 6

BC-ILS-I-CTOL 49 37 22 5 1 5

VOR-CTOL 89 77 41 31 31 6

traffic patterns are prescribed so that the turn-on to the
final approach to a right-hand runway of a pair of parallel
runways will normally require a right turn (as viewed by the
pilot). Conversely, the left runway normally requires a left
turn. Presently, procedures state that the turn-on to the final
approach to each of the parallel independent runways shall occur
with a minimum of 1000 feet vertical separation between the two
aircraft. This procedure minimizes the effects of overshoots
which occur at turn-on. However, if in the future the pro-
cedures are changed such that the 1000 feet vertical separation
requirement is eliminated or reduced, it will be necessary to
consider the effects of overshoots. For this reason, an analysis
was conducted on the front course and back course data collected
at Charleston, S. C., in order to determine the amount of
overshoot at turn-on and the direction of turn-on.

Overshoot as uged in this analysis is defined as
the distance that an aircraft travels beyond the extended
runway centerline measured on the opposite side from the turn-on
direction.

Analysis of the front course ILS data revealed that
37 percent turned-on from the left, 17 percent turned-on from
the right, and the remainder bad turned-on to the final ap-
proach prior to the range at which the data collection started.
The maximum overshoot observed was 919 feet with an average
overshoot of 287 feet.

A similar analysis of back course data revealed
that 30 percent turned on from the left, 23 percent turned on
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from the right, and the remainder had turned on previously.SThe aeaeovershoot observed was 408 feet with a maximum of

2112 feet*.

Sample Size
When collecting data for the purpose of determin-

ing the error distribution, it is necessary to col'ect suffi-
cient data to assure an adequate sample. When the class of
distributions cannot be predetermined, but must be derived, the
usual method of determining an adequate sample size is by the
method of convergence. In this method, the data collection

* activity is continued until the mean, variance, or any other
required distribution parameters converge to a constant value
and the paraPeters do not change with the addition of new data.

Since most of the data was obtained in a reduced
form from prevk.ous data collection efforts, it was not possible
to use convergence techniques to determine the existence of
an adequate sample size. However, by comparing the trend of
the standard deviations of the data at various ranges and the
number of data points available at those ranges, it is possible
to make some general observatic .s concerning the sample size.

Table 3.1.2-2 is a summary of the maximum number of
samples collected in the previous and current collection efforts
for the various approach systems and the number of samples
at the turn-on range. As shown in Lhe table, there is a
large variation in the number of samples for the various sys-
tems. A larger sample size usually results in more accurate
distribution parameters.

The tables in Appendix E for the distributions
listed in Table 3...2-2 indicate the number of samples upon
which each mean and standard deviation at the discrete ranges
along the approach are based. Often, erratic changes in the
standard deviation correspond directly to an insufficient sample
size or indicate a region such as that beyond the turn-on range
where the distribution is poorly definqd.

Ground Proximity
Operational problems at short ranges'include an

acute awareness by the pilot of the ground proximity and the
effects on the pilot at breakout into VFR conditions.

Data such as the FC-ILS-I-CTOL (Vertical) data,
Figure 3.1.2-1, must be examined with these considerations in
mind.

*This occurred at a range of 7.5 NMi.
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Table 3.1.2-2 System Sample Size
Maximum
Sample Sample Size Sample Size at
Size at Turn-on Minimum Range

Lateral
FC-ILS-I-CTOL 644 387 633
FC-ILS-II-CTOL 232 161 225
BC-ILS-I-CTOL 109 40 67
VOR-CTOL 88 78 44
FC-IiS-I-STOL * * *

Vertical
FC-ILS-I-CTOL 519 363 508
FC-ILS-I-STOL***

*Number of samples on STOL data not available.

The dip in standard deviation at the 3700 meter ranqe could
be attributed to a resoonse to visual clues. Due to these
vertical operational problems, a larger sample size is re-
quired to define the vertical error distributions at small ranges.

5imulated Versus Actual IFR Conditions
Some of the data collected at Charleston [FC-ILS-I-

CTOL (Lateral), BC-ILS-I-CTOL (Lateral) and VOR-'CTOL (Lateral)]
and all of the data collected at NAFEC [FC-ILb-I-STOL (Lateral),
FC-ILS-I-STOL (Vertical), and VOR-CTOL (Lateral)] were col-
lected under simulated IFR conditions. Although simulated
conditions (blocking possible visual references) create the same
visual and physical illusions as actual IFR conditions, the
pilot's attitude could be different for the two situations. The
attitude differences could be attributed to the fact that the
pilot knows that conversion to VFR can be made at his option,
regardless of the aircrait's position on the approach, simply
by removing the hooding device. Under actual IFR, the break-
out altitude is governed by prevailing weather and the pilot
must reach the weather ceiling before conversion to VFR can
occur.

Asr-imed Distributions
No data has been collected on the distribution of

aircraft about the nominal iongitudinal position. The distribu-
tion for FC-ILS-I-CTOL (Longitudinal) was derived from the
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assumed distribution for velocity errors. The mean and standard
deviation of the velocity distribution were assumed based on
conversations with experienced pilots.
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SECTION 3.2

SYSTEM MODELS

As stated in the problem definition (Section 1.1),
the first specific problem area was the development of system
models which describe the required approach systems. The mod9l
development task, descrioed in Section 2.1, was broken into
two parts:

(1) the development of models to be used in the
generation of lateral deviation probability
density functions and

(2) the development of models to be sed as analysis
tools to study approach systems.

The models included in (1) are
I. FC-ILS-I-CTOL

2. FC-ILS-II-CTOL
3. BC-ILS-I-CTOL
4. VOR-CTOL
5. FC-ILS-I-STOL

and the models included in (2) are
1. Curved Path Model
2. Multiple Aircraft/Runway Model
Three coordinate systems are used in the models.

These systems are a runway system, a glideslope system, and an
aircraft body centered system. The tnree systems and their
relationships to one another are shown in Figure 3.2-I•

Due to similarities in all of the required models,
a nominal system model was deve-oped in Section 2.1.2 from
which all required expanded models were developrl as discussed
in Section 2.1.3. The nominal model represents a composite set
of CTOL aircraft approaching a CTOL runway on the front course
of an ILS Category I approach system. Three versions of the
nominal model were developed for use in the various required
analyses:

4 (1) Nominal System Modei (Figure 3.2-2)
(2) Nonlinear Simulated Delay Nominal Model

(Figure 3.2-3)
(3) Linear Simulated Delay Nominal Model (Figure

3.2-4)
The nominal model parameter values and initial state distribu-
tions are contained in Tables 3.2-1 and 3.2-2, respectively.

Based upon the model concepts defined in Section
2.1.1, it was necessary to expand the nominal model to encompass

*All figures and tables are included at the end of this section.
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various operational procedures and runway configurations.
The first effort was the expansion of the nominal model to
include the approach systems discussed in Section 2.1.3.1.

I. FC-ILS-I-CTOL
2. FC-ILS-II-CTOL
3. BC-ILS-I-CTOL
4. VOR-CTOL
5. ;-C-ILS-I-STOL

The resulting mo.del for each of these approach systems is
given in Appendix G. The nominal model block diagrams (Figures
3.2-2, 3, and 4) are representative of all of the above models.
The above models were developed for use in the generation of
the required lateral deviation probability density functions.
Combinations of CTOL/STOL aircraft approaching CTOL/STOL
runways for ILS (front course or back course)/VOR guidance
equipment operating under Category I/Category II conditions
may be simulated. The specific combination simulated by each
of the above models corresponds to the above listed approach
systems. Since the development of each of the above models
was based upon fitting the model to a specific set of measured
distribution data, the model is only as accurate as the mea-
sured distribution data to which it was fit.

In addition to the above models, it was necessary
*to develop two models to be used as ar.alysis tools to study
approach systems:

(1) Curved Path Model
(2) Multiple Aircraft/Runway Model

Both of these models were developed by expandinc, the nominal
model to include the necessary on-rations and runway configura-
tions as discussed in Section 2.1.3.2. These models may be
used in the prediction of distribution data for systems in
which no measured field data exists. Certain system charac-
teristics which are difficult to observe in the actual approý_zh
system (such as multiple aircraft relative velocities and
locations, aircraft bank angle and heading angle, curved path
characteristics, etc.) may be obtained from these system models.

Both the curved path model and the multiple aircraft/
runway model have been programmed in FORTRAN IV computer prc-
grams. The computer programs, including source listings,
flow charts, and operating instructicons, are described in detail
in the User's Manual. The model parameter values and initial
conditions are inputs into the programs and must be determined
by the user depending upon the specific approach system to be
modeled. Possible sources for determining the model parameter
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values and initial conditions for a particular approach system
to be modeled are Tables 3.2-1, 3.2-2, 3.2-3, and 3.2-4.

The curved path system model is capable of simulat-
ing IFR operations for CTOL or STOL aircraft operating on CTOL
or STOL runways with either an iLS (Category I or Category II)
or a VOR guidance system. Arrivals can be simulated on either

straight-in approach paths or throe-dimension general curved
paths. Departures and missed approaches may also be simulated,

but only on straight paths. The curved path model may be used
as an analysis tool for studying curved approaches, departures,
and missed approaches.

The curved path model consists basically of three
r separate models which are valid in different regions of the

curved approach geometry as illustrated in Figure 3.2-5. When
the aircraft is operating in the base lea region of the curved
approach path, then the base leg model shown in Figure 3.2-6
is used. From the time the aircraft's range tz the way point
becomes equal to R until T seconds later, the turning

bturn turnmodel shown in Figure 3.2-7 is vaTid. After the aircraft has

completed the turn, the nominal model shown in Figure 3.2-2
is valid.

The multiple aircraft/runway model :nay be used to
study the effects of longitudinal separation on lateral safety
requirements for parallel/non-parallel, CTOL/STOL, and indepen-

dent/dependent final approaches as well as othe: analyses. This
model can simulate up to four aircraft flying independent or
dependent final approaches or departures to or from t.•o parallel
or skewed CTOL and/or STOL runways. Both CTOL and STOL type
aircraft may be simulated approaching or departing either ofr
the two runways.

The model is illustrated by the block diagram in

Figure 3.2-8 and tha configuration shown in Figure 3.2-9. Each
Sof the four aircraft shown in the figure is simulated by the

nominal model block diagram (Figure 3.2--2). The possible
runway configurations which may be simulated with the multiple

$ aircraft/runway model are shown in Figures 3.2-10 and 1.2-11.
* To summarize, the systcrm models developed in the

model development task include:
(1) a nominal model to aid in the devclopment of

the various required models listed below,
(2) five apprnoach system models:

1. FC-I:jS-I-CTOL
2. FC-ILS-II-CTOL
3. BC-ILS-I-CTOL
4. VOR-CTOL
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5. FC-ILS-I-STOL
for use in the generation of lateral deviation
probability density functions, and

(3) two expanded models:
1. Curved Path Model
2. Multiple Aircraft/Runway Model
for use as analysis tools to study approach
systems.
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Figure 3.2-8 Multiple Aircraft/Runway Model Block Diagram
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TR-le 3.2-1 Nominal Model P,,rar.eter V,-;lues

SyT.bo- i Value Units ReferenceT Comments
1.0 sec- 1  4 CTOI. aircraft'

a1.

P1 .04 2 Simulated delay models
(LEuation 2.3 .2-2)

-. 35 - 2 Simulated d&Jav models
P2 (Equation 2.1.2-3)

a 04 2 Simulated delay modzcl•,
(Eukation 2.1.2-4)

ap 352 Simulated del1.ay models
(EP(u• tJon 2.1.2-5)

.007 - 2 Simulated delay modol';
(Equatio- 2.1 .2-1)

a 1.5 sec-]

Ka 1.0 sec- 2  - Assumed

K 1.0 - Simulated delay models

xe -. 8 -- Nonlinear models, deter-!
mined in Section 2.4.3

K' .000075 at rad - Linear model

9 N. 14i to ft (Equation 2.1.2-7)

.000354 at

.75 N. Mi.

K 1.33 sec 1

K,ý 1. 9 1

K e 1.0 -.

L 9000. feet - FC-ILS Approach
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Table 3.2-1 Nominail Mode]. Parameter Values (Coyitinue-d)

Symbol Value Units Reference Cc(kmmen tz.

NR + .00048 rad 6, 7 lo value, dcterrined
* in Section 2.1.4

(ILSR)

NT + .0C1497 rad 15 lo value, deterrpinc-d
in Section 2.1.4
(ILST for Catcqory I/

Category II)

F
N + .00349 rad i value, determined

in Section 2.1.4

N + .1.047 at rad lo va]w.. determined
9 Ili. in Sec-tion 2.4.3

+ .0436 at (Varies linc-rily
0 N. 't.W with rZ:qge)

N + .01745 rad lo value, determincd
in Section 2.1.4

V 236.4 ft/sec Assumed (140 knots
for CTOI, aircraft)

y 2.5 deg CTOL runway

0 0. rad Assumed

S.7 sec Assumed

p .367 rad Equation 2.1.2-6

LIM .1745 rad/sec Assumed (10 deg/sec)

'LIM .0524 rad/sec Assumed (3 deg/sec)

3.1416 rad Sa, e irz .:In. e;iin, .
SA___ ________ _to hpe c1.rS~~~~-.n -rar.
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Table 3.2-2
Nominal Model Initial State Distributions (at x' -9!hi)

Soo
--- •State Symbol a * Urits

-- --- i--- YO, 19 8 f eet

0•" ,X2o0• .02 rad i iuis

X3  ýo .01 radians
0

X4  IS .12

X5 IS .26
0

, X6  IS .54
r0

*Assumed Gaussian with mean . va 1 .. ,-.e a 2
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T-ibl3- 3. 2-1 E.and'id MIod" Phtraimet, r Values

Item .vrtibol Va].ue Units Comm(er it s

CTOL Aircraft
a a 1 sec- 1  Referenccs 4 and 21

Ka 1 sec- 2  Assumed

V 236.4 ft/sec Assumed (140 knots)

SLIM .367 rad Equation 2.1.2-6

c LIM .1745 rad Assumed (10 deg/sec)

SLIM .0524 1 rad Assumed (3 deg/sec)

STOL Aircraft -1
Sa .6 sec References 20 and 2

K1.667 sec 2  -'sumeda

V 108.1 ft/sec Assumed (64 knots)

'•LIM .1742 rad Equation 2.1.2-6

.M .1745 rad Assumaed (10 deg/sec)
. '•
;LIM .0524 rad Assurmod (3 ceg/sec)

CTOL Runway
y I 2.5 doeq Refjercnce' 22

FC-ILS L 9000 ft Assumed

BC-ILS L -1000 ft Assumed

VOR L 4000 Assumed

STOL Runway
y 7.5 deg Reference 23

F('-ILS L 9000 ft Value is consis-I tent with the mea-
9"0 sured field data
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Table 3.2-3 Expanded Model Parameter Values (Continued)

Item Symbol Value Units Comments

Pilot
a .04 Simulated delay

a I models (Equation
2.1.2-2)

a -. 35 Simulated delay
P2 models (Equation

2,1.2-3)

a .04 Simulated delay
p 3  models (Equation

2.1.2-4)

a .35 Simulated delay
P4 models (EqUation

2'. 1. 2-5)

a .007 Simulated delay
mudels (Equation
2.1.2--l)

a 1.5 sec- 1  Rt ference 1

SKp 1.0 bimulated delay
nmdels

KEe - Determined in
Section 2.5 by
Zitting measured

distribution data

(Nonlinear models)
tadK- rad Equat 4.on 2.1.2-7
e ft (Linea•r moae1)

X 1.33 sec Reference 1|

K•4  1. 9 Reference 1
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Table 3.2-, Expanded Model Parameter Values (Continued)
Iteri Symbol Value Units Comments

•I K •,e 1.0 - Reference 1

i NC .r;0349 rad Determined, in
Section 2.1.4
(lo value)

N - rad Determined in

Section 2.5 by
fitting measured
distribution data
(lo value)

N. +.01745 rad Determined in
Section 2.1.4
(ia value)

,r .7 sec Assumed

Lateral Guid-
ance Equipment

ILS-I NR +. 00048 rad Determined in
Section 2.1.4
(l0 value)

NT 4.001715 rad Determined in
Section 2.1.4
(la value)

ILS-II NR +.00048 rad Determined :;n-
Sectirrn 2.1.4
(lo value)

T +.001" 49 rad Determined in
Section 2.1.4
"(i• value)

iVOk NR +..02155 rad Determined in
"Section 2.1.4
(la value)
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MIN _____ _ _71r_ _ __ ____

Table 3.2-- Expanded Model Parameter Values (Continued)

Item Symbol Value Units Comments

VOR 'Cont'd) NT +.0218 rad Determined from
Section 2.1.4
(la value)

3

I

I.
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Tahle 3.2-4 Error Suntmary

Item Ilo, 0.(!g** Reference Remarks

VORi + 1.235 -Value for m':'Adels - average
of values from references
be low

1 .25 6, 7 Collins VOR/ILS 5iRV-2B;
'L "•'nP•/ /,OC 5]IR-7A,-SA

1 54 Collins VOR/ILS 51RV-1

+ 1.25 9, 12 General/Industrial Aviation

Usage: FAA, NECAP 19C4 progxar.

- 2.25 .) General/Industrial A\iat.ion"

SUsage

1I 2.3 8 FAA, NECAP II, General Avia-
tLion Usagc

VORT + 1.-5 - Value for models - average of
xValues from references below

" + 1.0 9, 11 Oc:nrrai/Industrial Aviation

+ 1.5 10 G~nc r3/IJrjc"ustrial Aviation

I .Us0a2e Ui(,siumed)

ILSR + .0275 -Vlalue ior r"'dels - average of
values fro'z. referenc...,; belo',;

+ .021 7 Colii.ns 511'-7A,-8A (,,.,:;umcd)

+ .0335 6 Collins 51RV-2B

ILST + .1 15 Category I (assumed)

ILS + .0715 - Category II (assumed)
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Table 3.2-4 Error Summary (Contit:ued)

SV a l tlu "A

Item I ,, det** Reference Remarks

ASF 1 .5 - Value for models -average
of values from references
below

+ .5 13 NAFEC ASR-2

13 NAPDC ASR-5

_ 1. -Assumed

I. More accurate
estimates of

these pilot
.5. Assumed errors are

"made for theB 
nominal app: .oach

TI system modcl in
,. I - Assumed Section 2.4

* I
+ .2*** I Assumed

Ntr

* All z.!,,Jom errors are assumed to'be white gaussian noise
sourceý.-. with the mean equal to zero and standard deviation
equal to lo.

•* All angular errors are implemented in the models in
radians.

S**Units are deg/sec; implemented in rad/sec.
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SECTION 3.3

S4 SENSITIVITY DATA

SiThe purpose of the sensitivity analysis is to
identify the effects of selected pertinent model parameters
and model errors on the lateral distribution of the approach
system. The sensitivity analysis was performed by utilizing
the nominal system model defined in Section 2.1.2, with spe-
cific initial conditions, as the reference condition. Each
of the pertinent parameters and errors of the nominal system
model was varied about its nominal value, and the resulting
sensitivity coefficient of the lateral deviation or lateral
distribution standard deviation was calculated at various
points in range. A sensitivity coefficient, S , identifies
the amount that the variable, X, changes from ýhe reference
condition due to a small change in the parameter, P.

The sensitivity coefficients for each parameter
and error we:e calculated and plotted at common points in
range. The resulting parameter and error sensitivity curves
are presented in Appendix F.

The parameter sensitivity curves illustrate the
sensitivity of the lateral deviation to each of the pertinent
parameters (Table 3.3-1) as a function of range and time.
The reference condition is defined by the nominal model with all
initial conditions equal to zero except as follows:

Y = 500 ft.
0

X = 13.53 NMi.
0

S= 3.14159 rad. (runway azimuth arbitrarily chosen to
0 be equal to 1800)

* A typical example from the parameter sensitivi curves of
Appendix F is shown in Figure 3.3-1. This exax.ile illustrates
the sensitivity of the lateral deviation to the pilot gain on
heading angle errcr, K , as a function of range and time,

about the given reference condition. A small change in K

from its reference value causes the lateral deviation response
to vary from the reference response as shown in Figure 3.3-1.
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Table 3.3-1 Sensitivity Analysis Parameters

Reference
Symbol Value Units Description

V 236.4444 ft/sec Aircraft airspeed

., ,. Piloit tracking gain on
the angular localizer
error

1.0 rad/rad Pilot gain on heading
angle erroz

1.9 rad/rad Pilot gain on heading
angle feedback

Ko 1.333 sec Pilot gain on the
bank angle divided by a.

Ka 1.0 1/sec 2  Aircraft bank rate to
aileron response gain
multiplied by aa

a a 1.0 i/sec Inverse of the aircra-'"
bank rate to aileron

response time constant

a1 .5 1/sec Inverse %, the pilot
lead time constant on
bank angle feedback

¶p 0.7 sec Pilot/control delay

L 9000.0 ft -X coordinate of the
lateral guidancc trans-
mitting antenna
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For illustration, consider a small positive change in the gain,
and note that Figure 3.3-1 shows that the lateral deviation
response will be less than the reference response for ranges
greater than 7.32 nautical miles and greater than the reference

response for ranges less than this range.
The error sensitivity curves illustrate the sensi-

tivity of the lateral distribution standard deviation to the
standard deviation changes to each of the pertinent system

errors (Table 3.3-2) as a function of range and time. The
reference condition is defined by the nominal model with the

initial state distributions given in Table 2.4.3-1. A typical
example from the error sensitivity curves in Appendix F is
shown in Figure 3.3-2. This example illustrates the sensitivi. 7

of the lateral deviation distribution (standard deviation, oy,)

to the initial heading angle distribution (standard deviation,
S) a b o u t t h e g i v e n r e f e r e n c e c o n d i t i o n . A s m a l l c h a n g e i n

a 0from its reference value causes che ay, response to vary

from the reference response as shown in Figure 3.3-2. For
illustration pui -es, consider a small. positive change in a,

0
Note that the a , -sponse will be greater than the reference
response, and tJis variation decreases with range.
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F Tal'le -. 3-2 Sensitivity Analysis Errors

r SymbI., I Vu, (d Doscription

SN .017':ý Pilot heading angle error distribu- I
tion standard deviation

a .,'7 Pilot ba anqle error distribution
0 @ ONMi staniard deviation

0 ILSR I .00048 ILS equipment receiver error dis-"
R Itribution standard deviation

aILST .00A97 ILS equipment transmitter error
T distribution standard deviation

a N , .00349 Pilot localizer tracking error

C (final leg) distribution standard
deviation

a .02 Initial condition on hedding state
•o 2.L..tributi.n -tannr'rd deviation
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SECTION 3.4

PROBABILITY DENSITY FUNCTION DATA

The importance of the error PDF's in the lateral,
vertical, and longitudinal dimensions is indicated by the fact
that two of the three data sets required for minimum runway
spacing determination, probability of colli,1ý.on data and NOZ
data, are based on the PDF's. The generation of probabili'ty
of collision daLa is based on the error statistics or pro-

Sbability density functions for each of the three dimensioe:s.
The NOZ data requires specific knowledge of only the lateral
PDF. Therefure, the generation of these PDF's, especially
the later.1 PDF's, requires accurate descriptions of both the
body of the distribution as well as the tails of the distriou-
tion.

Using the. techniques described in Section 2.5,
the PDF's are generated for each of the approach systems listed
in Table 3.4-1. For each system, the PDF type and method of
determination are indicated. The PDF data iF discussed in
Section 3.4.1 and presented in Appendix H. Also, for each of
the lateral approach systems, a NOZ is calculated as described
in Sectico,. 2.5.3.1, and for CTOL/STOL !kewed operations, a
.NOZ is determined as described in Section 2.5.3.2. The NOZ
data is discussed in Secdion 3.4.2 and presented in Appendix H.

3.4.1 ERROR DISTRIBUTION DATA
The resultant error distributions for each of the

dimiensions are determined using either the Fokker-Planck
equation, the measured error data directly, or by using cer-
tain assumptions as to the physics of the problem. Due to the
importance of the lateral dime~rsion to the probability of
collision calculations and NOZ calculations, the Fokker-Planck
equation is used to develop the range-ordered set of lateral
PDF's. The vertical PDF's are based on a gaussian fit to the
range-ordered vertical measured distribution data. The
longitudinal PDF's required to calculate the probability of
collision for the dependent CTOL/CTOL case are determined by
using an assumed gaussiar distributed velocity error.

Lateral PDF's
The laveral PDF's are generated using the verified

approach system models and the Fohker-Planck equation as dis-
cussed in Section 2.5. The corresponding models utilized fur
each of the lateral systems listed in Table 3.4.1-1 are
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r I

included in Appendix G. The Fokker-Planck equation for each
of the First four cases is initialized using the modified
Bergerhbut distribution fit to the measured distribution
data at the range indicated in Table 3.4.1-1. The modified
Bergerhout. distribution is used to initialize the CTOL lateral
casas in an effort to better describe the measured distribu-
tion data, which had a large number of data points in the
tails of the distribution. The initial distribution used for

* the STOL case is the gaussian distribution (Reference 1). The
resultant PDF's for all five cases are deteFmined quite ac-

* • curately at 23.6 feet: increments in range using the Fokker-
Planck equation. This acc~uracy is due to the fact that the
Fokker-Planck equation utUizes the dynamics of the system
to generate the resulting PDF's. The, PDF's for a2.l five
cases at selected ranges are presented'in Appendix H.

Table 3.4.1-1

Lateral PDF's

*,j PDF Initial
- Lateral Approach System Range, NMi.

FC-ILS-I-CTOL 6
FC-ILS-II-CTOL' 6.
BC-ILS-I-CTOL 5
VOR-CTOL 6
FC-ILS-I-STOL 2

Vertical PD? s
The'vertical PDF's are determined using the

FC-ILS-I-CTOL and STOL measi,-- d distribution for the corres-

ponding cases. The STOL gaussian vertical data is selected
based on the study results in Reference 1. The gaussian
distribution fit to the CTOL measured data is selected due
to two reasons. First, there is insufficient data to ac-
curately model the truncation of the lower end of the tails
of the CTOL vertical distribution at ranges~cl'se to the
runway. Second, the CTOL vertical distribution data is required
only to calculate the CTOL/STOL probability of collision data.
Thus, the upper half of the CTOL vertical distribution is
the portion of the PDF which is important and data in this
region tends to support a gaussian fit. .The CTOL and STOL
vertical PDF data is required at the following five ranges:
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2 nmi, 1.5 nmi, 1.25 nmi, 1 nmi, and .75 ni~i. The gaussian
distributions corresponding to selected ranges for both the STOL
and the CTOL cases are included in Appendix H.

Longitudinal PDF's
The longitudinal PDF is essential to the determina-

tion of the probability of collision data for the dependent
CTOL/CTOL case. Since there is no measured data available for
the longitudinal errors on the final approach, an assumption
concerning this distribution is made as discussed in Section
2.5. The longitudinal PDF was derived based upon the velocity
error distribution which was assumed normally distributed
with a mean equal to the approach speed and a standard devia-
tion of 5 knots. The resulting longitudinal PDF's at selected
ranges are included in Appendix H.

3.4.2 NOZ DATA
Besides being used in the probability of collision

data generation, the PDF's for the lateral dimension were used
to calculate the NOZ's. The only exception to this is the
CTOL/STOL skewed runway NOZ in which the analytical approach
discussed in Section 2.5.3 was used, The NOZ is defined as
being that zone which includes either 68% or 95% of the opera-
tions. The NOZ is symmetric about the extended runway center-
line since the means of the lateral error PDF's are assumed
to be zero. The selection of the 68% or 95% NOZ is based on
the traffic rate and controller communication workload. The NOZ
data discussion is subdivided into two parts. The first
section deals with NOZ's for approach systems in general, and
the second section discusses the CTOL/STOL skewed, runway case.

NOZ Data for Approach Systems
The 68% and 95% NOZ's are determined from a direct

integration of the lateral PDF's for each of the five cases
listed in Table 3.4-1. The NOZ is divided into three regions:
approach, runway, and departure. The approach regicn begins
at the turn-on range and ends at either 5000 feet or 1500
feet from touchdown for CTOL and STOL aircraft, respectively.
This range corresponds to the minimum range at which the air-
craft should be VFR. The second region is the region over the
ruaiway itself which consists of two parallel lines spaced
according to the value of the NOZ of the VFR range. The
d'parture region is a mirror image of the approach region. The
three regions are pictured in Figure 3.4.2-1. The locus of
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Figure 3.4.2-1 NOZ Regions
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NOZ points is plotted in AppendixIH for each of the five

NOZ Data for CTOL/STOL Skewed Runways
Due to the lack of measured distribution data forSTOL aircraft on curved departures, the method of NOZ determina-

tion for this case is different from the previous case. The
68% and 95% NOZ's for the STOL system in the CTOL/STOL
configuration were determined using the teclniquea described
in Section 2.5.3.2. The NOZ fo. runway apacing iu required
only at the point of minimum spacing between the CTOL runway
and the STOL departure path. The 68% and 95% NOZ's for skew
angles from ten to ninety degrees in ten degree increments at
the CITOL runway -. STOL departure path minimum spacing point
are tabulated in Appendix H.

IJ
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SECTION 3.5

PROBABILITY OF COLLISIOU DATA

Probability of collision results obtained in the
Lateral Separation Study are discussed in this section and

* presented in tabular form in Appendix I. These results re-
present a primary output of the Lateral Separation Study,
and constitute a portion of the information necessary to deter-
mine a minimum allowable spacing between parallel runways for
aircraft operating under IFR conditions. All cases categorized
under CTOL/CTOL, CTOL/STOL, and STOL/STOL for which probability
of collision data was generated are shown in Figure 3.5-l!

-*The objective of this analysis is to provide a
relative measure of safety for minimum runway spacing considera-
tions; the objective is not to provide an absolute measure of
probability of collision. For this reason, worst case conditions
are employed in all probability of collision calculations. The
definition of the worst case condition for each specific sys-
tem considered is dependent upon which dimensions are the pri-
mary 4imensions of interest. In each case, the primary dimen-
sions of interest are the only dimensions in which statistics
a-, used; in the other dimensions, the absolute worst condi-
t .,n is assumed as -11ustrated in Table 3.5-1.

* For the above reasons, the probability of colli-
sion data discussed in this section should be utilized as a
"relative" measure of safety as opposed to an "!ib.solute"

S• measure.
Probability of collision data for CTOL/CTOL inde-

pendent, CTOL/CTOL dependent, CTOL/STOL, and STOL/STOL are not
directly comparable; e.g., data obtained for CTOL/CTOL inde-
pendent operations should not be compared with data obtained for
CTOL/STOL independent operations. The reason the different
cases cited cannot be compared in terms of the probability of

S* collision data generated for each case is that some cases
* oemploy statistics in only one dimension; whereas, other cases

employ statistics in two dimensions. Specific dimensions in
Swhich statistics were utilized for eac.: case is shown in Table

S* 3.5-1. The type of distribution used for a specific dimension
in each case is also shown. Cases in Table 3.5-1 which employ
statistics in two dimensions produce probability of collision
data smaller in magnitude than data generated for one dimen-
sional cases..

*All figures and tables are included at the end of this section.
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CTOL/CTOL probability of collision di..a are con-
tained in Appendix I, Tables 1-2 through I-8. Probability of
collision data for CTOL/STOL and STOL/STOL approaches are
contained in Tables 1-9 and 10 and Table 1-11, respectively.
A table guide to all cases which are categorized under CTOL/
CTOL, CTOL/STOL, and STOL/STOL approaches is also furnished in
Appendix I. A discussion of the data along with examples
illustrating how to use the tables and interpret the data is
given in the following sections.

3.5.1 CTOL/CTOL PROBABILITY OF COLLISION DATA
Probability of collision data for the CTOL/CTOL

aircraft and runway configuration was generated for both
independent and dependent operations where inde-andent and
dependent operations are defined as in Section 2.6. For the
purpose of clarity, discussions of the data generated for these
two types of operations are presented separately.

CTOL/CTOL Independent Operations
Tables 1-2 through 1-4 in Appendix I contain pro-

bability of collision data for all CTOL/CTOL independent
operations considered. The type of approach, type of operation,
and the type of aircraft and runway configuration are specified
in the captions of the respective tables.

As indicated in Figure 3.5.1-1, probabilities of
collision contained in each of these three tables are calcula-
ted at the turn-on range and at four and two miles from the
runway threshold for a fixed lateral spacing between runways.
The data were generated at the above ranges for lateral spacings
of 1500, 3000, 2500, 3000, 3500, 4300, and 5000 feet between
runways.

Data contained in Tables 1-2, 1-3, and 1-4 are for
FC/FC, FC/VOR, and FC/BC approach systems, respectively.

CTOL/CTOL Dependent Operations
Probability of collision data generated for CTOL/

CTOL dependent operations is contained in Tables I-5 through
I-8 of Appendix I. The only approach system considered for
dependent operations was FC/FC. Each of the tables corresponds

•. to a different longitudinal spacing between approaching air-

craft; i.e., Tables 1-5, 4T-6, 1-7, and 1-8 were generated
assuming longitudinal spacings of three, two, one, and one-
fourth miles, respectively. Figure 3.5.1-2 illustrates the
ranges of the leading aircraft from the runway threshold for
which probability of collision was calculated for each of the
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longitudinal spac.-:gs above. For a given longitudinal spacing
and the abc-"• range values, the probability of collision was
calculated .r lateral spacings of 1500, 2000, 2500, 3000, "•
3500, 4300, and 5000 feet.

2.5.2 CT^TM/STOL INDEPENDENT OPERATIONS
Tables 1-9 and I-10 contain probability of colli-

sion data generated foi CTOL/STOL approaches. The primary
difference between data in the two tables is that data in
Table 1-9 is based on %he runway configuration depicted in
Figure 50.-la, and dada corzained in Table 1-10 is based on
:he ;';uv i 'figurction in Figure 3.5.2-lb.

As indicatvI in Table 1-9, probability of collision
data w ;alculated at ranges from the threshold of 12,200,
9,200, and 4,700 feet for a fixed lateral spacing. Probability
collision data in Table I-0 was calculated at ranges from the
C.- . runway touchdown point of 7,700, 6,200, and 4,700 feet
for a fixed lateral spacing. Probability cf collision data in
each oi these tables was generated at each of the specified
ranges for lateral separations of 1500, 2000, 2500, 3000,
3500, 4300, and 5000 feet.

3.5A STOL/STOL INDEPENDENT OPERATIONS
STable I-11 in Appeneix I contairns probability of

collision data generated for STOL/flTOL - FC/FC - independent
operations. Data was genarated at ranges of 12,000, 7,000, and
1,000 feet from the touchdown point for lateral spacings
between runways of 1500, 2000, 2500, 3000, 3500, '-00, and 5000
feet.
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I!

Aircraft and Runway Configuration

Table 1-1

CTOL/CTOL* Probability of Collision Data for FC/FC** Indepen-
dent Operations***

Lateral Range from
Separation Threshold, Probability of

Feet N. Miles Collision

1500 6
4
2

2000 6
4
2

30006

*Specifies Type of Approach

'*Specifies Type of Approach

***Specifies Type of Operation*

Figure 3.5.1-1

Explanation of Heading Information for Probability of
Collision Tables
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(Independent
CTOL/STOL P

12,200

thsýu ranges
9200'

'l .

4700'

.2000i 8000'

Figure 3,5.2-1a Runway Configuration for CTOL/STOL Independent
Operations with No Threshold Displacement

'Independent
CTOL/STOL PC
calculated at

7700.1 these ranges. 6200'
•" ,• 4700' 1

I I,
'2000 I

[1 ~8000'

3000'

Figure 3.5.2-lb Runway Configuration for CTOL/STOL Independent
Operations with 3000' Threshold Displacement
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SECTION 3.6

BLUNDER DATA

The blunder analysis is an investigation of the
airspace required for an aircraft to recover from abnormal

operations or blunders. This airspace is identified as the
total lateral extension of the normal operating zone (NOZ)
required to bring a blundered aircraft to a course parallel.:

with either the runway centerline or parallel to the course
of the aircraft in the adjacent parallel approach path. A
thorough description of the blunder analysis is presented in
Section 2.7.

There are two basic types of blunder situations that

were considered in the evaluation of the runway separation
requirements. Type 1 blunders occar when an aircraft that
is on a track which intercepts the approach course at 100,
200, and 300, passes through the normal operating,zone, and

proceeds toward the adjacent track. Type 2 blunders occur
when an aircraft which is established on the final approach
course within the NOZ makes a turn toward the adjacent course
at 150, -00, and 450

The blunder analysis was divided ihto two areas

which analyze recovery operations for single aircraft recovery
r maneuvers and recovery operations for dual aircreft maneuvers.

Since the blunder analyses are not dependent upon the "cause",
of the blunder, type 1 and type 2 blunders are analyzed identi-

S~cally. a The blunder recovery airspace required for ' single

aircraft recovery maneuver for either of the two types of

blunder situations was evaluated by considering the geometry

of the situation as shown in Figure 3.6-1.
The parameters used in the single aircraft analysis

are those specified in Table 3.6-1. The blunder recovery

area, for all possible combinations of thesu parameter values,

"can be obtained from the results of the analysis. The blunder

data, excluding the DAS error, for the single aircraft analysis

is presented in tabular form in Appendix J. Typical output
data from the single aircraft analysis is contained in Table

3.6-2, where the column headings are explained as follows:

Departure Angle (deg.) - the angle at which a blundered aircraft

heads toward the adjacent approach course measured from the

extended runway centerline.
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Single Aircraft Geometric Analysis of 'the Two Types of Blunders
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Table 3.6-1 BKundeýred Aircraft Paraenoter Values

Parameters Values Units

Departure Angles
Type 1 10, 20, and 30 degrees
Type 2 15, 30, and 45 dcgrees

DAS Range Accuracy () 1.5, 1.0, .5, percentages
Rg c(and .2 of range

DAS Azimuth Accuracy (cA) 1.5, 1.0, and .5 degrees

DAS Update Delays 4, 2, 1, .5, .1, seconds
and .01

Aircraft Velocities 60, 80, 100, 120, knots
140, and 160Aircraft Bank Angles 10, 20, 30, and 40 degrees

Pilot/Aircraft Reaction Times 1.5, 5, and 8 seconds

I Communication Times 1 to 10 seconds

I

A

0'

AI

Ii
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Velocity (knots) - the velocity of the blundered aircraft.

Bank Angle (deg.) - the bank angle that the blundered aircraft
uses to make the corrective maneuver.

Summed Delays (sec.) - a total of all the delays of the blundered
aircraft, including DAS Urdate Delay, Communication Time, and
9 ilot/Aircraft Reaction Time.

Blunder Recovery Airspace (ft.) - the lateral recovery airspace
* excluding EDAS, required for a blundered aircraft to recover

from the type i and type 2 blunders, measured from the action
poin• and perpendicular to the extended runway centerline.

To utilize the single aircraft analysis data con-
tained in Appendix J, the desired set of parameter values to
be studied must first be selected from Table 3.6-1. For the
purpose of illustration, assume values for the parameters as
follows:

Departure Angle - 30 degrees
DAS Range Accuracy (e ) - .5 percent of range
DAS Azimuth Accuracy (A ) - 1.0 degrees
Das Update Delay - 1 second

Aircraft Velocity - 100 knots
Aircraft Bank Angle - 30 degrees
Pilot/Aircraft Reaction Time - 5 seconds
Communication Time - 4 seconds

First, find the departure angle (30 degrees) in the blunder
data table (Table 3.6-2). The aircraft velocity (100 knots)

S* and the aircraft bank angle (30 degrees) can now be found in
the appropriate columns. Sum the DAS update delay (1 second),
the pilot/aircraft reaction time (5 seconds), and the communi-
cation time (4 seconds) to yield the summed delay (10 seconds).
The desired Blunder Recovery Airspace (1,049.15 feet), ex-
cluding DAS error, can be found by -inear interpolation
between the two recovery airspaces, (964.80 feet and 1,555.54
feet) for the appropriate two closest summed delay -!alues
(9 seconds and 16 seconds).

It should be noted that th. Blunder Recovery
Airspace of Appendix J does not include the Data Acquisition
System error (EDAS). The value of EDAS may be calculated using
the desired values of ER'.5 percent of range) and E (1 degree)
and the procedure discussed below. A
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In order to determine the EDAS, it is necessary to
know the location of the DAS antenna as well as the blundered
aircraft. These locations are specified as follows:

XA/C - Aircraft ground range to touchdown, ft.

Y - Aircraft lateral location from the runway
centerline, ft.

ZA/C - Aircraft altitude, ft.

XDAs - DAS antenna ground range from touchdown, ft.

Y - DAS antenna lateral location from the runway *

DAS centerline, ft.

Z - DAS antenna altitude, ft.ZDAS

Figure 3.6-2 illustrates a possible DAS location configura-
tion. Determination of the lateral component of the EDAS due

to range error and azimuth error is illustrated in Figure 3.6-2
and shown below.

EDAS = EA cosp + ER sinp

where

EA = R tan CA

R R
E = R

100

R = ( -X 2 (y -Y 2 +(Z z 2
= XDAS A/C DAS A/C DAS A/C a

p= tan-1 JYDAS -A/C
DAS A/C•

Assuming values of the EDAS location parameters as
foI3lows6
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Figure 3.6-2 DAS Configuration
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XA/C = 6,000 ft.

Y = -1,500 ft.
A/C

Z = 300 ft.
A/C

XDAS = 500 ft.
Y DAS = -2,500 ft.
zDAS 0 ft.

EDAS is calculated to be 101.17 fect. The value of EDAS
(101.17 feet) is added to the blunder recovery airspace (1,049.15
feet) to find the total airspace required (1,150.32 feet)
for an aircraft to recover from the defined blunder condition.

The dual aircraft analysis was used to evaluate the
blunder recovery airspace required for a blundered aircraft to
recover from the type 1 and type 2 blunders, assuming that the
blundered aircraft failed to respond to the controller's warn-
ings. The failure to respond makes it necessary for the con-

* troller to command an avoidance maneuver for the adjacent air-
craft approaching the adjacent runway. The recovery of the
blundered aircz.cft was considered complete when the heading of
the blundered aircraft was the same as the heading of the air-
craft on the adjacent approach course, meaning that both air-
.craft were flying paralel courses at that instant.

The geometry of the situation, as shown in Figure
3,6-3, was used to evaluate the required blunder recovery
airspace for a blundered aircraft to recover to a course
parallel with that of the adjacent aircraft; The parameter
cormbinations used in the dual aircraft analysis for the blundered
aircraft are those specified in Table 3.6-1. The parameter
values used for the adjacent aircraft are 1, 4, 7, and 10
seconds for the Adjacent Summed Delays, and 3 degrees per second
for the corrective maneuver turn rate. The blunder recovery
area for all possible combinations of these parameter values can
be obtained from the results of the analysis.

The blunder data, excluding the DAS error, for the
dual aircraft analysis is presented in tabular form in Appendix
K, and typical output data from the dual aircraft analysis is
contained in Table 3.6-3, where the column headings are explained
as follows:

Blundered Departure Angle (deg.) - the angle at which a blundered
aircraft heads toward the adjacent approach course measured from
the extended runway centerline.
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Blundered Velocity (knots) - the velocity of the blundered
aircraft.

Blundered Bank Angle (deg.) - tle bank angle that the blundered
aircraft uses to make the corrective maneuver.

Blundered Summed Delays (sec.) - a total of all the delays of
the blundered aircraft, including DAS Update Delay, Communication
Time, aiid Pilot/Aircraft Reaction Time.

Adjacent Summed Delays (sec.) - a total of all the delays of
"the adjacent aircraft, including Communication Time and Pilot/
Aircraft Reaction Time measured after the Blundered Summed
Delays.

Corzectec. Parallel Heedings (deg.) - the heading angle of
both the blundered and adjacent aircraft at the point in time

when they are flying parallel courses (i.e., the blunder is
corrected).

Blunder Correction Time (sec.) - the total time required for a
blundered aircraft to attain a flight course parallel with
that of the aircraft on the adjacent course (total blunder
recovery time measured from the time the blundered aircraft
reaches the action point until the blunder is corrected).

Blunder Recovery Airspace (ft.) - the lateral recovery airspace,
excluding EDAS, required for a blundered aircraft to recover
to a course parallel with that of the adjacent aircraft. The
bluinder recovery airspace is mieasured from the action point
perpendicular to the extended runway centeiline.

To utilize the dual aircraft analysis data contained
in Appendix K, the desired set of blundered aircraft parameter
values to be studied must first be selected from Table 3.6-1.
For the purpose of illustration, assume the desired set of
values to be as follows:

Departure Angle - 30 degrees
DAS Range Accuracy (e) - .5 percent of range
DAS Azimuth Accuracy -A - 1.0 degrees
DAS Update Delay - 1 second
Aircraft Velocity - 100 knots

Aircraft Bank Angle - 30 degrees
Pilot/Aircraft Reaction Time. - 5 seconds
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Communication Time - 4 seconds

Also, assu.,P the Adjacent Summed Delays to be 2 seconds.
First, find the departure angle (30 deqrees) in the

dual aircraft blunder data table (Table 3.6-3). The aircraft
velocity (100 knots) and the aircraft bank angle (30 degrees)
can now be found in the appropriate columns. Sum the DAS
update delay (1 second), the pilot/aircraft reaction time
(5 seconds), and the communication time (4 seconds) to yield
the blunder summed delay (10 seconds). This summed delay
value falls between two values (9 seconds and 16 seconds)
in the Blundered Summed Delay output column. 6 [nce the delays
of the adjacent aircraft (2 seconds) falls between two values
(1 second and 4 seconds) in the Adjacent Summed Delays
output column, th. desired blunder recovery airspace (1,039.96
feet) can be found by a double linear interpolation, bet.reen
the two sets of recovery airspaces (951.23 feet and 964.26 A

feet) and (1,541.96 feet and 1,554.99 feet).
It should be noted that the blunder recovery air-

space of Appendix K does not inciu.e the Data Acquisition
System error (EDAS). However, the value of EDAS may be cal-
culated by using the identical technique explained previously
for the single aircraft blunder analysis. By using the
-desired values o:: e (.5 percent of range) and c (1 degree)

R A
and by using the same assumed EDAS location parameter.% as
used in the illustrative example for the single aircraft
blunder analysis, the value of EDAS is 101.17 feet.

Upon finding the value of EDAS (101.17 feet),
it'may be added to the blunder recovery airspace (1,039.96
feet) to find the total a rspace required (1,141.13 feet)
for an aircraft to recover from the defined blunder condition.
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SSECTION 4

SUMMARY

The Lateral Separation Study provides a method for
determining the minimum lateral spacing between runways and
measuring the relative safety for a given runway spacing. A
detailed procedural description of this method is contained in
Volume I of this report. The basic objectives of Volume II

R are to pre~ent the data essential to the determination of
I minimum runway spacings and to describe the development of the

techniques used to generate this data.
A presentation Df the list of data essential to the

determination of minimum runway spacings and a brief descrip-
tion of the problems associated with the generation of this
data were contained in Section 1.1. Briefly, this data includes:
probability of collision data, normal operating zone data, and
blunder recovery data. The problems associated with the genera-
tion of the data were subdivided into four specific problem
areas:

(1) developing system models,
(2) determining NOZ data,
(3) determining probability of collision data, and
(4) determining blunder recovery airspace data.
Once the solutions to the previous four problems are

obtained, the problem of determining minimum spacing between
runways can be solved (Volume 1). This minimum spacing
based on an associated collision probability value determined by

Ssolving (3), a normal operating zone determined by solving (2),
a blunder recovery area determined by solving (4), and a no

r transgression zone. A procedure for determining minimum runway
spacings was determined for:

t 1. Parallel runways and independent operations for:
FC-ILS-CTOL/FC- ILS-CTOL

I FC-ILS-CTOL/BC-ILS-CTOL
FC-ILS-CTOL/(VOR/DME)-CTOL

FC-ILS-CTOL/FC-ILS-STOL (different runway
threshold locations)

FC-ILS-STOL/FC-ILS-STOL
2. Parallel runways and dependent operations for:

FC-ILS-CTOL/FC-ILS-CTOL
•. Skewed runways anC independent operations for:

FC-ILS-CTCL/FC-ILS-STOL with due considera-
f tion for approaches, departures, and missed

approaches.
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Section 2 provided a detailed description of the
development of techniques used to generate the required data.
The basic method of approach is illustrated in Figure 4-1.
Statistical descriptions of the location errors (probability
density functions) of aircraft operating under IFR conditions
were used directly to compute the probability of collision data
and normal operating zone data. A deterministic analysis ýfnich
included a parametric variation of the uertinent system para-
meters was used to ge.,erate the blunder recovery data.

The results of the various analyses described in
Section 2 are discussed in Section 3 and presented in the 2

appendices. In addition to the probability of collision data,
normal operating zone data and blunder recovery data, several
other study results were presented including: measured distri-
bution data, approach system models, sensitivity data, and pro-
bability density function data.

The purpose of this section is to summarize the ap-
proach taken to generate the required data and to discuss the
resulting data. A summary of the major tasks shown in Figure
4-1 and a brief discussion pertaining to the data generated by
each task is contained in the following sections:

(1) system models,
(2) probability density functions,
(3) normal operating zones,
(4) probability of collision, and
(5) blunder recovery airspace.

System Models
As shown in Figure 4-1, the first effort undertaken

was the development of system models which describe the required
approach systems. The system models represent the lateral
dynamics of a composite set of aircraft operating under IFR
conditions. The model development task, described in Section
2.1, wa's divided into two parts:

(1) the development of models to be used in the
generation of lateral deviation probability
density functions:

1. FC-ILS-I-CTOL,
2. FC-ILS-II-CTOL,
3. BC-ILS-I-CTOL
4. VOR-CTOL,
5. FC-ILS-I-STOL, and

(2) the levelopment of models to be used as analysis
tools to study approach systems:

4-2
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1. Curved Path Model and

2. Multiple Aircraft/Runway Model
Due to similarities in all of the required models,

a nominal system model was developed in Section 2.1.2 from
which all required expanded models were developed as discussed
in Section 2.!1.3. The nominal model represents a composite set
of CTOL aircraft approaching a CTOL runway on the front course
'of an ILS Category I approach system. Three versions of the
nominal model were developed for use in the various required
analyses:

I (1) Nominal System Model,
(2) Nonlinear, Simulated Delay Nominal Model, and
(3) tinear Simulated Delay Nbminal Model
Verification of the nominal model was accomplished

in §ection 2.4 by performing three analyses: time response
analysis, frequency response analysis,; and statistical response
Analysis. By comparing the nominal mndel predicted lateral
distribution to measured distribution data, the nominal model
was showm to accurately describe the FC-ILS-INOM-CTOL approach
system.

in an effort to determine the dominant, system para-
meters, errorý, and initial conditions, a sensitivity analysis
was performed on the nominal model using both a deterministic
and a statistical approach., The sensitivity analysis yielded
-an effective means of determining dominant elements in the
approach system and can, in turn, be used to adapt. system models
to measured dislribution data or new system requirements. 'The
system paraiheters which appear to have the largest effect upon
the lateral deviation are those associated with the pilot. The
aircraft and runway associated parameters appear to have a
small effect in comparison to the pilot parameters. The system
errors which appear to have the largest effect upon the lateral
errorldistribution are those due to pilot attitude. AlsoF the
effect due to system equipment errors tends to increase
with decreasing range, while the effect due to initial condi-
tion errors, such as heading angle, tend tO decrease as range
decreases.

The verified nominal model was used to develop the
.models needed for the generation of the lateral error probabil-
ity density functions. These models simulate a composite set of
aircraft flying the final leg of an instrument approach under,
IFR conditions. The nominal model was adapted to the measured
di.stribution data '(Section 2.3 and 3.1) for each of the approach
system models as described in Section 2.5. This process utilized,
the sensitivity data to determine the changes in the model
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parameters and/or errors necessary to adapt the nominal model
such that the model-predicted distribution accurately approxi-
mated the measured distribution data. This process yielded
five approach system models which accurately described the
lateral dynamics of the following approach systems:

FC-ILS-I-CTOL
FC-ILS-II-CTOL
BC-ILS-I-CTOL
VOR-CTOLf FC-ILS-I-STOL
The nominal model could be modified in a similar

manner to simulate other approach systems, aircraft, pilots,
procedures, etc. Additionally, the evaluation of new concepts
and future systems can be accomplished by modifying the nominal
model.

In addition to the above models, it was necessary to
develop two models to be used as analysis tools to study
approach systems:

(1) Curved Path Model
(2) Multiple Aircraft/Runway Model

Both of these models were developed by expanding the nominal
model to include the necessary operations and runway configura-
tions as discussed in Section 2.1.3.2. These models may be
used in the prediction of distribution data for systems in
"which no measured field data exists as well as for departures
and missed approaches. Certain system characteristics which
are difficult to observe in the actual approach system (such as
multiple aiizraft relative velocities and locations, aircraft
bank angle and heading angle, curved path characteristics,
etc.) may be obtained from these system models.

Both the curved path model and the multiple aircraft/
runway model have been programmed in FORTRAN IV computer pro-
grams.. The computer programs, including source listings,
flow charts, and operating instructions, are described in
detail in the User's Manual.

Probability Density Functions
A positional error probability density function, as

utilized in this study, is a statistical description of the

errors about an "ideal track". It is defined for a composite
set of aircraft flying the final leg of an instrument approach

under IFR conditions. A complete three dimensional statistical
descrir4t.L*on of these errors is required to aid in the generation
of data necessary to determine minimum runway spacings (NOZ
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and probability of collision data). For this reason, the posi-
tional error probability density space consists of three dimen-
sions (lateral, vertical, and longitudinal).

The primary dimension utilized in the lateral
separation criteria determination is the lateral dimension.
For this reason, lateral approach system models were developed
which, when included in the Fokker-Planck equation, accurately
generate the lateral PDF for the required approach systems. The
basic approach for generating the required lateral PDF's includes
four steps:

1. Determine the lateral error PDF to be used to
initialize the Fokker-Planck equation.

2. Incorporate the approach system model into
nonlinear state equations.

3. Reduce the nonlinear state equations to a set t

of linear second order state equations.
4. Incorporate the reduced state equations into

the Fokker-Planck equation and generate the PDF
with the initial distribution from step 1.

Using the above approach, lateral PDF's were generated for the
systems listed below:

1. FC-ILS-I-CTOL
2. FC-ILS-II-CTOL
3. BC-ILS-I-CTOL
4. VOR-CTOL
5. FC-ILS-I-STOL
The reduced system model state equations that were

used in the Fokker-Planck equation, resulted in accurate
approximations to the original models over the ranges considered.

The measured distribution data (Section 2.3), used
in the initialization of the Fokker-Planck equation, was col-
lected from various sources. The resulting data was obtained
by combining the data from the various sources into one data
set representing each of the required approach systems. The
Fokker-Planck equation for each of the first four cases is
initialized at the turn-on range using the modified Burgerhout
distribution fit to the measured distribution data. The modified I

Burgerhout distribution is used to initialize the CTOL lateral
cases in an effort to better describe the measured distribu-
tion data, which had a large number of data points in the tails
of the distribution. The initial distribution used for the STOL
case is the gaussian distribution.

The PDF's for all five cases are determined quite
accurately using the Fokker-Planck equation. This accuracy is
due to the fact that the Fokk~r-Planck equation utilizes the
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dynamics of the system to generate the resulting PDF's. The
increments used in the Fokker-Planck calculation were 23.6
feet in range and 174 feet laterally.

The resulting lateral PDF's for all cases are
symmetric with a mean on the extended runway centerline and a
standard deviation which decreases monotonically from the turn-
on range to the final range. The VOR and BC-ILS lateral errors
are much larger than the FC-ILS lateral errors.

The description, implementation, and verification
of the Fokker-Planck equation as applied to this study is
contained in Sections 2.2 and 2.5. The Fokker-Planck equation
yields an effective and accurate method for predicting probabil-
ity density functions. New or different approach systems in
which no measured distribution data is available could also
be studied using the Fokker-Planck equation.

For the collision probability determination, the
composite CTOL/STOL operations required vertical dimension error
PDF's for FC-ILS-I-CTOL and FC-ILS-I-STOL. This results from
the fact the CTOL operation he.s a different glideslope (2.50)
than the STOL (7.5°) operation; and, therefore, the worst case
assumption of vertical coincidence is not valid. A gaussian
vertical error PDF was selected for both of the approach systems.
The gaussian distributions were determined by using the mea-
sured error distribution data as the vertical error PDF. The
measured data standard deviations were linearly interpolated to
arrive at vertical distributions at the required range points
for the two vertical systems. The means for both the CTOL
and STOL vertical PDF's were set to the glideslope value to
reduce the problem of including system biases that were peculiar
to the measured data collection sites. No attempt was made to

* include the non-symmetrical distribution effect which occurs
near touchdown for either of the two systems.

The need for a longitudinal error density func-
tion was predicated by the requirement to determine probability
of collision data for dependent operations. Thus, a longitudi-
nal error density function was required for the FC-ILS-I-CTOL
approach system. Using a gaussian velocity error distribution
with a constant standard deviation and a mean equal to the
nominal approach speed, the longitudinal error probability
density function was generated as discussed in Section 2.3.2.3.

Normal Operating Zones.
The PDF's for the lateral dimension were used to

calculate the NOZ's for the following approach systems:
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1. FC-.ILS-I-CTOL
2. FC-ILS-II-CTOL

3. BC-ILS-I-CTOL
4. VOR-CTOL

h5i FC-ILS-I-STOL
The NOZ is defined as being that zone which includes either 68%
or 95% of the operations. The NOZ is symmetric about the
extended runway centerline since the means of the lateral
error PDF's are assumed to be zero. A direct integration of
the lateral PDF's for each of the five cases was used to deter-
mine the resulting NOZ's. The NOZ's followed the same trend
as the lateral PDF standard deviations, as expected.

Due to the lack of measured distribution data for
STOL aircraft on curved departures, the method of NOZ determina-
tion for the CTOL/STOL skewed runway is different from the
previous case. The 68% and 95% NOZ's for the STOL system in J
the CTOL/STOL configuration were determined using a Monte Carlo
simulation of the STOL curved departure. The NOZ for minimum
spacing determination is required only at the point of minimum
spacing between the CTOL runway and the STOL departure path.

Probability of Collision
In order to determine the minimum lateral spacing

between two parallel runways, a means of measuring the rela-
tive safety of two aircraft attempting to land on parallel
runways is needed. This relative safety is defined to be the
probability of collision in the Lateral Separation Study.

The objective of this analysis is to provide a
relative measure of safety, rather than an absolute measure of
collision probability. For this reason, worst case conditions
are employed in all probability of collision calculations. The
definition of the worst case condition for each specific sys-
tem considered is dependent upon which dimensions are the pri-
mary dimensions of interest. In each case, the nrimary dimen-
sions of interest are the only dimensions in which statistics
are used; in the other dimensions, the absolute worst condi-
tion is assumed as illustrated in Table 4-1. For the above rea-
sons, the probability of collision data discussed in this sec-
tioi should be utilized as a "relative" measure of safety as
opposed to an "absolute" measure.

It is assumed throughout this analysis that the
airspace requirements for a departure are no greater than for
an approach; therefore, probability of collision models are
based on approaches, and all subsequent results obtained are
assumed to be equally valid for both departures and approaches.
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The probability of collision between two aircraft
approaching parallel runways is considered in Section 2.6 forthe following cases:

(a) CTOL/CTOL independent opex'ations
(b) STOLiSTOL independent operations

(c' CTOL/CTOL dependent operations
(d) CTOL/STOL independent operations.

The aircraft lateral, vertical, and longitudinal
error probability densit"' functions are used in the generation
of the required probabilities of collision, as discussed in

L Section 2.6.2. The specific cases for which probability of
collision data were generated are illustrated in Figure 4-2,

The probability of collision data for CTOL/CTOL
independent operations indicates that the probability of col-
lision is smallest for FC/FC approach configurations. The
probabilities of collision for FC/BC and FC/VOR approaches
are approximately the same magnitude, but both are larger
than FC/FC approaches. Probability of collision for STOL/STOL
independent operations are extremely small in comparison with
CTOL/CTOL independent approaches. The effect of a gaussian
longitidinal PDF yields very small probability of collision
values for large longitudinal separations for CTOL/CTOL depen-

dent operations. The probability of collision values for CTOL/
5TOL operations with a 3000 foot threshold displacement are
considerably larger than for those operations with no threshold
displacement.

Blunder Recovery Airspace
The blunder analysis is an investigation of the

airspace required for an aircraft to recover from abnormal
operations or blunders. This airspace is identified as the
total latera. extension of the normal operating zone required
to bring a blundered aircraft to a course parallel with either
the runway centerline or parallel to the course of the aircraft
in the adjacent parallel approach path. A thorough description
of the blunder analysis is presented in Section 2.7. The
blunder analysis was divided into two areas which analyze
recovery operations for single aircraft recovery maneuvers and
recovery operations for dual aircraft maneuvers.

A deterministic approach was used in this analysis
which considered a parametric variation of the bl'mder para-
meter values. These parameter values bound all reasonable
operating condition2, equipment accuracies, system delays,
aircraft/pilot dynamics, and communication times. The resulting
blunder recovery airspace was determined from the geometry of
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the blunder recovery operations.
The blunter recovery airspace required for corrective

maneuvers by both the blundered aircraft and the adjacent air-
craft was generally less than that raquired for corrective
maneuvers by the blur.derad aircraft only. As indicated in
Section 2.7, the dominant contributors to blui, ter racovery air-
space are the system delays followed by departure angle, air-

craft velocity, and aircraft bank angle in order of decreasing
dominance.
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APPENDIX A

AIRCRAFT MODEL

This appendix describes an aircraft model and
includes a complete set of equations for defining the trajec-
tory of an aircraft maneuvering in pitch and yaw simultaneously.

This model will be used to generate the state equations for

the analytical solution.

The coordinate systems used in this derivation

are shown in Figure A-1. The body axis system is identified
by the x, y, z axes and has its origin at the aircraft center-

of-gravity. The x axis is defined positive forward along

the aircraft fuselage centerline; the z axis is positive along

the earth's gravitational vector toward the center of the
earth; and the y axis completes the system. The earth's
axis system is identified by the X', V, Z' axes a:%d ha3 its

origin on the earth's surface. The Z axis is positive along

the earth's gravitational vector toward the center of the
earth.

Aircraft Axis System

>1x

y

4z

Earth Axis System

° >X,

Y11

Figure A-1 Coordinate Systems
A
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The aircraft is assumed to maneuver at a constant
airspeed and with no sideslip or angle of attack. Further,
only normal acceleration is considered to be acting on the air-
craft. Using the aircraft body axes as a reference, the
acceleration is expressed as, a w-- x-V, where 3 is tha

inertial acceleration vector of the aircraft, -9 is the rotation
rate vector of the aircraft body axes and V i3 the aircraft
velocity vector.

The inertial acceleration is composed of the total
acceleration of the aircraft (z - Lift/Mass) and the gravita-
tional acceleration (•)

S=32.2(Kz + g}:32.2(a1x + a3Y+ (a3 + az)

In this equation, a., is defined as the directio.n coaine of the
ith row and the jth column of the Earth to vehicle direction
cosine matrix, az is the total normal acceleration (positive
downward along the positive z axis) and I, Y, I are unit vectors
along the x, y, and z body axes respectively.

The rotation rate of the aircraft body axes may be

written in terms of the rotational rates (p,q,r) about the
x,y, and z body axes.

w = px + qy +r z

This equation may be rewritten by making use of the following
Eultr rate equations,

p = q•a 1 3 + $
q $ a2 + Cos i

r =a 3 3 -e sin4)

w =($a 1 3 + $)R + (ýa 2 3 + 6cosi)y + ($a 3 3  Bsiný)-i

where P, 8, 4 are the Euler angles which define aircraft body
axis orientation with respect~to the Earth axis system. The
Euler angle rates, 0, 8, and 4, correspond to a yaw (4), pitch
(8), bank (4) sequence in transforming from earth axes to body
axes.
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The velocity vector (7) lies~along the aircraft x
body axis due to the assumption of zero sideslip and angle of
attack; i.e. V = V x. The cross product, 1 = Zx V, gives the
following reeult.

32.2(a 1 3 R + a 2 3 7 + (a 3 3 + az)-z)

- V(a 33  sinf)l - V a 2 3 + S ccsO)'

Sa 1 3 =0

a2 3 : - +a 3 3 - sinO)

z 32.2 a 2 3 + cos )

jThe equality, a1 3 k = 0, indicates that the acceler-
ation along the x body axis must be zero which agrees with the
assumption of constant velocity. The second and third equal-
ities may be solved simultaneously tc produce the following
equations for the Er'ler angle rates.

S+32.2 (a 2 3 cosc - (a 3 3 + az)siný) -32.2 az siný

Vla33 cosO + a 2 3 sinO) V cos e

-32.2(3 + (a 3 3 + az)a 3 3 ) -32.2(cosO + cosý a )-- 3 33 ..... z
V V(a33 cos. + a 2 3 sinf) V

Therefore, if the aircraft bank angle (0) and total

normal acceleration (az) are known as functions of time, the
above equations may be integrated to determine the Euler angles
(radians) for Earth axes to airplane body axes. These Euler
angles may be used to define the direction cosine matrix (A)
between Earth and body axes.

a a-
-a1 1  a1 2  a1 3

(A= 2 1  22 23

L 31 a 32  a3 3

L A-3
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For the specified 6, e, 0 sequence the elements are defined as
follows.

a11 -cos e cos

a 1 2 -coa 6 sin*

a13 -- sin e

A21 - sin* sin8 cosa- cosO sin*

a. sin* sine sin* + cosO cos*

a 2 3 ' siný cos8 S

a31 = cosý sine coss + sinO sin*

a 3 2 = cost sine sin* - sins coss i

a = cosO cose
33

It is normally required to define the aircraft
velocity rates on the earth axes (Vx', Vy', VZ'). This may be

accomplished by using the transpose of the matrix (A)T.

*FYI (A)T 0

VX, =-V cos e Cos*P
Vy, = V cos 8 siniv

VZ, = -V sin 6

In addition, the location of the aircraft on the

Earth axis (X', Y', Z') may be found by integrating the
velocities.

If a level, coordinated turn is to be performed, the
maneuver is defined by the following equations.
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e 0

-l

These produce the following results which agree with. the
standard rate equations.

*0

32.2 tan p

If a pitc&, acceleration maneuver is to be performed,

it is defined by the following equations.

* =0

az= f(t)

These produce the following results which agree
with the standard pitch rate equation.

=0

* -32.2 (cosO + a.)
V

The complete aircraft model equations and cdordi-

nate system are defined below:

Input f(t) , radians

Initial Conditions - XO' ,v.O,' , ft

V ft/sec

.ol' O0 ,O radians

Equations of Motion - = 3.2 tan _• V

O+ dt

e e.
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(Continued)w 
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APPENDIX B

A MATHEMATICAL DESCRIPTION OF DAVISON'S METHOD

The linear model to be reduced is of the form

x=Ax+b

where A is a real NxN matrix, and b is a real Nxl veotor.
The solution to this system as given by Davison is

x = SDS b

where S is an NxN matrix of normalized eigenvectors of A

(each eigenvector is a column of S) and D is an NxN diagonal
matrix with the i-th diagonal element equal to

,i -i ~ + exp (Xit)]

t where X is the i-th eigenvalue of A and t>O denotes time (in

seconds for this application). This solution can be written
in the form

SXi •l

n in
X n -l + exp (xit) +...+s bn

--- | , ________- ls"

xn Sni

I. where

S= (s ; i=l,...,n;j=l,-..,n)

S-1 =(siJ, i=...,n;j=l,...n)

£B- I B-i

I
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b

b 2

bn

and ij - 1 for j - 1, 2,..., n.

Let x be the state to be e.camined, in this case lateral
deviation, then

x1 (t) 8= b~ 1iI Ai 3 -1

To reduce this system, Davison assumes the
's are sorted in the order of increasing modulus: i.e.,

1 < A2 -n

If the reduced system is to contain L states
(L<n), then it is assumed the x vector (also the A and b
matrices) is organized such that states Xl,... ,xL are
retained and x + ,... x are de.leted. Consequently, if
L statqs are to e ained, then they will be the first
L states of the x vector.

B-2



Partition the A and S matrices as shown
below:

I )n-L

•L n-L

SS

n-L

L n-L

The reduced system is of the form

x = A* x+b*

where
-1

(i) A* = A +A S S
0 11 0

(ii) b* = SO [S-ib

(iii) IS- 1 bl = first L rows of S-1 b.

Using this method, the eigenvalues of A* are X , x2'' L, 1 L

The new state -quation for lateral separation
(xI) is of the same form as in (1), namely,

L L
*t . -L+expoit) L

x~t - ~Yii W!bi
1 ii j-il

B-3



where

Mi Y (Y )-LxL matrix of eigenvectors of A*
(ij) ~l -iii

(ii) y (y J)

bl*
(iii)b*=

:B-



APPENDIX C

SOLUTIONS OF PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS

BY THE USE OF FINITE DIFFERENCES

When using a finite-difference technique to solve
a second order partial differential equation (plus associated
boundary and initial conditions), a network of grid points is
first established throughout the region of interest occupied

. by the independent variables. The general form of the partial
differential equation is represented by U = U(xl,x2,t) where
the explicit form of U contains no derivatives beyond second-
order. Let the two space coordinates, x1 and x2 , and time, t,
be the independent variables. The respective grid spacings
are Ax1 , Ax2 , and At. Subscripts i, j, and n may then be
used to dinote that space point having coordinates (iAx l ,
jAx2 , nAt), also called the grid-point (i,j,n). Let the exact
solution to the partial differential equation be u=u(x ,x 2 ,t)

b and let its approximation, to be determined at each grid point
by the method of finite differences, be Vi,j,n.

The partial derivatives of the original partial

differential equation are then approximated by suitable finite-
difference expressions involving Ax1 , Ax?, At, and Vij ,n.

This procedure leads to a set of algebraic equations 1n the
Vi, n, whose values may then be determined. By making the
gria spacings sufficiently small, it is hoped that V. ,- wiil
becbme a sufficiently close approximation to ul,j,n at any grid
point (i,j,n).

Suppose for simplicity that u=u(x 1 ,x 2 ,t). Assuming
that u possesses a sufficient number of partial derivatives,
the values of u at the two points (xlVx 2 ,t) and (xl+hx 2 +k,
t+s) are related by the Taylor expansion:

u(xl+h,x 2+k,t+s) = u(xl,x 2 ,t)+(h...L+k_._. +s_3U(Xlx 2 ,t)

+.+k-+s-) u(xx 2 ,t) + a

Bxl ax 2

C--



MM " VAM --- "f- - ý, - ý - 1 - I ._1 = I, --- ,-,-I-- -

where the remainde term is gi',en by

•i•R = - h + k-2- + s-ý 'U(xl+Fh,x2+gk,t+;s),
n n1 ax at 1 +2

1 2 o~i

That is,

R n F IhI IkI +Is
n

which means there exists a positive constant M such that

IR •< M lhl+Ikl+ssl n as h,k, and s tend to zero.

The space point (iAx1 ,jAx2 ,nAt) is surrounded by
neighboring grid points. Expanding in Taylor's series form
for ui_1 about the central value u. the following is
obtained:

u. ( Axu (xI)xi-l,j,n 1,j,n 1 21 u 3121 Xx -3 X xxx

4
2 3 j

+ (Axl) 4

41 x Xxx f

eu, u 2 U, etc., and all derivatives are eval-Here, u1 xIU~ll •1

uated at the grid point (i,j,n). By taking these equations
singly, and by subtracting one from the other, the following
finite-difference formulas for the first and second-order
derivatives at (i,j,n) are obtained:

a. L, -U.
4_1,j,n i,j,n

a xx + F(Ax1),
u 1.

au i,,n i-lj,n + F(Axl),
ax. Ax1

C-2



au Ui+ljX -ui-1,j,n

(Ax) 2 . .. +2.

"The first three of these four formulas are known respectively
as the forward, backward, and central difference forms. Similar
*2 2a3u a u au a2u
forms exist for 0 T, and It may also be shown

that

* 2 u -u -
a2u U i+l'•+l-U-l'j+l'il'-+i-l'•'l +F IA.-:-.}

Sxlax 4Ax Ax - ..

11
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APPENDIX D

VARIANCE PROPAGATION OF A LINEAR SYSTEM

This appendix develops a vector equation which
describes the behavior of the output variance of a linear
system having a gaussian input.

For gaussian distributions the mean and variance
of the response o. a linear system give a co plete statisticalI i description of the process. It can be shown that the results

of any linear operation on a gaussian distribution is another
Sgaussian distribution. Thus, if the input to the system is
gaussian, and if the transformation of mean and variance canSi be determined, then the output distribution of the system is
completely defined.

Considering a continuous dynamic transformation,
the first-order time-varying vector differential equation is

•. x_(t) = Alt)x(t) ý B(tQu(t)(1

A priori k-owledge of the mean and variance of x(t ) and u(t)
is assumed and these quantities are denoted as fol~ows:

(t) E [H(t)] VU(tl~t2) = Coy ut,'~

The equations that determine the mean and variance
Sof x(t), _ux(t) and Vx(t~lt 2 ), are derived as follows. Applying
the definition of expectation to Equation (1),the mean is

* given as W - A(t) i (t) + B(t) uu(t) (2)
-- Al

Differentiation of the definition of variance yields

x dt

- E I(t)xT(t) + x(t)xT (t)

Sage, A.P. and Melsa, J.L., Estimation Theory with Apoli-
cations to Communications and Ccatrol,McGraw-Hill, New York, 1971.

................................... -. -. . -~. -



where Px(t) = 0. Substituting Equation (1) in the above
expression gives

Sxxtt)T=t+

Vx(t) =EIA(t)x~~Tt + B (t) u(t) xT (t)j

+ E I x(t) xT (t) AT (t) + x (t)UT (t) BT(t)I

= A(t)Vx(t) + Vx(t)AT (t) + B(t)Vux(t) + Vxu(t)BT(t)

(3)

Assuming u(t) to be white noise, but not limiting
it to being a stationary random process, it can be shown that
for tI = t 2 =t

Vxu (t) = Vxu(t,t) = B(t) Tu(t)
2

and
Vu(t) Vxu T(t) BTt

2
(u(t) =(

Therefore Equation (3) becomes

?x(t) = A(t)Vx(t) + Vx(t)AT(t) + B(t).Tu(t)BT (t)1(4)

Equations (2) and (4) are the mean and variance,
respectively, of the linear system and were evaluated numer-
ically using trapezoidal and Runge-Kutta techniques of inter-
gration.

D
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APPENDIX E

MEASURED DISTRIBUTION DATA

Lateral deviations of aircraft have been measured at
various airports by several organizations including the FAA and
Resalab. Though the data was collec..ed with different tech-
niques, it has been processed to remove all known. errors and is
presented in a form such that it can be combined with other col-
lected data.

The data used by Resalab in the lateral separation
project is presented in this appendix. Distribution data is
pý:esented for the systems shown in Table E-1.

Table E-1 Required Measured Distributions

Table
System* Tabe Comments

Number ________________

Lateral Distribution
FC-ILS-INOM-CTOL E-2 Nominal Measured Distribution

Data

FC-ILS--I-CTOL E-3,E-4 Histogram Data,Mean and Stan-
dard Deviation Table

FC-ILS-II-CTOL E-5,E-6 Histogram Data,Mean and Stan-

dard Deviation Table

BC-ILS-I-CTOL E-7,E-8 Histogram Data,Mean and Stan-
dard Deviation Table

VOR-CTOL E-9 Mean and Standard Deviation
Table

FC-ILS-I-STOL E-10 Assumed Gaussian

Vertical Distribu-
tion

FC-ILS-I-CTOL E-11 Mean. and Standard Deviation
Table

FC-ILS-I-_STOL E-12 Assumed Gaussian

SA,



Table E-1 Required Measured Distributions (Continued)

Table
System* Number Comments ,

Longitudinal Distri-
Dution

FC-ILS-I-CTOL E-13 Assumed Gaussian

*Representative example - FC-ILS-I-CTOL where

FC - front course
ILS - Instrument Landing System
SI - Category I aircraft on Category I beams
CTOL - CTOL aircraft on CTOL runways

The histogram data is presented at the same specific
ranges as the mean and variance data. The range to touchdown is
given in meters across the top of the page. The lateral devia-
tions are given in multiples of the partition intervals on the
vertical axis. The partition intervals are five or ten meters
as noted on the tables. The numbers in the body of the table
represent the number of aircraft observed in the indicated par-
tition at the indicated range.
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Table E-2

Nominal Measured Distribution Data
(FC-ILS-INOM-CTOL-Lateral)*

Standard
Range, Number Mean, Deviation,

Smeters of Samples meters meters

600 273 0.2525 8.7127
1200 282 1.9240 14.0975
1800 282 3.8906 17.3632
2400 285 2.5271 23.1017
3000 288 3.5440 23.7841
3600 288 3.7867 23.3097
4200 290 5.4440 27.2086
4800 289 6.2429 27.8675
5400 286 6.3073 31.8867
6000 287 6.1269 31.3588
6600 281 8.22 37.15
7500 274 8.93 41.22
8100 264 7.48 43.69
8700 257 9.34 47.83
9300 248 9.00 47.51
9900 242 9.02 48.76

10500 231 8.02 50.56
11100 211 8.64 55.59
11700 1i9 o.79 52.66
12300 172 10.79 51.10

j12900 152 10.39 57.35
13500 136 12.59 51.77
14100 127 12.76 58.14
1.4700 109 13.01 1 56ý942
13.300 C 4 14.49 -5.25
15900 63 16.68 6U.12

-, Data Collected for 4Pevalidation of the Data

Base Used in estabtishing the Criteria for
Simultaneous ILS Approaches to Parallel Runways",
DOT-FAA-SRDS Su'proqram No. 150-502, May 1970.
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Table E-3 Distribution of Lateral Displýacements for
FC-ILS-I-CTOL - Lataral**

Range, hundreds of meters
Partition
Int_ 6* 12* 18* 24 30 36 42 48 54 60 66

20 to -79 0. 1. 4. 0. 2. 1. 2. 2. 2. 4. 5.-G I . i. 1. 0. 1. i. 0. :0. 0. 2.1

-is 01. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0, 0. 0. 1. 1. 3.1
-17 0. 1. 1. 0. 1. 0. 1. 0. 0. 1. 2.
-i6 0. 0. 1. 2. 0. 0. 0. 0. 1. 4. 1.
15 C. 0. 6I. 4 2. 1. 0. 9. 1. 1.. 2.

-14 C. 2. 14. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 8. 6. 0.
-13 0. 31 24. 9. 0. . 17. 2. 3. 2. 2.
-12 16. 3. 6. 2. 1 2. 1, 2. 2. 3. '2.

1-3 2. 6. 3. 4. 5. 3. 2. 6. 27. 3. 7.
23. 2. 4. 0. 0. 4. 1. 42. 2. 3. 3.

-3 1. 7. 6. 3. 7. 3. 3. 6. 4. 13. 5.
2. 4. 674. . 2. 8. 4. 9. 70. 8. 7.

-7 2. 2. 14. 3. 8. 6. 5. 7. 8. 6. 20.

: 6 5. 17. 24. 9. 3. 6. 17. 14. 62. 15. 415.
-5 2. 16. 39. 13. 18. 21. 14. 24. 18. 23. 32.
-4 95. 47. 37. 35. 23. 36. 28. 20, 31. 32. 22.
-3 [5. 56. 57. 49. 54. 45. 42. 32. 27. 41. 32.

- 93. 90 86. 75. 78. 74. 22. 42. 48. 40. 47.
- . 72. . 10. 98. 65, 47. 52. 57. 45. 53.
G 28. 98. 73. 2. 0. . 7. 3. 70. 75. 54.
103. 1. 61. 89. 94. 74. 71. 70. 67. 48. 50.
2 ?5. 40. 41. 50. 61. 68. 70. 84. 62. 47. 45.

22. 21. 32. 39. 31. 49. 50. 49. 50. 43. 40.
4 9. 20. 20 15. 23. 36. 44. 44. 24. 36. 38.S 2. 10. 12. 6. 18. 19. 24. 26. 33. 29. ,33.

0__ . 0. 3i. 1. 1. 12. 22. 18. 22. 29. 21.
7 0. 2. 6. 0. 4. 7. 9. 0. 16. 24. 22.C . 4. 6. 2. 2. 4. 11. 11. 17. 13. 7.
9 0. 2. 7. 2. 0. 4. 0. 9. 6. 1. 18.10 1 . i. . 2. 2. 6. 6. 4. 6. 10. 10.

190 0. 1. 0. 0. 2. 5. 0. 4. 2. 6.12 1, . 4. 1. 1. i. 1. 2. 3' 4. 3.
1 • . 2. ,3. 1. 2. 1. 2. 3. 4. 0.. 2.

14 1 0. 3. l.. " 3,. 0. 1. 5. 2. 2. 2.
i . 0. I. 0.- 0. 0. 1. 1. 1. 4. 3

S0. 0. i.O1. I. i. 0; 1. 1. 3.
, T 0 . 0. 0. 0. .0. 0. 1I. 0. 1. 2. i

! 0., . . 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. . i.1 i.
ig 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 2. 2. 0.

20 to 56 0. 2. 2. o. C. o. 0. 2. 5. 8. 8.
*At these ranges, the parUtions are at five meter intervats;
elsewhere, the partitions are at ten meter intervals.
**Charleston dat3 is included in the range interval from 1200
meters to 6600 meters, inclusive, ')ut not elsewhere, since the
data collection ranges were not ;o-incident elsewhere.
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Table E-3 Distribution of Lateral Displacements for
FC-ILS-1-C'IOL - Lateral (Continued)

Range, hundreds of mteers
i Partition
[Intarva 75 81 87 93 99 0I5 ll :117 123 12 9 135

S20 to - 7 9  S.' 7. 8. 14. 16. 10. 9. 5. 5. 7. 9..
* -19 2. . . . 2. 4. Co 2. 0. 0. 0.

,1 -18 2. 2. ... 3. Is. C. 7 . 1. i.-17 0, 1., 1* .1 0. 0

-16 0 32. 3. . 32. _ _ 3 2._ 23. ..... 17 l._ AC_ ._ ....
-i5. I 4°.2 2. 2?. 4o 2. 20. 2 .-141. '_ L ., • :,• 4 __'

- 3 3 4 2. . 2 I . 3. •. 2. C. ,2 . 3. 1..
-12 2_3, 2 .. °..... h ..... a-, .2 b.1

, 59 .!6.9 6. 2, 30. 2 9 2. 9v 40. 7. 7 7.
-8 5* He, 50 tol,

10 7. _,,c.1 ... ,#.. 9. 10- . 7.~ .

S•: -5 26o 3 2 . 15. 22. le e 13 # 12 0 •. M e E 0 , 0 0

-41 2 .._ _ 4,_ , L1. 3..A ,

" 5 .28. 22. . 2f. 40. 11. 10. U. 20. U.

-1 7. 2 2 2k. ° 17. . 1 C. 1 t . ,2. 9. 13.4 Q..22. ?2. 255. 24., 17., u. .10. 1.

2t61. 3e. 21. 9. 9. .9. 9. 8. 11. 9. 10P

I

Z1 23. 2-2. 1T "f '.
3 5 4. -1. 2ý. •3. 2. 7. 2C. 22o 24. 1.2. 15' 6 27~~'3 ./_ G 27, 23.. C•. _ q,._ . _i , _ •, ,__ ,",_1 ,

5 25 f. 1. 26° 1, 12o* 22 . 1 2 2. 21. 20s 16. Is.
S, i0 7. _: -Z ._. __. 6 , .1.7II. 17- j4, 15 7, . 5

7. 13 . 17. !It 5o. IS .' 1 1 * 15* 1, 15. 7,

8 13 1- Is.3° . 4.1 !a A 16 -. 13s°.;
9 15 2. 7° 11. I li 10' 1, 14. 9, 6- So ,

10 7. .- _. , .. ,_e l"- , . .. • _ I , 1 90_ 3, . ,- be,
1 7 . go ea 5 . . 6, 3. C, . 91 2, 3

S13 to, " "..,. 6o 4__ 2*3 * 9

. a - l .. 3. . . 3

19 " " 1. 1. - !. 2@ is 2, 1. 3.
20 to 561 10. 10. iil. 9. 9. •9. 9. 8. ii. 9. io.
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Tablo E-3 Distribution of Lateral Displacements for
L__FC-ILS-1-CTOL - Lateral (Continued)

Range, hundreds of
Partition meters
Interval 141 147 153 159
-20 to -79 8. 9. 6. 5.

-19 1. C. ' ,
-18 1. G. 0, C.
-17 i. 1* O. C

-15 2. 2. 0 .

-14 1. ,I -A & C_ ('
-13 to 1. 1. t
-12 0. 2. .0..- 1
-11 2. 1. 0. .
-10 1. . -4

-9 3. 3. 2. "
8 2 o2.___ 3.
-73. 3.e '

-6, 24 5
-51 5. 7. 5.

-3, 1Z." . 2o
-2 14. ý _ o- -A

313.

? ,•4 1 1 . ", . 1 4 o , 7-5 7. 1 .

7 10. 16. 10 .
48 .. , 10, .10, _
"5' , . 15. I0. 13

•. ; I 0 9. I6 ...... !, _ 11..

1ii 12. e. 2. 512 -- .... ...ý _. .
13 13 4. 2. C
14 1,I -1 3. __3

S15 2. 3, 2. 2
16 •3. 0. 0. .06
17 1. 5. 2. C
18 03 _I. o..
19 4, 1.* 1. G

SI 20 to 56 7. 7. 4. 4.
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Table E-4

Mean and Standard Deviation Versus Range for
FC-ILS-I-CTOL - Lateral*

Standard
Range, Number Mean, Deviation,

meters of Samples metexs meters

600 513 -. 0161 11.8943

1200 618 -3.0435 22.0739
1800 633 -5.2973 26.4976
2400 642 -6.7594 31.9236
3000 644 -2.8728 35.8871

3600 638 1.6535 37.7171
4200 622 8.987-- -43.6031
4800 631 8.3098 46.9545

5400 630 8.4069 53.4125
6000 631 6.9212 61.9026
6600 629 2.9729 68.5199
7500 513 14.46 75.30
8100 500 11.83 83.99
8700 490 7.67 90.20

9300 468 6.37 93.00
9900 447 4.83 97.60

10500 423 12.93 92.45
11100 387 16.36 91.98

11700 342 17.42 94.11
12300 324 21.30 100.43
12900 307 26.29 96.41

13500 283 28.54 102.12
14100 245 28.99 103.63

14700 224 33.03 103.14
15300 181 27.42 97.75

15900 134 25.53 113.84

*Charleston data is included in the range interval from 1200

meters to 6600 meters, inclusive, but not elsewhere, since

the data collection ranges were not coincident elsewhere.
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Table E-5 Distribution of Lateral Displacements for FC-ILS-II-

CTOL - Lateral**

Partitio.i Range, hundreds of meters
terval 6* 12* 18* 24 30 36 42 48 54 60 66

-21 to -27 O_-I . 0. I, a- 0
-20 0 0. 0. 0. 00 0. 0. 0. a. 0. 0.

* D ... . _ O , . . ]..... .. ( , ... _- O L _ Q ___ - a,__J _ 0

-o8 0 0. , 0 . 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.

-16 0 0. 0. 0. . 0•. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
-6 0 2. 0. as 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0, 0.
-1_ 0 20 . . 0. a. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0."

-10 a a 00 0.* 0. 0. 0. 0. 00 0.0. 3.

-e 2 0. 1. 0. 0. 2. I. 0. 0. 2. o.1

-_.8 8. 13o. .6. 5 . 4.e . 5. 10. 6
24 -2 __2L --

-2 31 42. 36. V. 32. 35. 30. 37. 34o. 23 23o.
"-1--.61 - 1...7_.. 39&- 60.... &- ... 5.5•_.._ _56 .__* .42_41, _3.
0 41 39. 28 50o. 53. 51. 48. 54. 4?. 50. 39.

S.....-- 2 5..__•410.-, -- __.- - . 32e.-..36- 325..
2 21 22. 25.* 18o 17 2 15 10. ;-I* 13v, 16. 14

4 1 5. 6. 2. 3. 4. 5. 2. 4. 3. 4.
-.5.. 0 ,__e 3 �4... 1_.. .... 3,
- 0 3 . 1. 0. 0. 2. 2v 8. 3. 10. 2.

8 a 0. 0* 0. 0 ._., O 0 cc "to . 0.

- 0 C. 00 0. . 0. 30. 0 0, 0. to 0.

-1~ I .... Is- 0.-&•, 6,. __5Af, 0. 56,_O .3,.2- 0,3

12 0 0., C 0. 0. 0. 0 54, 0, . 0 - 39
13 C .06.-.. G . .. 0_- - C - 0 -I&
14 0 0* 0. 2,. 00 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.0.'

i... a . . ..... 2Q..___,_. OEL..0__2..,, .... 0 . ,..., 0.t
U1 0. As- -0O , 2 . . , 1 .

17 0 0. o. 04. 0. 0. .t 0 0. Go 0.
1L. 0 0.. C. .- ,-.... . _ ..a.*....- ._.
20 0 0- 1. 0 01. 0. 0, 0. 0. 0. 0.

21 to 23 0 . . , 0. ... 0. . _A.0
*At these ranges the partitions are-at five meter intervals;

elsewhere, the partitions are at ten meter intervals.
**-, Data Collected for "Revalidation of the Data Base Used in
Establishing the Criteria for Simultaneous ILS Approaches to
Parallel Runways", DOT-FAA-SRDS -- Subprogram No. 150-502, May '70.
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Table E-5 Distribution of Lateral Displacements for FC-ILS-II-
CTOL - Lateral (Continued)

Partitioni Range, hundreds of meters
-Interval J75 81 87 93 99 105 111 117 123 129 1351

-21 4 O -27 V-,-- 0- - !---- ------. 4---0-. c o n

-20 0. 0. 0. C. C. 0. 0. C. 1*
-19 G-. - - 0....- 0*
• 1 8 1 , Q . 0 * a * I t a , c o a * 0 0 0 o 0 0
-18 1 ooC
-16 0. 14 2. 0. Co 0. C. 1i a* 0. 0.
-15 .. 0. a. n-•.. l0
-14 Oo, oll 00 i-, C. 00 aa Go 0. 00 0.

-13 a e--Q - L -- . ---- - 1,*-I - -- 1 4--- " .... 1,,--- - 0° ... - -Ol
- 1 2 . 1 , 0 . a, C . 0 2 9. 0 . 0 . 0 , 0 .

-11 , . a c. a... .
-10 0. 3. 0. it I. I* 4. 0. 1*. 2.1 0 1.

-7 '2.t-o-.----.2.-- --- A---6... 7*.- OW
-6 5. 5. 10. 9. 76 4. 2. 9. to. 5s I.

-5 -~ -----* a

-4 . 11. 8. 6. 140 g. 10. 9. 7. 5..
-3 -I 5. 4. 23. 49. - . 1_ . 0,. 1

S- 2 1 9 , 2_ , • .= • - • --25o 1 4 1 , 1 , .- 1"3 o-- - , s o 9 - -- 1 0 .

0 29o 33. 33. 29o 2.* 18o 1. 14. 10o 15. 14.

2 09. 170. I, 11. 1., 14. 12. 17. 14. 5. 64
3 i. q. it 0 C -0. is, 0. _ 01. 0.
4 --5 ,---0,--- . so•-- -•. -60• 100 9 --- 1 ---0 9 ---49 3a

6 6. 'V. s 0. 60. 4. 0, 10 0. 1. 0.

08 It 1, It 2, 2, 4o 1, 2* at I* O,

20 a. .. . 0. co 0. to 0. 0. 00 0.

111j
S1 2 0 , 0 . 0 0 O , 1 . O , 1 * 0 0 1 - O 1 C a

14 0. 1 0 0 4 Q C. 0 9 O+ 04 00 0 0 0 *

1 7 O , c t 1 , 0 0 a * o t 0 0 Go Go , 0 0 *
18 a . _ _• -- 0 - - -- C.- -- -"• -... ,I*---- ... a ... *...- ,-

S2 0 0 , . a , 0 0 €* O * 0 0,,, 0 * O * 0 . 0 0
21 to 23 a,-_O . €.O - -•-0• •..
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Table E-5 Distribution of Lateral Displacements for FC-ILS-II-

CTOL - Lateral (Continued)

Partition Range, hundreds of meters
Interval 141 147 153 159 J
-21 to -27 Ii1!3 -IEI -

-20 0. 0 00 0.
-19. 0 . 0 . 0

-16. 00 3.. 0•, ~-15 _ _ ._ _o .. - r• i

-14. 0 . . o 0
-13 _.__O ___o ._. -..
-12 0. I. 0. 0

-10 0o 00 0o 0 •
-9 --.. • - • .--. i •

S-8 00 O, 0o 0
-1 --7 .. - .. .
-6 4. 2. 30 0

25 10 -3o 2. I2
"-' 5 -0---3---.------3+---2

-2 100 . 1.e 7

8• 0.g I0. 0. 1

•- i -3o ---f ,- ---6- .

10 90 1. 0. r 0

14 0., 0. 0,.q a
12 1. 2. 1.

i0 it 7., O40 -

13 -- O.a- I---4---.-1 1

12 le 0, 1,0 1 !°

17 O0 0. -0. C

20 0. 0. 0. 1
21 to 23 a •_.

10 EI "4 0*

I A
12 16 c 1



Table E-6

Mean and Standard Deviation Versus Range for
FC-ILS-II-CTOL - Lateral*

Standard
Range, Number Mean, Deviation,
meters of Samples meters meters

600 221 --0.0491 8.8117
1200 226 0.5283 13.4814
1800 225 0.9456 15.0610
2400 226 -0.0800 22.9214

3000 229 0.0066 22.3851

3600 229 0M0801 19.5490
4200 232 1.6891 23.5641
4800 231 1.4297 22.6955
5400 228 -0.1319 25.0692

6000 231 0.0309 25.5990

6600 224 1.20 31.65

7500 218 1.47 34.53

8100 209 -0.60 36.99

8700 202 -0,24 40.78

9300 195 -0.09 39.98
9900 189 0.16 40.98

10500 179 -0.34 41.90

11100 161 -0Gi0 50.39

11700 143 -0.48 43.47
12300 128 0.36 42.77

12900 110 -2.06 31.03

13500 95 -0.82 44.00
14100 87 -0.16 48.24
14700 71 0.35 42.80

15300 57 -0.04 48.46

15900 41 2.82 48.74

*-, Data Ccllected for "Revalidation of the Data Base Used in

Establishing the Criteria for Simultaneous ILS Approaches to

Parallel Runways", DOT-FAA-SRDS - Subprogram No. 150-502, May

1970.
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Table E-7

Distribution of Lateral Displacements for
BC-ILS-1-CTOL -. Lateral

Partition Range, hundreds of meteisInterval 12*418* 24 30 36 42 48 54 60 66 72 78 84

-20 to-75 1. 1. 00 u. 10 c. 2. '. 4. 5. 4. 4. 4.
S-19 u. Us Of U. u. 0.0°0.0.1.0. 1. 1. o
-14 I. I. U. us. 0i. U. 0. U. 0. u. u. i. 0.
-13 .U. 1. b. o. 0 0. 0. 0. 2. 1. 4,
-11 J u1 O f I. 0 1f. u. 2 . 1. 1.
-15 U. a. . Of 0 1. O 0. O. 1. 2. 1.
-14 U, O. 0. U. us. i 0. O. U° 3, U. 0. 0.
-13 0. us, U. 1. I 2 0 2. O 1. 0. 2. 2. 4.
-12 U. I. 1. .i .1 . I. 1. I .o1 6. 2. 2.
-61 U. I. I. It t. 2. 3. 1. U. 2. 1. 3. 2.
-i0 . U. ±. I. i. u. 10 1. Of 3. 2. i. b.-9 1, it of U, O, U 0, 29 30 .5 f° So 2°

-8 0, 0 ', 1$ -ý° i, U o 2, 2, Go 1° 2o 2, 4,

-7 1, 4. 1, 1. 1. . 2f. 1. 5. 1, 2. 2. 0.-6 Of I. U, I, u, Z. 3o If 2o 2o Z. 1. 3.
-5 2. u. i. i° 2s 2. if is 50 -30 2° O° 1 e
-4 1, 4o be ie, 10 o%5 2& lo 3, • 2, 1, O.

-3 3. 2o 0. b. 8. 7. 5- 3. 5o 2. 0. 4o. 0
-2 9. bo Of 4o 9, b. 1. 7. 3, 7. 1, 3. 1.
-1 14. 9. 9. at 1d, 4. 6. b. 4. 1. oo 3. 0,

0 9. * . 13. Li. 7. I. 9. 7. 6. I. o .b 4. 1.
1 14. to 1. 11. 9. 9. 6. 7. 7. 4. 4. 3 3.
2 .. 9. 15. 9. .o . 6. 4. 5. 3. 4o 1 .
3 2, lu. 6, o. 5, bo 3o 3, 3. 4. bo 7 1.
4 io ?. 3. .i Is 1. 5. ba 3., .o o c-, 1,
5 U. Us 4. 4, if 2o 3. 1o 0, 1. 2. 1. 2.
6 I. Uo U. Us I. 2, 3. 2. 2. 9o U. 0. 4.

8 If 2. (2. i. i. 2. 2o 3. 3. 0. 0o 1. 1.
9 0, 1. 1. • 2, Us 1. 1, 1. 0. . 1, 1,

ir i. U. U. i, is I O 2. 2. 1. 2, I 2.
11 u. I U. ,i. . U. 2. I U. 2. I, I1 2.
12 U. i, 0. u° U. u. 0. 6. d. u. 1, 1. 1.
13 u, u. 1. u, j. 2. 0. 0. 0. 1. 10 1. 1.
14 i, u. u. "u, J, U, 1. 0, , 1, if 1.
15 us uo 0. u. q , 0, 2. U. 0 1. 1, Is , 0.
167 U. U. 0. U. . 0(. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. O .n .
17 U U. i 1U. U. O. 0. 0. U 0. U. U0 1. 0O

20 to 50 U . U. O. 1. 1. (, 0. . O. 9. u. 2. 1,
*At these ranges, the partitions are at five meter intervals;

elsewhere, the partitions are at ten meter intervals.
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Table E-7 Distribution of Lateral Displacements for BC-ILS-I-
CTOL - Lateral (Continued)

P-a-r-t1it-on Range, hundreds of meters
Interval 90 96 102 108 114 120 126 132 138 144 150 156 162

-20 to -75 6. Ile 8. q* 6. b. e . b. 5 ,4* 6 Is 0*

-19 0. n. 3. 0. 1. 0. u. 0, 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
-18 3. n. 1. Of 0 e , . 0. 0. 0. n. us 0.
-17 2, 2. 0, 0- 0, G. 1, 0. i. OU 0. 0. 0O
-16 1, 1, Is 1. 0. 9. O 0. O. O. 0O 0. O 0.• -15 •, I. 31 0. I, . 9. 0. 0. 0. 1 0. 1.
-14 2. 1 0. D. I* Of O0 O0 Is 0• Of
-13 o. i. 00 3i 0. I. 1. 1. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.

- 1 2 I 2 . U . i , 0o 0O U . 0o O . 0O 0 , 0O 0 .

-11 4. r, 9 , Of 29 if If of 0 Ot , * Do, Of

-9 Do i. 0. 20 1* 11 Us 0, 0, 0. 0 0. goO
-8 i. i. 0. 0. 0. is 1. OC 0. O, 0. 0. n)

" 1 0. 3. 2. 2O I. I. 1. 0. 0o 0. O 1 O•
-6 2 s Is 0, 0, 19 00 U. C., 00 Us ,0 Of 0.
-5 1, , 2 * 2 o Us 0, O o 0, , 0ý O, C o I , t)

-4 1. 2. 0. 0. U. 0. 2. 0. 0. 0. 0o 0m 0.
-.3 0O o, I 2. 2. O. 0. 0o 0. 0. O. 0. 0.
-2 O 2, 2. 0o 0O 0o Of 0O 0O 0o is 1. O,
-1 I 2, 0O Go 1. 0. 1. Go a, 0. 0 0. 1.

0 2. le 3. 2s 0. o0 u. o. I1 0O t. 0. 0O
1 3. 1. .5. 0. I1 1. 1. 0. 0. 1. 2. 0. 0.
2 1 I, 0O 0. Go 1. U.o 1. 0. 0. 0O 0, 0.
3 n 1 1. 0, 2, 1. 0, Of 0, 9. 1. O. 0. O.

4 1. 1s . 1 i. 1 1 0. Do Q J I. 0, 0, . o

7 Is 0, 0O I1 O If U. 1. I is 0. O 0. .
8 1. i i, 1. 14 1 i. 1 1. 0. 0* . 0. 0.O
9 o0 1. O 1. 2, 1. 0. 0o 1. Is 0O O0 0.

10 2, a, 2o 1* 0, 1. 2, 1. 0. 1. 0. 0, 0.11 2 1 -, i. 0. 2. 0. 0. 0. Is 0. no 0. 0.

12 1. 1. 0. 1, 0. 1. O. 0, 1. 0. 0o 0. n.
13 0. 0. 2. le 1 I I 1, 1. 0. G0 * o 0.
14 19 l. U It. l. 2. 1. U, U. O. 0. O, G.

r 15 I 1. 0. 00 o. 0* O, 0. U. U. 0. 0. 0.
16 O 0O 1. O 0 1. b. O. 0. 0. o. 0. 0.,
17 I). 0. 0r 0. 0. 0. u. 0. 0 0 , 0. '1, 0.18 1. 2, 0o, I, o } 0o0, Is , U o, o. 0, O, 0 .
19 0 2. 0. 1 0. 0, 0. 1. 0. 0. 0, 0. 01 03.

20 to 50 2. 4. 3. 4. 4. 3. 3. 2. 0 0. 0. 0 -
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Table E-8

Mean and Standard Deviation Versus Range Avor

BC-ILS-I-CTOL - Lateral

Standard

Range, Number Mean, Deviation,
meters of Samples meters meters

1200 67 -6.096 24.795 a

1800 72 -0.305 31.733
2400 74 1.829 45.5833000 90 -6.706 53.419

3600 99 -7.925 55.513
4200 104 -3.048 54.319
4800 109 -2.438 63.889
5400 108 -7.620 74.582
6000 105 -16.459 90.459
6600 68 -33.528 127.553
7200 64 -46.330 140.525
7800 61 -45.720 149.057
8400 58 -51.207 153.766
9000 53 -51.207 166.192
9600 52 -49.073 171.310

10200 45 -46.939 181.969
10800 40 -46.025 187.788
11400 32 -23.470 187.053
12000 27 -17.678 204.177
12600 24 -33.223 220.563
13200 15 -56.998 248.233
13800 11 -115.215 247.142
14400 9 -83.820 214.080
15000 5 -85.344 117.117
15600 3 -74.981 62.179
16200 1 I -10.058 -,
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Table E-9

Mean* and Standard Deviation Versus Range for VOR-CTOL - Lateral

Number Standard
Range, of Deviation,

Imeters Fmples meters
3000 44 51.408

3600 59 69.309
4200 87 71.22C
4800 88 78.925
5400 88 85.960
6000 88 93.400

!6600 87 83.336

7200 86 93.412
7800 78 103.730
8400 78 111.417
9000 78 117.696
9600 76 124.331

10200 73 130.631
S10800 68 138,889
!'11400 63 153.812

12000 38 170.402
12600 37 190.436
13200 36 204.329
13800 34 211.745
14414400 34 225.897
15000 27 259.081
15600 27 260.745
16200 27 312.198

*Mean = 0 for all range intervals.
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Table E-10

Mean and Standard Deviation Versus Range for
FC-ILS-I-STOL - Lateral*

Range, Mean, Standard Deviation,
meters meters meters

600 -4.5720 23.4696

900 -6.0960 26.5177
1200 -7.6200 30.1753
1500 -10.6680 34.4425
1800 -12.1920 38.4049 j
2100 -13.7160 43.2817
2400 -16.7641 48.7681
2700 -19.8121 52.1209

1 3000 -16.7641 59.4361
3600 3.0480 78.6386

i*-., "STOL Steep Approaches in the Breguet 941", Memorandum

SReport - Attachment 1, DOT-FAA, FS-640, November 1969.
E1
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Table E-11

SMean and Standard Deviation Versus Range for
P FC-ILS-I-CTOL - Vertical*

r IStandard

Range, Nui.ber Mean, Deviation,
meters Lof Samples meters meters

600 409 -3.4855 8.4295
1200 458 -1.6974 10.4520
1800 508 -0. 4770 12.8971
2400 519 -0.1967 13.0635
3000 515 --0.6443 14.52-'7
3600 507 -1.6859 12.915.

-Data Collected for "Revalidation of the Data Base Used in
*Establishing the Criteria for Simultaneous ILS Approaches to
Parallel Runways", DOT-FAA-SRDS - Subprogram No. 150-502, May

* 'I1

.[, J
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Table E-12

Mean and Standard Deviation Versus Range for
FC-ILS-I-STOL - Vertica:l*

Standard
Range, Mean, Deviation,
meters meters meters

600 -6.0960 8.5344S900 -6.0960 10.0584
1200 -6.0960 12.1920
1500 -6.0960 14.3256
1800 -6.0960 17.6784
2100 -6.0960 20.4216
2400 -9.1440 22.8600
2700 -10.6680 26.8225
3000 -13.7160 27.4321
3600 -t2.0041 28.3465

"-, "Ground Noise Measurements During Landing and Take-.off
Operations of a McDonnell-Douglas 188 (Breguet 941) STOL
-Airplane", Langley Working Paper, LWP-741, 18 April 1969.

I
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Table 'E-13

FC-ILS-I-CTOL - Longitudinal

Assumed gaussian:

XI N 'i

x• = x - Vt
0:

"Vt
a X = -I

where

X' - longitudinal location, feet

X' - mean longitudinal location, feet

SaX' longitudinal location standard deviation, feet

X2' ~ initial longitudinal location, feet

V. aircraft mean velocity, feet/second (assumed to be
23,6.444 feet/second for CTOL aircraft)

aV velocity distribution standard deviation, feet/second
(assumed to be 8.444 feet/second)

t ~ time from the point where the aircraft velocity
control is initiated, seconds

I. 1
II,

I E- 19



APPENDIX F

SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS

The purpose of the sensitivity analysis is to iden-
tify the effects of selected pertinent model parameters and
model errors on the lateral distribution of the approach system.
The sensitivity analysis was performed by utilizing the nominal

approach system model defined in the Lateral Separation Study,
with specific initial conditions, as the reference condition.
Each of the pertinent parameters and errors of the nominal sys-
tem model was varied about its reference value, and the result-

ing sensitivity coefficient of the lateral deviation or lateral
distribution standard deviation was calculated at various points

in range. A sensitivity coefficient , SX, identifies the amount
that the variable, X, changes from the reference condition due

to a small change in the parameter, P.

5X AX
P AP

The sensitivity coefficients for each parameter and

error were calculated and plotted at common points in range.
The resulting parameter and error sensitivity curves are pre-

* •sented in this appendix. It should be noted that the sensitiv-
ity data is only valid for small variations about the reference
condition.

The parameter sensitivity curves (Figures F-1
through F-10) illustrate the sensitivity of the lateral devia-
tion to each of the pertinent parameters (Table F-l) as a func-
tion of range and time. The reference condition is defined by

* the nominal model with all initial conditions equal to zero
except'as follows:

Y' = 500 ft. (arbitrary initial lateral deviation)
0

X' = 13.51 NMi (arbitrary initial range)
0

= 3.14159 rad. (runway arbitrarily chosen to be equal
to 1800)

The error sensitivity curves (Figures F-11 through

* F-14) illustrate the sensitivity of the lateral distribution

F-1



standard deviation to the standard deviation changes to each of
the pertinent system errors (Table F-2) as a function of range
and time. The reference condition is defined by the norinal
model with the initial state distributions given in Table F-3.

F-
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I

Table F-1 Sensitivity Analysis Parameters

Reference

Symbol Value U Units Description

• V 236-4444 ft/sec Aircraft airs,-ed

K (angular) 4.8 rad/rad Pilot tiacking gain
e on the angular

• localizer error

K 1.0 rad/rad Pilot gain on heading
'e angle error

K 1.9 rad/rad Pilot gain on heading
'p angle feedback

K 1.333 sec Pilot gain on the
1 bank angle divided by

aA

2
*K 1.U i/sec Aircraft bank rate to

a aileron response gain
mualtiplied by a

a i10 I/sec Inverse of the air-
a craft bank rate to

aileron response time
constant

a 1.5 l/sec Inverse of the pilot
lead time constant on
bank angle feedback

T p 0.7 s:C Pilot/control delay
•P

SL 9000.0 ft -X coordinate of the
I lateral guidance

Jtransmitting antenna

__F-3



Table F-2 Sensitivity Analysis Errors

I..... . Reference
Symbol Value (Rad.) Description

aN• f .01745 Pilot heading angle error distribu-4' tion standard deviation

•Na .1047 @ 9NMi Pilot bank angle error distribution.0436 @ ONMi standard deviation

aILS .00048 ILS equipment receiver error dis-
R tribution standard deviation

a ILS .001497 ILS equipment transmitter error
T distribution standard deviation

aN .00349 Pilot localizer tracking error
C (final leg) distribution standard

devuiation

0 .02 Initial condition on heading state
o distribution standard deviation

Table F-3
Nominal Model Initial State Distributions (at X' = 9NMi)

State Symbol a* Units comments

X Y1 198 feet Lateral Deviation
1 0

0

X42 o .02 radians Heading Angle
0

X3 00 .01 radians Bank Angle
3

x 4 is .12 Intermediate State
o

X5 Is .26 Intermediate State

0
X6 iS .54 Intermediate State

*Assumed Gaussian with mean = 0, variance = a2

F-4
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APPENDIX G

APPROACH SYSTEM MODELS

The approach system models, shown in this appendix,
were developed in the runway lateral separation study to aid in
the determination of minimum runway spacing criteria. This ap-
pendix contains models for the approach systems listed in Table
G-1. The models represent a composite set of aircraft flying
the final leg of an instrument approach under IFR conditions.

General System Model
Figure G-1 contains the major components in the

model structure: pilot, course deviation indicator, and ground
controller.

List of Symbols
All symbols used in the various models, their units,

and a brief description of each are listed in Table G-2. The
dot notation over a variable indicates the time derivative of
that variable. A zero subscript indicates the initial condition.

Assumptions
Runway lateral separation requirements, as defined

"in this study, are based upon the following assumptions:
1) the system's lateral and vertical tk "king

dynamics are independent, and
2) the aircraft remains in the glideslope plane.

These assumptions result in a study reflecting the "worst case"
possibility. Thus, the system models simulate lateral control
only.

The aircraft are assumed tr' perform coordinated
turns in the glideslope plane in order to nullify any lateral
displacement error. This assumption simplifies the aircraft
dynamics equations.

Coordinate Systems
Three coordinate systems are used in the models.

These systems are a runway system, a glideslope system, and an
aircraft body centereC system. The three systems and their
relationships to one another are shown in Figure G-2.

The runway system is identified by the X, Y, Z axes.
The axes have their origin at the touchdown point for approaches

G-1



and the liftoff point for departures. The touchdown point for
an approach is defined as the point on the runway at which an
aircraft on an ideal track would first touch the runway (i.e.,
for FC-ILS, it would be the glideslope intercept point). For a

departure, the liftoff point is defined as the point an aircraft
would lift off the runway for an ideal departure. The X axis is
defined positive out along the runway centerline, the Z axis is
positive up along the earth's gravitational vector, and the Y
axis completes the right-handed system.

The glideslope system is identified by the X', Y',
and Z' axes. The axes also have their origin at the touchdown
or liftoff point. The X' axis is defined positive out along an
ideal track. For a FC-ILS approach, the X' axis is defined as
being along the intersection of the ILS localizer and glideslope
beams. For a FC-ILS departure, the X' axis is defined similarly,
assuming a glideslope equivalent beam exists with its intercept
point coincident with the liftoff point and extending along the
departure path. The Y' axis is coincident with the -Y axis, and
the Z' axis completes the right-handed system.

The body centered system is identified by the x, y,

and z axes and has its origin at the aircraft center-of-gravity-
.The x axis is defined positive forward along the aircraft fuse-
lage centerline, the y axis is positive out along the starboard
wing, and the z axis completes the right-handed system.

Approach System Model Block Diagrams, Parameter Values and
Initial Distributions

The models for the approach systems in Table G-1 are
represented by the following block diagrams:

1) Approach System Model (Figure G-3)
2) Nonlinear Simulated Delay Approach System Model

(Figure G-4)
3) Linear Simulated Delay Approach System Model

(Figure G-5)
These three block diagrams were developed f use in the vari-
ous analyses required in the lateral separa. .n study. The
simulated delay included in (2) and (3) above is implemented
with the following equations.

T= actual delay, seconds
p

G-2



ap5 
100

[ j2 2P2

a - -a
2a 2 p5)

*The mdel paramieter values and initial distributgons for each of
Sthe approach systems are presented in Tables G-3 through G-14.
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Figure G-l General Approach System Model
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Table G-1 Approach Systems

Primaary Runway Approach Guidance
Designation User Class Type System

FC-ILS-Ik4OM-CTOL. CTOL CTOL Front Course, ILS
Category I Category I

PC-ILS-I- CTOL CTOL CTOL Front Course, ILS 4

Category Z Category I

FC-ILS-II-CTOL CTOL CTOL Front Course, ILS,
Category II Category •I

BC-ILS-I-CTOL CTOL CTOL Back Course, ILS,

Category I Category I

VOR-CTOL CTOL CTOL, VOR (tracking in-
Category I bound td a station

within the airport
boundary) •.

FC-ILS-I-STOL STOL STOL Front Course,' ILS,
Category I Category I

G

.4{
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Table G-2 List of Symbols

Symbol Units Description

a 1/sec Inverse of the aircraft ;jdnk
a rate to aileron response

time constant

41p 4

a

aP3

ap ,

1a /sec Inverse of the pilot lead tine
constant on bank angle feedback

Ka I/sec2  Aircraft bank rate to ailcron
response gain multiplied by aa

rad/rad Pilot gain on simulated delay

P.
(angular) rad/rad Pilot tracking gain on the

~e angular localizer error

"K' (displacement) rad/ft Pilot tracking gain on the
re displacement error from the

localizer beam

K sec Pilot gain on the bank angle
divided by aý

K rad/rad Pilot gain on heading angle" ~feedback

rad/rad Pilot gain on heading angleKýe error

L ft -X coordinate of the lateral
guidance transnitting

an tennra

NR rad Lateral guidance equipment
receiver noise *

NT ;ad Lateral guidance equipment
transmitter noise

i G-9[ i



Table G-2 List of Symbols (Continued)

Symbol Units Dascription

N ft Pilot lateral tracking error
(base leg)

rad Pilot localizer tracking
error (final leg)

N rad Pilot bank angle error

N rad Pilot heading angle error

V ft/sec Aircraft airspeed

vx,

V ft/sec Aircraft velocity along the
glideslope coordinate system

Vz,

ft Aircraft body centered
coordinate system

X4

Sft Runway coordinate system

X11

Vf t-ft Glideslope coordinate system
Z11

ft Desi::ed location of the
aidcraft in the glideslope

axis system

G-10
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Table G-2 List of Symbols (Continued)

Symbol Units Description

rad Glideslope angle

6 a rý.d Aileron deflection

E rad Angular position of the air-

craft in the glideslope axissystem

e rad Angular error of the aircraft
position in the glideslope
axis system

LOC rad Desired angular position of
the aircraft

e rad Pitch angle in glideslope
0 axis system

T sec Pilot/control delay
p

c rad Command bank angle

Se rad Error between commanded and
anticipated bank angle

•LIM rad Bank angle limit

2* •LIM rad/sec Bank rate limit

f rad Heading, pitch and bank

O 8 angles of the aircraft
attitude in the glideslope
axis system, respectively

rad Commanded heading angleki c
G-11
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Table G-2 List of Symbols (Continued)'

Symbol Units Description

'e rad Heading error defined in
glideslope axis system

LIM rad/sGc Turn rate limit

rad Reference heading angle in
the glideslope axis system
(zero error condition)
arbitrarily assigned the
value of 1800.

A,

C-12
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Table G-3 Model Parameter Values for FC-ILS-INOM-CTOL

Symbol Value Units Comments

a a 1.0 sec

a .04 Simulated delay models

"a -. 35 Simulated delay models I

a .04 Simulated delay models
p3P3

a .35 Simulated delay models
p4 4

a .007 Simulated delay models
p5

-I
a i.5 sec

-2K 1.0 sec
a

K 1.0 Simulated delay models

p.

K 4.8 Nonlinear models
e

K .000075 at rad Linear model

e 9 NMi to ft K
.000354 at K' -e

.75 NMi ce X+L

K 1.33 sec

K 1.9

K 1.0

G-13



Table G-3 Model Parameter Values for FC-ILS-INOM-CTOL (Continued)

Symbol Value Units Comments

L 9000. feet

NR ±.00048 rad White gaussian noise
ia value

NT ±.001497 rad White gaussian noise
lo value -

N ±-.00349 rad White gaussian noise

lo value

N@ ±-.104" at 9 rad White gaussian noise
NMi; -±.0436 la value (Varies linearily

at 0 NMi with range)

N• ±-.01745 rad White gaussian noise
lo value

V 236.4 ft/sec 140 knots

Y 2.5 deg

o 0. rad Assumed

T .7 sec
p

•LIM .367 rad

LIM .1745 rad/sec 10 deg/sec

•LM.0524 rad/sec 3 degisecLI
R 3.1416 rad Arbitrary heading for an

approach

G-14
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Table G-4

Initial Distributic'is for FC-ILS-INOM-CTOL (at X = 9NMi)
0

Symbol Distribution a Units

S :aussian 198 feet
0 

J* Gaussian .02 radians

. Gaussian .0I radians

Me. ,. 0

G 1

I I

.
. .

4 G- 1 5



Table G-5 model Parameter Values for FC-ILS-I-CTOQI,

Symbol Value Units Comments

a- 1.0 seca

a .04 - Si.•rlated delay models

a -. 35 Simulated delay mo(I1, I

a .04 - Simulated delay models
P 3

a .35 - Simulated delay models
P 4

a .007 - I Simulated delay models

1 -1
a 1.5 sec

.0sec Simulated delay models

K 1.0 - Simulated delay models
p

K 3.0 - Nonlinear models

K .000047 at rad Linear 'Dodel£e 9 ý.Mi to ft K

.000221 at .

.75 NMi K - Xc X' +L
e

K 1.33 sec

K 1.9

K 1.0•e

G-1 6
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I
Table G-5 Model Parameter Values c=or FC-ILS-.T-,-TrL 'Continued)

S•,!bol Value Units comments

L 9000. feet

NR ±-.000a rad White gaussian noise
la value

N ±.091745 rad W-,ite gaussian noise
T -!o value

N ±.00349 rad White gaussian noise
la value

N -. 1169 at 9 rad White gaussian noise
INMi; ±.0218 la value (Varies linearily
at 0 NIMi with range)

N ±.01745 rad White gaussian noise
lo value

V 236.4 ft/sec 140 knots

Y 2.5 deg

0 0. rad Assumed
O.

T .7 sec
p

SLIM .367 rad

.1745 rad/sec 10 deg/sec"LIM

LIM .0524 rad/sec 3 deg/sec

3.141.6 rad Arbitrary heading fo•c an
approach

G- 17



Table G-6

Initial Distributions for FC-ILS-I-CTOL (at X' 6NMi)
0

Symbol Distribution a Units

Y1 Modified 348. feet
0 Burgerhout

Gaussian .02 radians

Gaussian .01 radians
0

Mean = 0

G-18



Table G- :Io :del Parnmete;" Values fo4 FC-IS-II-CT"L

S_&bol Value I Units L Comments
-1

a seca

a .04 S-aulated delay models

P2

ap2 -. 35 Simulated delay mod->"

a .04 Simulated deoay models
P3

~i

a .35 Simulated delay models

4

SI a .007 -Simulated delay moC-.r;IP5

1.5 sec

-2
1.0 sec Simulated delay models

1.0 Simulated dlday woew1;

iiU ~ - Nonlinear v~~s

SN'!i t ft K

..*)n 354 :;t W, _ e
.75 N"ii c X'+Le

1.33 sec ,

-I: 3.9

S~~1.0 -

SG- 19•



Table G-7 Model Parameter Values for FC-ILS-II-CTOL ',Co.;tinued)

Symbol Value Units Comments

L 9000. feet

N ±-00048 rad White gaussian noisela value

IT ±.001248 rad Whitt- aaiissian noise
SI lo value

N +±.00349 rad White gaussian noise
-la value

N ±.1034 at rad White gaussian noise

9 NMi;t.028 la value (Varies linearily
at 0 NMJi with range)

N ±.01745 rad White gaussian noise
la value

.V 236.4 ft/sec 140 knots

Y 2.r, deg

0 0. rad Assumed
0"

.7 sec
p

*LIM .367 rad,

LIM .1745 rad/sec 10 deg/sec

LIM .0524 rad/sec 3 deg/soc

iR 3.1416 rad Arbitrary heading for an
approach

G-20



Table G-8

Initial Distributions for FC-ILS-II-CTOL (at X = 5.34NMi)
0

Symbol Distribution a Units

Y Modified 135. feet

o Burgerhout .

Gaussian .02 radians I
0 1

Gaussian .01 radians
0

Mean= 0I

G-21

-I
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Table G-q Model Parameter Value•s .or BC-ILS-I-CTOL

Symbol Value Units Comments

-l
a 1. sec

a

a .04 Simulated delay models.,

p1a -. 35-. 5 Simulated de'a{ mo,: 2> ., .

a .04 Simulated delay models

P3

a .35 - Simulated delay model s l
P4  a }

a 007 Simulated delay modelsP5,•

a 1.5 sec

K. 1.0 sec-2
a

K 1.0 - Simulated delay modle]s
) p

K 3. 0 Nonlinear models
e e

K' .000047 at rad Linear medel
•e 9 NMi to ft K

.000221 at I =-
,75 N'li, c X+L

e

K. 1. 33 sec

K 2.0

G-22
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Table G-9 Model PValueter V eurs for BC-ILS-I-CTOL 'Continued"

SymboI Value- Units Comnents

L -i1000. feet

N ±.00048 rad White gaussian noise
I j la value

NT ±.001745 rad White aaissian noia-
la value

N -±.00349 rad White gaussian noisa
S la value

N±•.1034;9 NMi rad White gaussian noise

±.0279;0 NMi la value (Varies linearily
with r~ange)

N ±.01745 rad White gaussian noise
lo value

236.4 ft/sec 140 knots

Y 2.5 deg

o 0. rad Assumed0.

T .7 secp

LIM .367 rad

L .1745 rad/sec 10 deg/sec
I.LIM

*•LIM .0524 rad/sec 3 deg/sec

3.1416 rad Arbitrary heading for an

YRi ap roach

• G-23



Table G-10

Initial Distributx'ns :or BC-ILS-I-CTOL (at X' = 'j

Symbol Distribution a Units

V ",ndij.p.ed 562. feet
0

Buraerhout

Gaussian .02 radians 45

ýo Gaussian .01- radians

Mean =0

'I I

--

G-24
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Table G-11 Mo:zel Parameter Values for VOR-CTOL

Symbol value Units Comments

a 1. sec

a .04 Simulated delay modols

a -. 35 Simulated de±ay mcdels

P 2

" a .04 Simulated delay mor'n-
P3

a .35 Simulated delay models
p4

} P4

Sa .007 Simulated delay models
5P5

a 1.5 sec- 1

i -2
K 1.0 sec

K 1.0 Simulated delay models
p

1 K 3. -Nonlinear models

K' .000047 at rad Linear model
e 9NMi to ft K

.000221 at K' e
• 75NMi • '+L

e

K. 1.33 sec

KO 1.9

K 1.0

G-25
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Table G-l1 Model Pararleter Values for VOR-CTOL (Continued)

Symbol Value Units Comments

L 4000. feet

N ±.02155 rad White gaussian noise

N - 02182 ra Whit aalssian noise
la value

N a.00349 rad White gaussian noise
C la value

N ±.1034 at 9 rad White gaussian noise

Nfli to la value (Varies linearily
.0279 at 0 with range)

N!1i

N ±.01745 rad White gaussian noise

la value

.V 236.4 ft/sec 140 knots

y2.5 deg

e 0. rad Assumed
0.

T .7 sec
P

.367 rad
LIM

SLIM .1745 rad/sec 10 deg/sec

PLTM .0524 rad/sec 3 deg/sec

3.1416 rad Arbitrary heading for an

approach

G-26



Table G-12

Initial Distriutions for VOR-CTOL (at V = 6NMi)
0

Symbol Distribution a Units

V Modified 546. feet
0 Burgerhout

"G Gaussian .02 radians

o Gaussian .01 radians

Mean =0

I

i-A

G-27
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Table G-13 TVodel Parameter Values for FC-ILS-I-STOL

Sybl Value Units Comments

aa 1.667 sec-

a .04 Simulated delay models
p1

a -,35 Simulated delay iP 2

a p .04 Simulated delay models

a p4 5-Simulated delay models

.007 Simulated delay models
p 5

a 1.5 sec

K 1.667 sec-2
a

K• 1.0 Simulated delay modelsp÷

~4.8
K Nonlinear modelse

K' .000075 at rad Linear model•e ft K'e I Nfli to f.000354 at KI e
.75 NMi K X+L

e

1.33 sec

K 1.09-

cG-28



Table G-13 Model Parameter Values for FC-ILS-I-STOL (Continued)
A

Symbol Value Units Comments

L 9000. feet va

NR ±.00048 rad White gaussian noise
1la value •:

N ±.001745 rad 'White gau.ssian noise
T la value

N .k.00349 rad White gaussian noise
*la value

N ±.1047 at 2 rad White gaussian noise
NMi; t.07625 la value (Varies linearily "A

at 0 NMi with range)

N ±.01745 rad White gaussian noise
la valuet .V 108.089 ft/sec 64 knots

y 7.5 deg

o 0. rad AssumedCo.

• .7 sec

LIM .367 rad
LIM

L�M .1745 rad/sec 10 deg/sec

;LIM .0524 rad/sec 3 deg/sec an

•.4

S3.1416 rad Arbitrary heading for an
approach

G-29
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Table G-14

InitialJ Cl'tr•iiti6ns '-i FC-ILS-I-STOL (;t X' -- ?N'ii)

"Sm bbol Distri bution a oni'.,

y Gaussian f 2C.
0

Gaussiar .r 6

__ j Gaussian -. 02 rawcions

Mean =0

G-30



APPE1.'4DIX H

PROBABILITY DENSITY FUNCTION DATA
AND NORMAL OPERATING ZONE DATA

Probability density functions obtained using the
techniques described in the Lateral Separation Study are

* " presented in this appendix for the systems listed in Table H-I.

The PDF's are used for determining the probability of colli-
sion data necessary in the determination of minimum runway

* spacings. Table H-1 indicates the figure numbers for the
PDF's selectable Dy dimension, approach system,and range. The
lateral PDF's are generated by the Fokker-Planck equation and

the vertical,and longitudinal PDF's are gaussian fits to the
measured.and assumed distribution data, respectively. The
axes for all the figures were made as compatible as possible
so that direct comparisons of the relative shape of the PDF'S
could be made.

Normal operating zone data is provided for the
approach systems listed in Table H-I and for STOL runways skewed
with respect to the adjacent CTOL runway. Figures H-25 through
H-29 present the NOZ's for the five lateral approach systems
listed in Table H-1. The five NOZ's are to scale and, therefore,
may be compared directly. Table H-2 is a list of the NOZ's at

the minimum distance between the CTOL runway and the STOL

departure path for skew angles between 100 and 900 in 100

increments.

H-1
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Table H-2 CTOL/STOL Skewed NOZ Results

a 2cF
Skew aR R'
Angle, NOZ (68%) NOZ (95%),

degrees feet feet

10 91.35 182.70
20 89.24 178.48
30 93.04 186.08
40 110.55 221.10
50 144.24 288.48
60 191.33 382.66
70 248.07 496.14
80 311.33 622.66 *

90 378.46 756.92

iH
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PROBABILITY OF COLLISION 'DATA

Probability of collision results obtained in. the
Lateral Separation Study are presented in tabular form in this
appendix. These results represent a primary output of the Lateral

S •Separation Study and constitute a portion of the information
necessary to determine a minimum allowable spacing between
parallel runways for aircraft operating under IFR condition.
Probability of collision data for CTOL/CTOL, CTOL/STOL, andI STOL/STOL aircraft and runway configurations are presented in
tabular form and include probability of collision results
obtained in the Lateral Separation Study for all, cases cited in
Figure I-1. Table I-I is a guide to the'probabilitylof colli-
sion tables contained in this appendix. Zero values shown in
the tables for each particular case denote probability of col-
lision values which were smaller than the computational errors
associated with a digital computer.
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Table I-i Guide to Probability of Collision Tables

Aircraft and
Runway

Configuration Operation Approach Table Comments

CTOL/CTOL Independent FC/FC 1-2
FC/VOR 1-3
FC/BC 1-4

SDependent FC/FC 1-5 Longitudinal
Spacing of
Three NMi

1-6 Longitudinal

Spacing of
Two NMi

1-7 Longitudinal
Spacing of
One NMi

1-8 Longitudinal
Spacing of
One-Fourth NMi

CTOL/STOL Independent FC/FC 1-9 No Threshold
Displacement

1-10 3000 foot
Threshold
Displacement

STOL/STOL Independent FC/FC I-l1

1-3



Table 1-2

CTOL/CTOL Probability of Collision Data for
FC/FC Independent Operations

"Runway Ranqe from Probability
Separation, Threshold, of

feet nmi. Collision

1500 6 .68 10-2

4 .75 10-3

2 .50 10- 5

2000 6 .11 102

4 .54 10-4

2 .16 10-7

2500 6 .17 10-

4 .28 10-5

2 .38 i0-1 0

3000 6 .22 10-4

4 1 .95 10-

2 .30 1013
-5

3500 6 .23 10-5

4 .37 i0 8

2 .13 10-16

4300 6 .57 10-7

4 ?65 10-11

2 .16 10-22

5000 6 .17 10-8

4 .16 103

2 .20 10-28

1-4



Table 1-3

CTOL/CTOL Probability of Collision Data £.or
FC/VOR Independent Operations

Runway Range from Probability
Separation, Threshold, of

feet nmi. Collision

* 1500 6 .18 10

4 .29 10-2

2 .16 l0-4

2000 6 .49 10-2

4 .27 10-3

2 .82 10-7

2500 6 .14 10-2

4 .39 10-4

2 .31 10-9

3000 6 .38 10-3

4 .35 10-

2 .66 10-12
,-4

3500 6 .67 10-4

4 .14 10-6

2 .92 10-15

4300 6- .23 10-5

4 .14 10 8

2 .90 10-20

5000 6 .12 10-6

4 .98 10- 1 1

2 .12 10-24

I-5



-• Table 1-4

--- •: ~ ~~~CTOL/CTOL Probability of Collision Data for F/CIdpnetOeain

Run-way Range from Probabi'l-itySeparation, Threshold, 
of

Sifeet nmi. Collision

1500 
5 .17 l610

2 .38 10-5

2000 5 .45 10-2 ,
4 .52 10-3

2" i1 0-7

2500 5 .13 0-2

4 T l 
10-4

S2 
.15 10-10

S3000 
5 .36 1 -

:4 
.29 10-4 "

2 .63 10-14 
"

3500 5 .57 10-4

S~-17
- - •2 

.1 5 10"

4300 5 .10 i0-5

4 16 10-7

2 -.55 10-2

'"5000 
5 28 10 -

-9
4 .40 10

2 .28 10 -30

1-6



Table I-5

CTOI./CTOL Probability of Collision Data for FC/FC Dependent

Operations and Longitudinal Spacing of Three Miles

Runwi y Range from Probability
Separation, Threshold, of

feet nmi. Collision

1500 3 1071

2 10-51

1 i0-39
1 10~

2000 3 1072

2 10-52

1 10-40

2500 3 10-7

2 1053

1 10-42

3000 3 10-74

2 10-55

1 10-44

3500 3 1076

2 10-56

1 10-46

4300 3 1078

2 10-60

1 10-53

5000 3 1081

2 10-64

1 1-63

1-7



Table 1-6

CTOL/CTOL Probability of Collision Data for FC/FC Dependent
Operations and Longitudinal Spacing of Two Miles

Runway Range from Probability
Separation, Threshold, of

feet nmi. Collision

1500 4 10-43

3 10-29

2 10-22

1 10-19

2000 4 10-44

3 1031

2 i0-24

1 10-21

2500 4 10-44

3 10-32

2 1026

1 10-24__1

3

2 10-28

__________1 
10-26

3500 4 10-47

3 10O-35

2 .1

1 0-269

4300 4 10 4

-38
3 i0 38

3 130

2 10 -33

1 10-36

I-8
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Table 1-6 CTOL/CTOL Probability of Collision Data for FC/FC
Dependent Operations and Longitudinal Spacing of Two A

Miles (Continued)

Runway Range from Probability
Separation, Threshold, of

feet nmi. Collision

5000 4 10-51

3 10-41

2 1038

1 1-46

1-

I|I
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Table I-7

CTOL/CTOL Probability of Collision Data for FC/FC Dependent
Operations and Longitudinal Spac.ng of One Mile

Runway Range from Probability
Separation, Threshold, of

feet nmi. Collision

1500 5 10- 16  3
4 1011

3 109

2 l0-9

1 1010

2000 5 10

4 1-12 i

3 10

2 I 10-

S1 10-13___

2500 5 10-18

4 10-13

3 i0-12

2 10-13

1 10-17

3000 5 i0- 1 9

4 10-15

3 10

2 I0- 1 6

1 1021

3500 5 10-20
4 1-16i

I-10



Tble 1-7 CTOL/CTOL Probability of Collision Data for FC/FC
Dependent. Operations and Longitudinal Spacing of One

Mile (Continued)
Runway Range from Probability

Separation, Threshold, of
feet nmi. Collision

-16
3500 3 10

-18
2 10

-25
1 102

;• ! -22
4300 5 10

4 10-18

3 10-19
3 i0l

-23
2 10

-35
1 10

5000 5 10
-21 .

4 102 2
3 i- 2 2

d 3 I0-

-27S2 10

S_ _ _1 <10120

A

|I

!I-i
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Table 1-8

CTOL/CTOL Probability of Collision Data for FC/FC Dependent
Operations and Longitudinal Spacing of .25 Miles

Runway Range from Probabili y

Separation, Threshold, of
feet nmi. Collision

1500 5 .14 1G-3

4 .53 10-4
-53 .76 10

-6
2 .46 10

1 .68 i0

2000 5 .17 10-4

4 .41 10-5

3 .28 10-6
-8

2 .16 10- 1

1 .17 10

2500 5 .17 10-5

4 .23 10-6

3 .28 10-8

2 .57 I0-i

1 .11 10-19

3000 5 .13 10 -6

4 .87 108

3 .84 10-10

2 .60 10- _4
S~-26

1 .75 10

11
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Table 1-8 CTOL/CTOL Probability of Collision Data for FC/FC
Dependent Operations and Longitudinal Spacing of .25
Miles (Continued)

Runway Range from Probability
Separation Threshold, of

feet nmi. Collision

3500 5 .90 108

4 .38 10-9
S.10-12

S3 .70 10

2 .40 10-17

1 .14 10-33

4300 5 .10 10

4 .12 10-%
3 .10 10-15

2 .10 10-2

1 <10120

5000 5 .12 10-

4 .31 10-14

.22 10-19

2 .29 U-28

1 <10-120

1-1
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Table 1-9

CTOL!STOL Probability of Collision Data for FC/FC Independent
Operations and No Threshold Displacement

Runway Range from Probability
Separation, Threshold, of

feet feet Collision

1500 12 )0 I i0 2 3

-14
9200 10

4700 10-

2000 1-200 I026

9200 10- 17
92_______400 i02

-29

2500 12200 10-29
-21

9200 i0
-35

4700 10

3000 12200 i032
-25

9200 i0
4700 10-40

3500 12200 10-36
-30

9200 10
-4o

4700 10

4300 12200 10- 4 2

9200 10- 4 0

-404700 10
'50

5000 12200 10-50

9200 10-45

4700 10-40

1-14



Table 1-10 
"

CTOL/STOL ?robability of Collision Data forFC/FC Independent
Operations with Threshold Displacement' of 3000 Feet

Runway Range from Probability
Separation, Threshold, of
____"_feet feet Collision

1500 7700 0-1 2

* -6200 1011
_____4700 10-12

2000 7700 10-16

1 -16
*6200 10

i 
•4700 I0 -19

2500 7700 10-2 1

6200 10-22

i 4700 I0-26

3000 7700 10-26

* 
6.00 10.-30

_ _4700 
10-3

3500 7700 10-33

6200 1040

• 4700 10-39

4300 7700 1042

6200 10-40

,, 4700 i0-39

5000 7700 10-42

6200 10-40

4700 10-3

1-15



Table I-l1
STOL/STOL.Probabiiity of Collision Data for

FC/FC Independent Operations

Rtnway Range from Probability
Separation, Threshold, of

feet feet Collision A

1500 12000 10-2

70001 10-9 
!

7000 -41

2000 12000 10-5

7900 10-18

1000 10-73

2500 12000 1079
7000 10- 28

1000 10 1 8

3000 12000 I0o13

7000 10-41

-120
* 1000 <10

3500' 12000 10- 17

7000 10

I 1000 <10-120

4300 12000 10-26

7000 .1n-88

-120
1000 <10

: 5300 12000 10-36

7000 10-120

1000 <10-120

T-16



APPENDIX J

SINGLE AIRCRAFT BLUNDER ANALYSIS DATA

This appendix contains the output data for the sin-
gle aircraft blunder analysis performed in the Lateral Separation
study. The purpose of this analysis is to evaluate the cross-
track distance (blunder recovery airspace) required for an
aircraft to recover from the type 1 and type 2 blunders. Type 1
blunders occur when an aircraft that is on a track which inter-
cepts the approach course at 10°, 200, or 300 passes through
the normal operating zone and proceeds toward the adjacent track.
Type 2 blunders occur when an aircraft which is established on
the final approach course (within the normal operating zone)
makes a turn toward the adjacent course at 15°, 30°, or 45°.
The blunder recovery maneuver is assumed to be a coordinated
turn in the glideslope plane performed by the blundering air-
craft. The geometry of the single aircraft analysis is shown
in Figure J-1.

The single aircraft analysis utilized combinations
of the blunder parameter values listed in Table J-1 excluding
the data acquisition system (DAS) accuracies (sR and EA). The
lateral recovery airspace required for parameter combinations
for the single aircraft blunder analysis is presented in tabular
form in Table J-2. Values for DAS errors (EDAS) should be
added to these data when the position of the DAS antenna with
respect to the blundered aircraft is known.

EDAS is evaluated using the following equations:

EDAS =EA cosp + sinp

where,
E = R tan c A

E R 
R

R -' 2 2 2

= DAS - A/C + (YDAS - A/C (ZDAS ZA/C

p =tan1  -1 DAS 1 A/C
XDAS XA/C

J-1



[ .-. Blunder

j __________ Recovery _ _ _ _ _

Airspace V(1-cos

I-V T Sin

4J P
I ii '1 ? Motion Durinq I
I I• Communication I

P4 ý-Time + Pilot/ ----
0 I Aircraft
P40 I I Reaction Time

I Aircraft
Advance
During
Turn

Action I Worst Case
Decision PointPoint "

Type.1 Motion During Data Acquis-
uer"I I tion System Update DelayB l un d e r

TrajectoryJ
a >e

_ Data Acquisition Systmin
Error (Worst Case)

! I T1 = Summed Delays = Data Acquisi-
SI tion System Update Delc.y +

'I Communication Time + Pilot/
Aircraft Reaction Time

= Deviation Angle
Type 2 Blunder V = Aircraft-Velocity

Trajectory Tr= Turn Rate

Fiqure J-1

Single Aircraft Ge<•etL'i, Analysis of the Two Typcs of Jllun•:2rs
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Table J-l Blundered Aircraft Parameter Values

Parameters Values Units

Departure Angles
Type 1 Blunder 10, 20, and 30 degrees

Type 1 Blunder10, 20, and 30dgre
Type 2 Blunder 15, 30, and 45 degrees

DAS Range liccuracy (. R 1.5, 1.0, .51 percentages
Rand .2 of range

DAS Azimuth Accuracy (cA) 1.5, 1.0, and .5 degrees
A

SDAS Update Delays 4, 2, 1, .5, .1, seconds
and . 01

Aircraft Velocities 60, 80, 100, 120, knots
140, and 160

Aircraft Bank Angles 10, 20, 30, and 40 degrees

Pilot/Aircraft Reaction Times 1.5, 5, and 8 seconds

Communication Times 1 to 10 ds

J-3



with,

X - Aircraft ground range tc touchdown, ft.xA/c

IA/C - Aircraft lateral location from the runwaycenterline, ft.

ZA/C - Air- -ft altitude, ft.

X - DAS antenna oround range from touchdown, ft. C,
DAe%

YDAS - DAS antenna lateral location from the runway
centerline, ft.

ZDAS - DAS antenna altitude, ft.

The above equations were derived by using the geometry illus-
trated in Figure J-2.

The column headings for Table J-2 are explained as
follows.

Departure Angle (deg.) - the angle at which a blundered air-
craft heads *ward the adjacent approach course measured from
the extended runway centerline.

Velocity (knots) - the velocity of the blundered aircraft.

Bank Angle (deg.) - the bank angle that the blundered aircraft
uses to make the corrective maneuver.

Summed Delays (sec.) - a total of all the delays of the
blundered aircraft, including DAS Update Delay, Communication
Time, and Pilot/Aircraft Reaction Time.

Blunder Recovery Airspace (ft.) - the lateral recovery airspace,
excluding EDAS, required for a blundered aircraft to recover *
from the type 1 cr type 2 blunders, measured from the action
point and perpendicular to the extended runway centerline.

J-4
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APPENDIX 1K

DUAL AIRCRAFT BLUNDER ANALYSIS DATA

This appendix contains the output data for the dual
aircraft blunder analysis performed in the Lateral Separation
study. The purpose of the dual aircraft analysis is to evaluate
the blunder recovery airspace required for a blundered aircraft

to recover fiom the type 1 and type 2 blunders, assuming that
the blundered aircraft does not immediately respond to control-
ler warnings. Type 1 blunders occur when an aircraft that is
on a track which intercepts the approach course at 100, 200, or
300 passes through the normal operating zone and proceeds
toward the adjacent track. Type 2 blunders occur when an air-
craft which is established on the final approach course (within
the normal operating zone) makes a turn toward the adjacent
course at 150, 300, or 450. The failure of the aircraft to
respond makes it necessary for the controller to command an
avoidance maneuver for the adjacent aiicraft approaching the
adjacent runway. The recovery of the blundered aircraft is
considered complete when the heading of the blundered aircraft
is the same as the heading of the aircraft on the adjacent
approach course, meaning that both airzraft are flying parallel
courses at that instant. Therefore, this analysis technique
not only requires maneuvering the blundered aircraft but also
requires maneuvering the aircraft on the adjacent course. The
recovery maneuvers are assumed to be coordinated turns in the
glideslope plane. The dual aircraft blunder analysis is based

upon the assumed sequence of events shown in Table K-1 and the
geometry shown in Figure K-1.

The dual aircraft analysis was used to determine the

lateral recovery airspace for all combinations of the parameter

values.in Table K-2, excluding the data acquisition system
(DAS) accuracies (ER and cA), and the re3ults are presented in

tabular form in Table K-3. *alues for DAS errors (EDAS) should

S . be added to these data when the position of the DAS antenna

and the blundered aircraft can be approximated.

EDAS is evaluated by using the following equations:

EDAS = EA cosp + sinp
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Table K-I

Dual Aircraft Blunder Analysis

Sequen:e of Delays

Blundered Adjacent

Aircraft Aircraft

(1) DAS update delay

(2) Controller ccmmunication

time

(3) Pilot reaction time

(4) Aircraft1 r•s'ponse time (4) Controller1 to Controller2
1 delay

(5) Aircraft turn time (5) Controller communication
1 time

(6) Pilot2 reaction time

(7) Aircraft 2 response time

(8) Aircraft 2 turn time

KI
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-Blunder Recovery 4
' ~Airspace

Distance Traveled
During Aircraft ii // I.r.

' Data Ac. ,isi-

tion Sys- -Points at
tem Erro which Both

ILircraft, Hay craft

i L'Equal Head- 2

Elaur ings I elays
Type 1 i Departure

Blunaer j Angle
Trajectory '~Ato

PointI

•-• Type 2 Blunder
Trajectory £

'0 jHt

Figure K-I Dual Aircraft Geometric Analysis
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Table -K-2 Blundered Aircraft Parameter Values'

Parameters Values Units

Departure Angles
Type 1 Blunder 10, 20, and 30 degrees
Type 2 Blunder 15, 30, and 45 degrees

DAS Range Accuracy (eR) 1.5, 1.0, .5, percentages
Rand .2 of range

DAS Azimuth Accuracy e) 1.5, 1.00, and .5 degrees
A

DAS Update Delays 4, 2, 1, .5, .1, seconds
and .01

Aircraft Velocities 60, 80, 100, 120, knots
140, and 160

Aircraft Bank Angles 10, 20, 30, and 40 degrees

Pilot/Aircraft Reaction Times 1.5, 5, and 8 :seconds

Communication Times 1 to 10 seconds

K- 4
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where,
E = R :tan eA

E RR
R 100

S2 2 2
R (X - XA/C2 (YDAS 'A/C) + - (DAS ZA/C)

-1 DAS AC1I= tan. x -X i
DAS A/C

with,,
XA/C - Aircraft ground range to touchdown, ft.

YA/C - Aircraft lateral location from the runway
centerline,' ft.

ZA/C - Aircraft altitude, ft:.

Xs - DAS antenna ground range from touchdown, ft.
flAS

Y - DAS antenna lateral location from the runwayDAS centerline, ft.

Z DASL DAS antenna altitude, ft.

The above equations were derived by using the geometry illustra-
ted in Figure K-2.

The column headings for Table K-3 are explained as
follows:

Blundered DeRarturje Angle (deg.) - tne angle at which a blun-
dered aircraft heads toward the adjacent approach course mea-
sured from the extended runway centerline.

Blundered Velocity (knots) - the velocity of the blundered
aircraft.
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Blundered Bank Angle (deg.) - the bank angle that the blundered
aircraft usus to make the corrective maneuver.

Blundered Sunmied Delays (sec.) - a total of all the delays of
the blundered aircraft, including DAS Update Delay, Communica-
tion Time, and Pilot/Aircraft Reaction Time.

Adjacent Summed Delays (sec.) - a total of all the delays of
the adjacent aircraft, including the Communication Time and
Pilot/Aircraft Reaction Time measured from the time controller 1
communicates to controller 2 . This occurs at the end of the
Blundered Summed Delays.

Corrected Parallel Headings (deg.) - the heading angle of both
the blundered and adjacent aircraft at the point in time when

they are flying parallel courses (i.e., the blunder is corrected).

Blunder Correction Time (sec.) - the total time required for
a blundered aircraft to attain a flight course parallel with
that of the aircraft on the adjacent course (total blunder
recovery time measured from the time the blundered aircraft
reaches the actinn point until the blunder is corrected).

Blunder Recovery Airspace (ft.) - the lateral recovery airspace,
excluding EDAS, required for a blundered aircraft to recover to
a course parallel with that of the adjacent aircraft. The
blunder recovery airspace is measured from the action point

SIperpendicular to the extended runway centerline.

The dual aircraft analysis assumed that the heading
of the adjacent aircraft was equal to 180 degrees (the assumed
runway heading) and that the turn rate of the adjacent aircraft
was equal to -3.0 degrees per second. It should be noted that
the blunder recovery airspace does not always vary with a

"* change of the adjacent summed delays. This condition is due
to the blundered aircraft correcting its heading error before
the adjacent aircraft has time to start a maneuver.
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Table K-3

Dual Aircraft Blunder Analysis Output
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